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Introduction:
This manual is designed to guide training facilitators in preparing and delivering
capacity building training to farmers and farmers’ organization (FO) leaders. The
manual provides essential technical information that will help training facilitators
to guide, mentor and coach farmers in transitioning from subsistence producers to
commercial farmers.
The Facilitators’ Training Manual builds on WFP’s experience and learning from its
Agriculture and Market Support (AMS) to encourage farmers to organize themselves
into groups and higher-level farmer organizations across the country; strengthen their
governance, promote improved practices in grain post-harvest handling and storage
within the households and at aggregation points; and increase collective marketing for
income generation, food security and improved nutrition.
This manual has benefited from review by potential users, which highlighted the need
for simpler and more user-friendly content for use by training facilitators.

Manual Structure:
The manual is divided into four main modules. The first three modules contain basic
topics for training the members of participating farmer groups and FOs. The fourth
module covers minimum subjects for training the leaders of participating farmer
groups and farmers’ organizations.

Module 1: How to Grow Your Farming Business
Module 2: Financing Options for Your Farming Business
Module 3: Harvest, Post-harvest Handling and Household Storage
Module 4: Collective Marketing at the Business Centre
The manual is designed around the promotion of collective marketing of quality
produce at the business centers/satellite collection points. The farmers are encouraged
to:
•

Look at farming as a business, join a farmer group and become an active member
(Module 1);

•

Develop a culture for savings and investment and start savings activities within a
group (Module 2);

•

Reduce post-harvest loss through improved handling and storage practices
(Module 3); and

•

Strengthen FOs to provide services, particularly collective marketing on behalf of
members, at and around the satellite collection points (Module 4).
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How to Use This Manual
Each module has various sessions, which are further divided into topics. The
introduction of each module indicates the objectives, material requirements, as well
as an outline of the module. Before going into each module, the trainer will administer
(read out loud) the questionnaire (pre-test) shown at the beginning of the module
(correct answers marked in bold letters) and repeat the same questionnaire at the end
of the module. Detailed instructions are at the end of this introductory section.
The trainer needs to review the content before starting each session, which begins with
an outline of session goals and materials needed to carry out that session. Make sure to
prepare these materials beforehand.
The sessions include interactive activities and discussions to improve knowledge
retention. The more active and engaged the participants are, the more they will learn.
There are also extra activities on certain topics in the annex/s of each module.
Each topic has a take home message written at the end. This is the main takeaway
for the participants. Make sure to emphasize it before closing the topic.
The farmer training sessions (from Module 1 to Module 3) should be held within a
maximum of 4 to 5 hours per day. The date, location and timing of the sessions will
need to be agreed with the farmers in advance.
The venue should be within a walkable distance (less than 5 km). The timing should
align with the farming calendar. The farmer group and organization sessions may last
for an entire day outside of their villages.
Due attention must be paid to the needs of women, for instance childcare, in order to
encourage their participation in the training sessions.
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Throughout the manual, there are different icons, which are
reminders of what to focus on, or tips to improve the training
sessions:

...

?

This icon means “say”. The trainer should say aloud to the
participants whatever is written next to the icon.

This icon means “ask”. The trainer should ask the participants the
question(s) following this icon.

This icon indicates that the trainer should focus on food security
or remember to emphasize it in the discussion.

This icon indicates that the trainer should focus on household
nutrition and remember to emphasize it in the discussion.

This icon indicates that the trainer should focus on gender and
remember to emphasize it in the discussion.

Trainer Note:

This icon indicates a tip or note for the trainer, to help improve the
training session, and or to introduce additional topics.

This icon indicates a story. The trainer should read this story aloud
unless otherwise instructed. Storytelling is a powerful tool for
learning and retaining knowledge.
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Pre- and Post-Evaluation Questionnaire
Every module starts with a pre-training and post-training questionnaire. The trainer
will administer this questionnaire at the beginning and the end of each module. When
the trainer administers it at the beginning of the module, s/he is checking to see how
much the participants already know about the concepts in the module. It is okay if they
do not get all the answers correct. If the participants struggle with certain questions, it
is an indication of which topics the trainer needs to spend more time on in the module.
Administer the questionnaire again at the end of the module to assess how much the
participants have learned during the sessions. If there are still knowledge gaps, it may
indicate a need to revisit certain topics.

Instructions:
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•

Administer the questionnaire and record the answers of each
participant. The participants, who are literate, can record answers for
themselves and assist in recording the answers of those who are not
able to write.

•

Read questions out loud for everyone and read answer options. Take
time to ensure that everyone has understood the questions and answer
options. There may be more than one correct answer.

•

Keep each participant’s answers in a safe place and write down the
percentage of correct answers that each participant gives.

•

Explain to the participants that some questions may have more than
one correct answer. Inform them that incorrect answers are not a
problem and instead help the trainer better prepare training. Explain
that they will go over the same questionnaire at the end to see if they
will have learnt the concepts in the module.

Module 1:
How to Grow Your
Farming Business
Overview for Trainer
This is the first module of the WFP training manual: Module 1: How to Grow Your
Farming Business. In this module, the participants will learn how to set goals, select
(a) profitable enterprise(s), keep records, and plan and budget for their farming as a
business.

Note: Extra activities for Module 1 can be found on page 66. You can use (and
adapt as necessary) some of these activities when you have time, and/or the
participants need more practice on a topic.
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Module Outline
This module consists of 5 sessions
and an annex:

Time
12 hours

Session 1: Visioning and Goal Setting ................................ 13
Topic 1: Visioning ......................................................................... 14
Topic 2: Goal Setting .....................................................................17
Session 2: Farming as a Business ........................................ 19
Topic 1: Subsistence and Commercial Farming ...........................20
Topic 2: What is Farming as a Business? ..................................... 22
Topic 3: Farm Business Wheel ..................................................... 23
Session 3: Enterprise Selection ........................................... 27
Topic 1: Enterprise Selection ........................................................28
Topic 2: Food Security and Nutrition for the Household ............30
Topic 3: Farm Technologies ......................................................... 33
Topic 4: Cost-benefit and Profit Analysis .................................... 37
Topic 5: Gender Roles at the Household Level ............................ 42
Topic 6: Risk Mitigation Strategies .............................................. 45
Session 4: Planning, Budgeting and Prioritising.............48
Topic 1: Importance of Planning ..................................................49
Topic 2: How to Develop Your Farming Plan (Crop Calendar) ....51
Topic 3: How to Budget your Farming Plan (Crop Calendar) ... 54
Topic 4: How to budget ................................................................ 55
Session 5: Record Keeping ....................................................58
Topic 1: Record Keeping for Farming........................................... 59
Topic 2: Important Information for Record Keeping .................. 61
Topic 3: Record Keeping Practice.................................................62
Annex: Extra Activities under Module 1 ............................66

Objectives
In this module, participants will:
● Learn how to vision and set goals for their business
● Learn to understand farming as a business (to change mindset from
subsistence to commercial farming)
● Select profitable enterprises
● Learn how to keep business records
● Learn how to plan, budget and prioritize for their business
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Module 1

Time
20 minutes

Pre- and post-evaluation questionnaire:

1. How do you look at farming?

❒ As a business
❒ Something that I do because my parents also did it
❒ I have not really given it any deep thought
2. Do you have any plan for the next five years to make your farming grow?

❒ Yes, I have a clear plan
❒ Not really, but I have a rough idea about it
❒ Not at all
3. How do you decide which crop(s) to grow each season?

❒ I grow my crops because that is what I have always grown
❒ I grow my crops because I know they bring in money
❒ I grow my crops because I am part of a group/association that
sells crops collectively

4. Where do you source the majority of your seeds each season?

❒ They are my own seeds that I have saved from the previous season
❒ I buy from the market, an input shop or a local trader
❒ I buy through my group/association (e.g. business center or
satellite collection point)

5. Do you belong to any farmer group/association?

❒ No
❒ Yes, but I am not an active member
❒ Yes, and I am an active member
6. How do you think that your family can improve on nutrition at home?

❒ By growing different types of food
❒ By eating different types of food
❒ By increasing the amount of the same food that my family eats
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7. Do you think that it is important for men, women, boys and girls to agree on which
tasks to share and help each other?

❒ No, the tasks of men and women should be separate
❒ Yes
8. Do you keep records of your farming activity?

❒ No
❒ I (or my family) write down big expenses
❒ I (or my family) write down everything
9. Do you prepare a budget for your farming each season?

❒ No
❒ I decide and write it down
❒ My family and I discuss, write it down and agree on priorities for
the season

10. What is profit?

❒ Money that I get from selling produce
❒ Money that I get minus what I spend
❒ I do not know
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1.

Session 1:
Visioning and Goal Setting
Learning
goals

Training participants will
● Understand the concepts of visioning and
goal setting
● Practice how to vision for their farming
business

Time
90 minutes

● Practice how to set goals for their
business vision
Materials
needed

● Flipchart and markers
● Paper and pens/pencils

Introduction
... Say: In this session, we will learn what visioning and goal setting mean. Are you ready?
1.
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Topic 1: Visioning
Rose’s shop

1.

?● Ask: What is visioning (or to have a vision)?
● Allow some participants to respond before giving the answers below:
Visioning is thinking about a desired state that one wants to achieve.
It means to plan for a better future for one’s life or business.

...
● Say: It is important to have a vision and think about how you will achieve it. For
farmers, like many of you, it often requires a mindset change.

?● Ask: What is a mind-set?
● Allow some participants to answer before giving the answer below:
A mind-set is a person’s attitude and way of thinking.
— Your mind-set often dictates how you will react to different things in life.
— You can have a positive mind-set or a negative mind-set. You choose to view
the world in either a positive or negative way.
— Your mind-set is not fixed. It can change over time and is influenced by social
norms and culture.
● Read the following situation:

?

A farmer loses a part of his/her produce when fall armyworms attack his/her
garden.

● Ask: How would a farmer with a negative mind-set react?
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● Allow some participants to respond before giving the answers below:

?● Ask: How would a farmer with a positive mind-set react?
● Allow some participants to answer before giving the answers below:
— A farmer with a negative mind-set might give up on his or her business.
— She/he would wait until fall army worms destroy everything.

— She/he would listen to radio for any information available
— A farmer with a positive mind-set would ask for help from an extension worker
or village agent.
— She/he would look for ways to fight the pest and save the rest of his/her
produce.
— She/he would inform fellow farmers and government extension workers of an
outbreak of fall army worms.

...
● Say:
— We are going to do a simple visioning exercise. Try to have a positive mind-set.
— Close your eyes.
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● Read each of the following instructions slowly. Pause for 15 seconds after each
statement to give the participants time to think.
— Think about your farming business as it is now.
— What is good about your farming business? What do you enjoy about farming?
— What do you need to improve in your farming business?
— What crops do you grow now and why? What crops would you like to grow in
the future and why?
— How many acres do you plant? How many would you like to plant in the future?
— How good is the quality of your produce? What more can you do to achieve
good quality?
— What can you do to make your farm more profitable?

...
● Say: Open your eyes. What came to your mind is your vision.
● Give each participant paper and a pen, and ask to write/draw his/her vision.
— In this training, we are going to talk about how to work towards your vision and
improve your farming.
— Remember to keep a positive mind-set and try to envision a better life for
yourself and your family. This is possible through farming as a business.

Take home message:
● Create a vision for what you want to achieve and keep a positive mind-set to
work towards that vision.

Trainer Note:
If you want to give more information on visioning, go to pages
67-69 in the Annex: Extra Activities under Module 1.
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Topic 2: Goal Setting
?● Ask: What is a goal?
● Allow some participants to respond before giving the answer below.
A goal is a desired result that you want to accomplish over a short or long
period of time.
— Goals are part of visioning, but they are more specific than a vision. They are the
steps that you take to reach a vision.
— Goals can be written in a farming plan to help you track your activities towards
the goals and also to help other people understand what you want to do (for
instance, a bank may want to know your plan before lending you money).

?● Ask: How do goals help you?
● Allow some participants to respond before giving the answers below.
—
—
—
—
—

Goals help you stay focused.
Goals make you accountable.
Goals help you spend time wisely.
Goals help you measure progress.
Goals give you motivation.

● Write SMART on a flipchart. As you go through each letter, copy the words on the
flipchart and provide the explanation of each letter; e.g. S - Specific: Your goal
should clearly define what you are going to do.

...
● Say: Goals should be SMART.

S M A R T
Specific

Measurable

Achievable

Realistic

Time-bound

Your goal
should
clearly
define
what you
are going
to do.

You should
be able to
clearly
tell if you
achieved
the goal.
(for
instance by
being able
to quantify
your
progress).

Your goal
should be
possible
for you to
achieve
given
available
time and
resources.

Your goal
should be
worthwhile
for you and
your family.

You should
set a date/
period by
which your
goal should
be achieved.

It should fit
with your
overall life
plan.
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● Write the following goals on the flipchart.
—
—
—
—
—

I want to increase my income from farming by 20% in 5 years.
I am going to increase my maize yield by 50% within 5 years.
I am going to plant 5 more acres of maize this season as the first step.
I am going to hire two labourers to help me harvest maize this season.
I want to buy an ox and plough within the next 2 years.

...
● Say:
— Each of these goals are SMART.
— How can you tell that they are SMART?
● Allow some participants to respond before giving the following answers.
— They specifically say what will be done to achieve the goals.
— They can be measured in the number of acres, labourers and percentage.
— They are achievable and not more than what a farmer can handle.
— They are all realistic to the overall goal of increasing agricultural income and
growing a farming business.
— They all have a time/period attached to them.
● Give each participant a paper and pen/marker/pencil.

...
● Say:
— Each of you will practice setting goals for your farming business.
— Think back to the visioning activity that we did before. Set goals based on your
vision to improve your farming business.
— Set at least 2 short-term goals. These are goals that you want to achieve in the
next 6 months to 1 year.
— Set at least 2 medium-term goals. These are goals that you want to achieve in
the next 2 to 3 years.
— Set at least 2 long-term goals. These are goals that you want to achieve over the
next 3 to 5 years.
● Give the participants 10 minutes to write their goals. If some of them cannot write,
encourage them to draw pictures that describe their goals.
● Ask a few willing participants to share one of their goals. Offer suggestions if their
goal is not SMART.
● Ask: What have you learned about goal setting?
?
● Allow some participants to share what they have learned.

Take home message:
● Goals are the steps that you take towards your vision. Set goals that are
S.M.A.R.T.: specific, measurable, achievable, realistic and time-bound.
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Session 2:
Farming as a Business
Learning
goals

Training participants will
● Understand the difference between
subsistence and commercial farming
● Learn what farming as a business (FaaB)
means

Time
120 minutes

● Understand key elements that make a
successful farming business
Materials
needed

● Flipchart, markers and tape
● Notebooks, pencils and pens
● Farming as a business wheel board and
cards
● Empty bottle
● Dice

Introduction
...
1. Say: In this session, we will learn to look at farming as a business and what it takes
to make your farming plan successful. Are you ready?
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Topic 1: Subsistence and Commercial
Farming
?● Ask: What is subsistence farming?
● Allow some participants to respond before giving the answer below.
Subsistence farming is small-scale crop production and livestock keeping,
mostly for household consumption.
Subsistence farming

? Ask: What is commercial farming?
●
● Allow some participants to respond before giving the answer below.
Commercial farming refers to agricultural production, grown for sale.
Commercial farming
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● Draw a Venn Diagram (example below) on a flipchart. Above one circle write
“subsistence farming” and above the other circle write “commercial farming”.
Above the middle intersection of the circles, write “same”.

?● Ask: What is the difference between subsistence farming and commercial farming?
● Allow some participants to respond and write their answers in the corresponding
circle.

?● Ask: What are the similarities between subsistence farming and commercial
farming?

● Allow some participants to respond and write their answers in the overlapping part
of the circles.
● Use the following diagram as a guide. Provide the answers not mentioned by the
participants.

Subsistence Farming

● Small-scale
production
● Plan according
to household
needs

Commercial Farming

Same
●

● Little or no
surplus for
sale

Use good
agronomic
practices
(GAP) for
good results

●

● Limited
investment or
farm planning

Food security
for the
household

●

Purchase of
inputs

● Surplus
production
● Plan according
to vision
and goals
for farming
business
● Production for
profit
● Investment in
inputs, tools
and machinery
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Topic 2: What is Farming as a Business?
SCP training center

?
● Ask: How would you define a business?
● Allow some participants to respond before reading the definition below.
A business is about buying and selling products or providing services to make
money. To have a successful business, one should make a profit (i.e. making
more money than what you spend).
● Ask: Can farming be a type of business?
?
● Allow some participants to respond before giving the answers below.
— Yes. Farming can be a business. Farming is also a type of business just like
running a retail shop.
— Farming as a Business means growing crops and/or keeping livestock for profit.
You can produce more than what you need for your household and sell the rest
to earn money.

...
● Say:

— A commercial farmer is a business person.
— They look at their farm as a source of income and a way to make a living.
— They plan to make money, grow their business, save money, and reinvest in
their business to make an even higher profit in the future.
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?● Ask: What are the characteristics of a good business person?
● Allow some participants to respond before giving the answers below.
— Has a vision for his or her business
— Takes calculated risks
— Loves his/her business
— Is accountable
— Is persistent
— Seizes opportunities
— Follows through
— Is efficient
— Is innovative and solves problems creatively
— Keeps accurate records of all transactions in relation to their business

Take home message:
● In Farming as a Business, farmers aim to make profit from their crops and/or
livestock.

Trainer Note:
More information on Farming as a Business can be found
on pages 71-80 in the Annex: Extra Activities under
Module 1.

Topic 3: Farm Business Wheel
● Before this activity, prepare the game board and cards. Have a die and a clean,
empty soda or water bottle ready.
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...
● Say:
— We will play a game by using the Farm Business Wheel.
— The Farm Business Wheel shows the links between 5 aspects that lead to a
successful farming business.
— These 5 aspects are:
› Planning and Budgeting (Module 1 of this manual): This is to look at
farming to make more money.
› Financial Literacy (Module 2): There are different options for
financing a business including savings, loans and investment.
› Post-harvest Handling (Module 3): Good practices used during and after
harvest can avoid losses and add value.
› Bulking and Marketing (Module 4): Becoming a member of a farmer
group/organization can increase business opportunities and profit from
collective marketing.
› Good Agronomic Practices (Supplementary Module): Good agronomic
practices are key to increasing yields.
● Divide the participants into four teams. Each team should select a team leader.

...
● Say:
— I am going to explain the instructions for how to play this game.
Goal/How to win:
— There are 4 characters in this game: Juliet, James, Robert and Susan. To win,
a team must collect 5 cards of the same character - one card for each of the 5
different aspects. The team that is first to collect 5 cards of the same character
wins the game. For example, the team that collects all 5 Juliet cards (one of each
aspect) before any other team wins.
Materials:
● One wheel game board
● One set of cards (20 total, 4 character cards for each aspect/colour)
● Die
● Empty, clean soda or water bottle
Preparation:
● Lay the board on a flat surface and place the cards on the matching colours and
subjects on the board with the character side of the cards facing up. Each section
on the board is supposed to have four cards with matching colours.
● Lay the bottle down in the middle of the board.
● Divide the group into four teams around the board. Each team should select a team
leader.
● Let each team leader roll the die. The team that rolls the highest number will be
Team 1 and start the game. The next turn will go to the team on the left (Team 2)
and continue in a clockwise direction to Team 3 and Team 4. If two teams both roll
the highest number, the two of them can roll again until one rolls a higher number.
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Planning and
budgeting

Financial
literacy
UGX

Good
Agronomic
Practices

Post-harvest
Handling
Bulking and
Marketing

Play instructions:
1. Team 1 (the team that rolled the highest number) starts by spinning the bottle. The
facilitator picks a card from the section that the cap of the bottle points to. If the cap
points between two sections, or the bottle spins of out of the circle, the team spins
again. If the cap points at a section where the cards are finished, the team spins
again.
2. The facilitator reads the question that is written on the back of the card out loud,
making sure that no one sees the answer.
3. Team 1 should agree between themselves about the answer, the team leader should
answer out loud true or false and provide a brief explanation why.
— If Team 1 is correct, the facilitator should read the written explanation on the
back of the card as well as the example and give the card to the team.
— If Team 1 gives the wrong answer, the facilitator should say this was the wrong
answer and give an opportunity to Team 2 to answer and explain.
— If Team 1 gives the correct answer but the wrong explanation or a poor
explanation, the facilitator should say that this was the right answer but the
wrong explanation and give an opportunity to Team 2 to answer and explain. If
the next team gives a strong explanation, they can win the card. If they have a
weak explanation, the facilitator can give Team 3 a chance to explain it well.
4. The next team to play is Team 2, then them Team 3 and lastly Team 4. This marks
the end of Round One.
5. Team 1 can then begin Round Two.
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6. The four teams should play three rounds.
7. At the end of the three rounds, the facilitator tells them to pause for a swap session.
— Remind the players that the goal of the game is to collect all 5 cards of one
character.
— Explain that the swap session is a chance to exchange a card for the one that
they want. For example if Team 1 has two Juliet cards and one Robert card, they
might try to exchange their Robert card for another Juliet card.
— Each team can only exchange ONE card with another team.
8. After the swap session, continue playing as before. The teams can have another
swap session after another three rounds or as soon as all the cards are picked.
9. The team that is first to collect 5 cards of the same character wins the game. It is
possible that there might be a tie, in which case both teams win.
10. The teams can exchange their members or select a new team leader when playing
the game from the start again.

Take home message:
● To succeed in Farming as a Business, farmers have to think about their
financing options, improve their post-harvest handling practices, bulk and
market through their group / organization, and use recommended agronomic
practices.
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Session 3:
Enterprise Selection
Learning
goals

Training participants will
● Learn how to identify a viable agricultural
enterprise
● Learn how to determine if the enterprise
is profitable
● Learn how to select an enterprise for
improved food security and nutrition
● Understand the benefits of sharing roles
within the household

Time
300 minutes
(5 hours)

● Learn how to manage risks that affect
profitability
Materials
needed

● Flipchart and markers
● 3 beans or stones for each participant
● Cups for each potential enterprise
● Farm Technologies Chart Set
● Papers with risks and risk mitigation
strategies written on them (see Topic 6)

www.mangotreeuganda

Introduction
...
1. Say: In this session, we are going to learn how to select the enterprise that is best

for your business vision. We will also discuss the importance of food security and
nutrition as well as the benefits of sharing roles between men and women. Finally,
we will talk about how to manage risks in a farming business. Are you ready?
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Topic 1: Enterprise Selection

?● Ask: What is an enterprise? Can you give some examples?
● Allow some participants to respond before giving the answer below.
An Enterprise is a project or a business. For a farmer, an enterprise may mean
growing a crop, keeping livestock, or selling something to do with agriculture.

?● Ask: What is enterprise selection?
● Allow some participants to respond before giving the answer below.
Enterprise selection is the process of determining an undertaking based on how
much profit it can make and how possible it is to start that enterprise.
● Ask: How can this be done?
?
● Allow some participants to respond before giving the answers below.
— Farmers consider their opportunities and obstacles.
— An opportunity could be demand in the market whereas an obstacle could be a
delay in when they can get money for their produce.

?● Ask: What factors should you consider when choosing an enterprise/s?
● Allow some participants to respond before giving the answers below.
— A good enterprise should be sustainable and profitable.
— There is a need to think about the time factor: some profitable enterprises do
not bring in profit immediately. A farmer then needs to combine enterprises
that can raise income in both short and long terms.
— A farmer should have or be able to get the knowledge, inputs and tools for
starting an enterprise (for example land, labour and input sources).
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— There should be market demand for an enterprise that can be accessed by
a farmer (or through his/her group) in the village, sub-county, district and
beyond.
— A farmer should think about an enterprise that can be done alongside other
enterprises. For example, ask yourself if you (and other household members)
have enough time and resources to engage in another enterprise/enterprises.
— If there are other people who grow the same enterprise, it will provide an
opportunity to form or strengthen a group and do collective bulking and
marketing.
— There is an opportunity to partner with or sell to both public and private
sectors.
— A farmer can easily access capital (money) to start or improve an enterprise.
— A farmer and his/her family are in agreement to start the selected enterprise/s.
● Ask: What enterprises do you know that fit most or all of these requirements?
?
● As the participants list different enterprises, write down each one on a small piece
of paper. You can draw pictures of the enterprises to help those who cannot read
well.
● Line the papers up side by side on a table. Place a cup next to each paper.
● Give each participant at least 3 beans or stones.

...
● Say:
— We are going to carry out an activity.
— There is a cup next to each enterprise.
— Use your beans/stones to rank the top enterprises that you want to grow. Think
about the factors that we discussed for selecting an enterprise.
— You can choose to put all your beans/stones for one enterprise, or split them up
to vote for more than one. It is up to you, so make your decision carefully.
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● Give the participants time to distribute their beans/stones until they are all placed
in the respective cups.
● Select two volunteers to count the number of beans/stones in the cups.
...
● Say: Thank you for your participation. Later we will do a cost-benefit analysis to
determine which of the top three enterprises voted by you is the most profitable.

Take home message:
● Farmers should choose the most profitable enterprise that is right for their
market.

Topic 2: Food Security and Nutrition
for the Household

●
? Ask: What is food security? What is nutrition?
● Allow some participants to respond before giving the answers below.
— People have food security when they have access to safe and nutritious
food at all times to maintain a healthy and active life.
— If the members of a household don’t live in hunger, have fear of
starvation, or show sign of malnutrition (e.g. underweight, short height
for age, etc.) and micronutrient deficiencies (e.g. anaemia from iron
deficiency), they are considered food secure.
— Nutrition is a key element of food security. Having a good “quantity’’ of
food is not enough. There must be a balanced diet, and the “quality” of
food needs to be good for people’s health and nutrition.
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— Your household and community need to take an extra caution for
chilren’s nutrition, as under nutrition in early ages will have negative
and long-lasting impact on the persons’ growth and productivity.

?● Ask: Why is food security important when selecting an enterprise?
● Allow some participants to respond before giving the answers below.
— Food is a human right (basic need).
— Everyone must eat to live healthy.
— Food as part of a whole system improves the community economy
because growing and selling crops/food creates jobs and supports
culture and public health.

...● Say:
— When selecting enterprises at the household level, it is important to consider an
enterprise or a combination of enterprises that can serve multiple purposes.
● Show the participants the ‘balanced diet’ chart.

VITAMINS
FATS

CARBOHYDRATES

PROTEINS

...
● Say:
— There are a number of food items that can be eaten for daily consumption,
provide small and regular incomes, become a viable business, add nutrients to
soils, and enhance a nutritional intake. Examples include:
› Cereals: maize, millet, rice, sorghum.
› Tubers: yam, Irish potatoes, sweet potatoes
› Legumes: beans, peas, lentils
› Vegetables: tomatoes, carrots, cabbage, eggplants
› Fruits: bananas, pineapple, passion fruits, papaya
› Fungi: white mushrooms, brown mushrooms
› Fish: cod, silver fish, tilapia
› Livestock: chickens (including eggs), cows (for milk, dairy products, and
beef), pork, goat
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— A mix of livestock and crop enterprises often brings in more income than one
or the other alone and also decreases risks by diversifying income sources (if
something happens to one, the other is still available).
— Various enterprises provide different sources of nutrition through a wellbalanced diet.
› Cereals, tubers, and legumes provide carbohydrates, which are energy giving.
› Vegetables and fruits provide important vitamins for a healthy immune
system.
› Fish, livestock, legumes and nuts provide proteins to build the body.
— Animal products (e.g. eggs, meat and milk) are particularly important for
nutritional well-being of young children, adolescents and pregnant and lactating
women.

Manure

Money

Food

Animal
Feeds

● Ask: How can you integrate food security when selecting enterprises in
?
your household?
● Allow some participants to respond before giving the answers below.
— You can intercrop, which can also help with pest control and soil
nutrition.
— You can use crop rotation, which can also help the soil to remain or
become fertile.
— You can grow two or more crops on the same field (multiple cropping),
which can also help maximize your harvest.

— You can take on both animal and crop enterprises. Manure can be mixed with
soil for improved crop production. Examples of good livestock enterprises are
dairy cattle, goats, pigs, poultry and rabbits.
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— Encourage enterprise selection that allows women to control income, since in
the majority of households women are responsible for meal preparations, thus
nutritional well-being of the household members, especially children.

Take home message:
● Commercial farming and enterprise selection support food security and
household nutrition by providing a variety of quality foods and income for the
household.

Trainer Note:
If you want to give more information on enterprise selection,
go to page 85 in the Annex: Extra Activities under Module
1.

Topic 3: Farm Technologies
?● Ask: What are farm technologies?
● Allow some participants to respond before giving the answer below.
Farm technologies are inputs or practices that increase agricultural production,
productivity and farm incomes and also contribute to sustainable agriculture.

Inputs and outputs

...
● Say: Let’s talk about inputs and outputs. What is an example of an input or output?
Allow some participants to respond. Note their answers on a flipchart.
● Take out the Farm Technologies Chart Set.
● Show participants Part 1: Low quality inputs.

?● Ask: What do you see?
● Allow some participants to respond. Supplement their answers with the following:
— Low quality inputs lead to low outputs and low profit.
— If you do not invest in better inputs, you will not get high or quality yields or
make much money.
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Inputs and outputs

● Examples of farm technologies and improved inputs include:
› Quality and certified seeds
› Fertilizer
› Pest and disease management (e.g. pesticide)

Inputs and outputs

› Efficient production (e.g. oxen, power tiller, tractor hire) and harvest
equipment
› Water technologies (e.g. pump)

› Post-harvest handling technologies (e.g. tarpaulin, dryer, mobile sheller,
airtight grain storage equipment)
› Knowledge development (e.g. correct spacing and seeding rate, mulching, grain
drying and cleaning)
● Show them Part 2: Medium quality inputs.

?● Ask: What do you see?
● Allow some participants to respond. Supplement their answers with the following:
— If you invest in medium quality inputs, you will get medium yields of medium
quality.
● Show the participants Part 3: High quality inputs.

www.mangotreeuganda.org

?● Ask: What do you see?
● Allow some participants to respond. Supplement their answers with the following:
— If you invest in high quality inputs, you will get high yields
that are of high
www.mangotreeuganda.org
quality and you will be able to get more money for your produce.
— You can then reinvest part of your profit into more high-quality inputs in the
next season.
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...
● Say:
— In order to choose the right farming technologies, you must think about your
farming resources.
› Do you have the money to run your enterprise/enterprises?
› Is the climate favorable to grow that crop?
› Do you have enough land and is the soil favorable for the enterprise?
› How accessible is the water to your garden?
› Do you have market for the enterprise?
› Is the labour easily available to run the enterprise?
› Do you have the right equipment for production and post-harvest
management?
— If you feel confident in each of these aspects, you can estimate the profit that
you may make from the enterprise that you are considering for your farming
business.
— Depending on your estimated profit, you can choose which farming technologies
to use.

? Ask: What farming technologies do you know about?
●
● Allow some participants to answer. Supplement their answers with the following:

— Quality certified seeds: germination rate tested
and from reliable seed companies

— Ploughing equipment: hoe, ox-plough, power tiller
and tractor

— Soil nutrient management: inorganic or organic
fertilizer and soil testing to confirm crop-soil
combinations
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— Pest management: pesticides only or integrated
pest management practices

— Water management: low-tech water pumps and
rain harvesting devices

— Post-harvest handling: transport, dryer, tarpaulin,
processing and cleaning equipment, packaging,
household airtight grain storage (bags and silos)
and community storage facilities (e.g. Satellite
Collection Point).

— Knowledge: training from extension services,
business centers, etc.

Take home message:
● Invest in farm technologies to get higher yields of better quality.
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Topic 4: Cost-benefit and Profit
Analysis
?● Ask: What is the definition of the cost of production in a farming business?
● Allow the participants to respond before giving the answer below.
Cost of production is the total amount of money spent on all the farming
activities from the beginning until the sale of the produce or consumption.
— If the cost exceeds the amount received in the sale, then a farmer will have
made a loss.

?● Ask: What is the definition of profit in a farming business?
Profit is money that a farmer gets after subtracting the cost of production
from the amount of money got from sales:
Profit = sales (income) - cost of production (expenses)

?● Ask: What is a cost-benefit analysis?
● Allow some of the participants to respond before giving the answer below.
A cost-benefit analysis is the comparison of the input costs (materials,
labour, land rental, etc.) of your enterprise and the expected benefits such as
profit.
— It also includes an assessment of possible risks involved in choosing a
enterprise.

?● Ask: What does a cost-benefit analysis help you decide?
● Allow some of the participants to respond before giving the answers below.
— It helps you make an informed decision on which crop/s to grow.
— It helps you predict how much profit you will make from your crop and decide
if it is worth the investment.

?● Ask: What is a profit analysis?
● Allow some of the participants to respond before giving the answers below.
A profit analysis is the comparison of the expected profit/benefits of various
possible enterprises, after doing cost-benefit analysis on those enterprises.
— A good profit analysis is one done for various possible enterprises, from which a
farmer selects the best under the prevailing conditions.

?● Ask: What does a profit analysis help you decide?
● Allow some of the participants to respond before giving the answers below.
— It helps you decide which crop will be the most profitable.
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● Draw the below simple cost-benefit and profit analysis tool on the flipchart.

Variable Costs per Enterprise
Agreed size of land: ...
Activity
1

Land preparation
(1st and 2nd
ploughing)

2

Irrigation

3

Farm inputs

4

Planting

5

Weeding

6

Fertilizer
application

7

Pest and disease
management

8

Harvesting

9

Transport

10

Post-harvest
handling

11

Storage

Total Costs
Expected
Output
Expected
Income
Expected Profit
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Example
crop
180,000

30,000
20,000
100,000
100,000
20,000

450,000

Crop 1

Crop 2

Crop 3

Cost-benefit analysis tool

Inputs

Cost

Labour

Cost

Total

150,000

30,000

180,000

20,000

10,000

30,000

20,000

0

20,000

80,000

20,000

100,000

80,000

20,000

100,000

20,000

0

20,000

450,,000

● Get the cost-benefit analysis tool ready and place one of the crop cards in the box
on the right bottom of the chart. Place the five title cards on top of each of the
five colums. The cards should have the order from left to right: ‘inputs’ - ‘Cost’ ‘Labour’ - ‘Cost’ - ‘ Total.’

...

Say: We are going to practice doing the cost-benefit analysis and profit analysis
of the 3 crops chosen during the enterprise selection activity (or maize, beans and
sorghum). We will do this by using the cost-benefit analysis tool. This tool helps
us to select the required inputs and labour or each crop. After we selected these
activities, we can put the prices in the table.
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● Let the participants agree on the size of land for the crops. This must be the same
for each crop. Ideally you agree on a piece of land of 1 acre. Write this in the top left
corner under ‘agreed size of land’.
● Let the participants agree on the size of land for the crops. This must be the same
for each crop.
● Start with the first crop.
● Let the participants decide on which material inputs and labour activities are
relevant for the crop that they are analyzing (choose from the material cards and
labour cards).
● If there are other labour activities or material inputs that are not on the cards, new
cards can be created and included.
● Let the participants insert the cards in the right order in the first and third column
of the chart (materials inputs in the first column and labour inputs in the third
column).
● Note: If several labour or material inputs are required for the same activity,
multiple cards can be inserted into one box.

Trainer Note:
How to determine the input costs
●

Determine different inputs required per activity

●

Determine how much of each input is needed to grow the
crop in the agreed land size

●

Determine the unit price for each input

●

Determine the total cost for each unit

●

Add all of the total prices for each unit to find the total
input cost

How to determine the labour costs
●

Determine how much labour is needed to grow this crop in
the agreed land size

●

Determine the unit cost of the labour per activity

●

Determine the total labour cost

How to determine the total cost of production
●

Add the total input cost and the total labour cost

●

Add the total input cost and the total labour cost in column
5 and copy this to the table on the flipchart.

How to determine the profits and losses
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●

Determine at what price we can sell the produce and how
many units we can sell.

●

Determine the profit/loss per unit and divide the total profit
by the quantity of units sold. This is your total sales.

●

To determine your profits and losses we have to deduct our
total cost from our total sales.

●

Ask the participants to identify the input costs associated
with land preparation both 1st and 2nd ploughing.

●

Continue this process until the other ten farming activities
of the first crop are filled in completely.

●

Determine an expected yield (output) of the crop. How
many bags of the crop do you expect to harvest from the
proposed land size? Put this in the table under ‘expected
output’.

●

Determine the unit price for which each bag will be sold.

●

Multiply the number of bags by the unit price of each bag.
Write this number under the ‘expected income’ for the
crop.

●

Subtract the total costs of the crop by the expected income
to find an expected profit.

●

Make sure to fill in everything in the table before moving
on to the next crop.

●

Repeat this process for the other two crops.

●

When the expected profit has been calculated for each
crop, discuss which crop is most profitable.

?
● Ask: Why is it important to do cost-benefit and profit analysis before deciding
which crop to farm as a business?
● Allow some participants to respond before giving the answers below.
— Some crops require high quality inputs and labour, but their expected returns
may also be high. Some crops are relatively inexpensive to farm, but may give
low returns. We can only know which crop will be more profitable when we
factor in all of the costs and compare the expected income. Then, we can tell
which crop is most profitable.
— Farmers need to do a cost benefit and profit analysis every season for each of
their crops:
› Before production – to confirm how much profit they expect to get
› After production – to confirm how much profit they made, based on actual
quantities and market prices
— Farmers need to keep records of all the activities and the costs to calculate their
profit margin before they agree to sell at a particular price.

Take home message:
● Use cost-benefit and profit analysis to predict how much profit an enterprise
will make and to select the enterprise that will give you the most profit.
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Topic 5: Gender Roles at the
Household Level
● Tell the participants to stand in a circle.

?● Ask: What is gender?
● Allow some participants to respond before giving the answer below.
— Gender is how men and women behave and present themselves
according to cultural and social expectations.

...
● Say:
— Your gender is different than your sex.
— Sex is being a male or female biologically. Women have female body parts.
Males have male body parts.
— Gender is how you are expected to act according to cultural and social norms.
— Gender expectations change depending on time and place. The ways in which
females and males are expected to act in Uganda, Canada, Pakistan and Japan
are all different.
— However, your sex will never change no matter where you go.

?● Ask: What are gender roles?
● Allow some of the participants to respond before giving the answer below.
— Gender roles refer to roles and behaviors created by society and its
expectations of being males and females.
Characteristics of girls and boys

Girls are gentle.

Boys are tough.

Most women are jealous.

Most men like to be unfaithful.

Women obey their husbands.

Men make decisions for the
family.
Boys go to school.

Girls stay home and become
wives.
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Women take care of
home and children.

Men earn money.

Women make decisions about
small amounts of money.

Men make decisions about large
amounts of money.

Women collect water and
firewood.
Women sell food from the
garden.

Men take care of animals.
Men sell animals.

...
● Say:
— Gender roles are the way that people assume and act because of the expectations
from their society.
— Little boys and little girls learn from an early age how to act, talk and behave in
ways that are ‘appropriate’ for their gender according to the society where they
live. This continues into adulthood whereby women and men have different
cultural norms that they follow so they can fit into their society’s expectations of
them.
— Let’s think about the characteristics and behaviors that are expected of males
and females in our region of Uganda.
— For example, women are expected to wear skirts and dresses while men are
expected to wear trousers.
— Another example is that women are expected to weed in the garden. Men are
expected to raise livestock.
— We will go around the circle and name all the gender expectations and roles for
males and females in our region.
— I will start. Women are usually expected to stay home in order to raise children
and attend to domestic chores. Men are expected to work and go out in the
evening.
● Go around the circle and allow each participant to
name the gender expectations and roles that they
know about in their own region of Uganda. Accept
all reasonable answers. Examples are below:

Man

Woman

● For each answer, ask if the other gender can (or
should be given the opportunity to) perform
the same task. For example, if the suggestion is
women collect water and firewood, ask “Can or
should a man collect water and firewood?” If the
suggestion is boys go to school, ask “Can or should
a girl go to school?”
● Each time they realise that the other gender is also capable of doing the same thing,
write it under the other gender as well.
● At the end of the exercise, explain that both women and men are capable of
performing these activities, the only thing that is stopping them is their own mindset based on cultural and societal norms.

...
● Say: To run a successful farming business, household members should rethink and
plan how to share roles in farming activities.

?● Ask: What were the key labour activities discussed in the previous cost-benefit
analysis activity?
● Allow some participants to answer. Supplement their answers with the following
labour activities.
— Land clearing
— Ploughing
— Planting
— Fertilizer application
— Irrigation
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— Weeding (by hand and by spraying)
— Harvesting
— Cleaning and drying
— Transporting
— Marketing
● For each activity, ask:
— Who typically does this activity? A man or a woman?
— Why is that particular person doing the activity?
— Is one person doing more work than the other?
— Can a person of the opposite gender also do the activity?
— Can the two do the activity together?
— How does it help for men and women to share roles?
— When planning to share roles between men and women, does each gender,
especially women, have time to take on additional farming activities?

Activity

Land clearing
Ploughing
Planting
Fertilizer application
Irrigation
Weeding
Harvesting
Drying
Cleaning
Transporting
Marketing
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Men

Women

Both

...
● Say:
— Men and women should talk about their roles and the division of labour.
If they work together, they will increase their output, thus their household
income.
— Women should be empowered to take leadership roles and be part of decisionmaking process at the household level, village level and beyond. Men should
also be empowered to support women in leadership roles. This will help both
men and women improve food security and nutrition at home.
— Women and men should be encouraged to form or join savings and credit
associations, as this will improve their access to affordable credit and enable
them to invest in enterprises that promote nutrition.
— Labour-saving technologies allow women to manage competing priorities such
as child care, meal preparation, animal care and gardening.

Trainer Note:
Encourage the farmers to continue the debate about gender
roles in farming during savings and loan association (SLA)
meetings and other group discussions.

Take home message:
● Women and men are equally capable of doing farming activities and should
agree on how to share responsibilities to improve farm productivity and
increase output.

Topic 6: Risk Mitigation Strategies
● Ask: What is risk?
?
● Allow some participants to respond before giving the answer below.
— Risk is a possibility of loss due to uncertain outcomes.

?
● Ask: What is risk mitigation?
● Allow some participants to respond before giving the answers below.
— Risk mitigation is taking steps to reduce potential losses in your business.
— It is trying to reduce the impact or occurrence of risks.
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Risk mitigation strategies
Risk

Risk Mitigation Strategy

Man made risks
-

Buy seeds from suppliers that sell certified ones
such as well-known input dealers, village agents
and business centers: e.g. Satellite Collection
Points

-

Conduct germination tests before planting

-

Join a group/association for collective marketing

-

Improve the quality of produce

-

Conduct market research (know your markets)

-

Adopt good grain handling practices (e.g. no
contact with soil, drying on tarpaulins)

-

Use improved post-harvest technologies: e.g.
air-tight household grain storage equipment

-

Conduct a soil test before planting

-

Apply appropriate fertilizers

-

Adopt conservation farming practices

-

Use good agronomic practices: water conservation

-

Use water management technologies

-

Sign up for crop insurance

-

Access climate information sources

-

Plant early

-

Sign up for crop insurance

-

Improve water management

-

Use drought resistant varieties

-

Destroy crops from the previous season

-

Use sprays for pest and disease management

-

Buy quality seeds (resistant)

-

Seek agricultural advisory services

-

Participate in collective marketing

-

Subscribe to a market information system

-

Use/invest in proper long-term storage

Saturated and non
regulated seed sector
(Poor quality seeds)

Unstructured markets

Post-harvest loss

External risks

Poor soils and exhaustion

Irregular rainfall/change
in rainfall patterns

Drought and uncertain
weather patterns

Pests infestations and
diseases

Price fluctuation
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● Write each of the risks below (left column) on small pieces of paper.
● Write the risk mitigation strategies on a different set of papers.
● Fold all the papers and put them into a container.
Example of the matching game

urance

Crop ins

Spray and disease
management
Plant early

Buy quality seed

s

Drought
Drought to
lerant
varieties

Pests and
diseases

Agricultural
es
advisory servic

Water
management

...
● Say:
— Let’s play a matching game.
— Each of you will get one piece of paper. Some of you will get the name of a risk
in a farming business. Others will get a strategy for mitigating that risk.
— All of the people with a risk mitigation strategy paper must find the people with
a risk paper that matches with them.
● Let every participant pick one paper out of the container.
● Give them 5 minutes to match the risk mitigation strategies with the risks. Allow
them to talk and help each other.
● When the participants think they have grouped themselves correctly, let them read
out their risks and risk mitigation strategies. Correct any wrong answers using the
table above.

...
● Say:

— Farmers should get insurance for their crops to avoid making total losses.
— For more information about crop insurance, refer to the Uganda Agriculture
Insurance Scheme (inquire from the District Production Department).

Take home message:
● It is important to predict risks and plan for what to do against these risks in
order to prevent and reduce losses.
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Session 4:
Planning, Budgeting and
Prioritising
Learning
goals

Training participants will
● Understand the importance of planning
● Understand how to make a crop calendar
● Understand how to prepare a budget
● Understand how to develop a farming
plan

Materials
needed

Time
120 minutes

● Flipchart and markers
● Crop Calendar template
● Budget template
● Farming plan template

Introduction
...
● Say: In this session, we are going to learn about planning, budgeting and prioritization
in farming. We will also practice making a crop calendar, budget and farming plan. Are
you ready?
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Topic 1: Importance of Planning
...
● Say: Before we start discussing the importance of planning, let’s define some key
terms.

?
● Ask: What is planning?
● Allow some participants to respond before giving the answer below.
Planning is a process of deciding in detail how to do something such as
reaching short or long term goals before you actually do it.

?7. Ask: What is a need?
● Allow some participants to respond before giving the answers below.
A need is something you cannot do without.
— Examples of farming needs include a hoe for tilling or seeds for planting.
— In your everyday life, needs include food, water and clothing.

?● Ask: What is a want?
● Allow some participants to respond before giving the answers below.
A want is something you can do without. It is a desire or a wish.
— Examples of wants for a farming enterprise include a tractor for a small-scale
farmer or buying 50 acres of land.
— In daily life, wants may be buying new clothes for a function or a new radio.

...
● Say: Sometimes we think that we need something, but actually we just want to

have it. When you are budgeting, it is important to understand what you truly need
and what you can live without. We are going to play a game to help us prioritize
our needs and wants.
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● Ask the participants to form groups of 5 to 6 people. Each group should select a
group leader.

...
● Say:
— I will read a statement. In your group, you must decide if I am describing a need
or a want for a farmer.
— When someone raises his or her hand and answers, the person should explain
why my statement is a need or a want.
— The other groups then decide if they agree or disagree with the answer.
— This is a speed game. The group that raises a hand first and gives the correct
answer gets a point.
— If the group gives the wrong answer, it loses a point and the group that raised its
hand second gets a chance to answer.
— Are you ready?
Questions:
1. You are a new farmer and have bought one acre of land to start farming. Is a hoe a
need or a want?
› Answer: Need
2. Your fence is really old, and the goats wander in your field. Is a new fence a need or
a want?
› Answer: Need
3. Your cousin is getting married, and you will attend the wedding. Is a new outfit a
need or a want?
› Answer: Want
4. You have 10 acres of land to farm but no tractor. Is a tractor a need or a want?
› Answer: Want. You can rent one.
5. You have 50 acres of land. Is an ox-plough a need or a want?
› Answer: Need. It can save the time spent on ploughing and help you stay within
the planting season. You can also go for a tractor hire scheme.
6. You have been farming your land for several years. Is fertilizer a need or a want?
› Answer: Need, but first do soil testing to confirm the nutrient needs of the soil.
7. You already have bags to carry and store your seeds, but have the opportunity to
buy more bags cheaply. Is this a need or a want?
› Answer: Want

Take home message:
● Plan for your spending by Prioritising your needs over wants.
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Topic 2: How to Develop Your Farming
Plan (Crop Calendar)
?

Ask: What is a farming plan?

● Allow some participants to respond before giving the answer below.
A farming plan is a step-by-step road map for the upcoming season.
— It explains what you will grow, what you will buy, how much you will spend,
what you will do, when you will do it, how much you will keep for your family,
how much you will sell, and how much money you expect to make from sales.
— It can help you secure a loan and measure success.
— As you start farming as a business (and have surplus for sale), there will be a
need to have a plan for your vision and goals. Even if you have such a long-term
plan, it is always important to make a clear farming plan per season/year.

... Say:
— We are going to do planning for this farming season. We will use the
information from our earlier work on cost-benefit analysis, enterprise selection,
risk assessment and business recording.
— To start with, we need to know the crop calendar to make a farming plan with a
time-frame for each activity.
● Tell the participants to form 3 groups.
● Give each group a crop to work with (maize, beans or sorghum) and 1 acre of
imaginary land.

Maize

Beans

Sorghum

Trainer Note:
The participants can make their own personal plans at home,
outside the training.

● Give each group the crop calendar for their crop by photocopying the template from
the manual.
● Give each group flipchart papers and instruct them to copy the crop calendar from
the template.
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Crop Calendar Template

My Bean Crop Calendar
JANUARY

FEBRUARY

MARCH

APRIL

MAY

JUNE

JULY

AUGUST

SEPTEMBER

OCTOBER

NOVEMBER

DECEMBER

...
● Say: we are going to discuss the required activities of each crop together and the
group with the specific crop can fill the information in the calendar once we have
all activities in the boxes.
● Get the tool you used in session 3 during the cost-benefit analysis. This was the
table with all the activities and costs for each crop.
● Get the tool ready and place one of the crop cards in the box on the right bottom
of the chart. Place the five title cards on top of each of the five colums. The cards
should have the order from left to right: ‘inputs’ - ‘When’ - ‘Labour’ - ‘When’. The
last column is empty. See the example on page 61
● Start with the first crop.
● Let the participants decide again on which material inputs and labour activities are
relevant for the crop that they are analysing (choose from the material cards and
labour cards). This is exactly how you did it during the cost-benefit analysis tool.
● If there are other labour activities or material inputs that are not on the cards, new
cards can be created and included.
● Let the participants insert the cards in the right order in the first and third column
of the chart (materials inputs in the first column and labour inputs in the third
column).
● Now discuss when each activity should be bought/done. Write this on a piece of
paper and put it in the box. Do this for all inputs and labour for the crop.
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Inputs

When

Labour

When

Total

● Tell the group with the calendar of the crop you are analysing to fill in the different
activities in the correct month.
● Do the same steps for the other two crops.
● After all three groups have their own crop calendar with required activities in the
correct month, ask the groups to write expected expenses for each activity.
● Remind the participants of other activities that they might spend on within each
month such as renting land, group membership fee, renting a store, etc.
● After the expenses have been filled in, let them write in their calendar when they
expect to get income from the crop and how much.
...● Say: This calendar serves as the basis for your farming plan. It helps you plan and

see what expense/s you will incur in which month/s. It also helps you plan and see
when you can expect to get income.

Take home message:
● Use a farming plan as a map to help you prepare for the coming season.
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Topic 3: How to Budget Your Farming
Plan (Crop Calendar)
?

Ask: What is a budget? What is budgeting?

● Allow some participants to respond before giving the answer below.
A budget is a plan of how to spend your money and the source of that money.
Budgeting is part of planning because it estimates how much it costs to do
your farming as well as an expected income after you sell your harvest.
— It is essential to have a budget in order to support your farming plan.
— Budgeting is giving a cost to your farming plan to be able to execute it.

? Ask: Why should we budget?
● Allow some participants to respond before giving the answer below.
— We have so many needs and wants, yet the money available is limited and cannot
satisfy all that we need and want. That is why we plan, budget and prioritize
activities to spend money on.

? Ask: Why is it important to budget?
● Allow some participants to respond before giving the answers below.
— It helps you make decisions and prioritize needs over wants (referring to Topic 1
of this Module).
— It helps you understand how much money is required to carry out your
activities.
— It helps you keep track of incoming and outgoing money.
— It lets you know if you are on track with your goals.
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— It lets you know how much you can spend in order to be profitable.
— It gets you in the habit of keeping good records.
— It helps you become more transparent and accountable in your farming business.
— It keeps you from spending more than you can afford.

? Ask: What needs to be included in a budget?
● Allow the participants to think before giving the answers below.
— Planned activities
— Estimated expenses
— Estimated income
— Timing of expenses and income

Take home message:
● Use a budget to know how much money you expect to spend and at what time.
This will help you avoid spending more than what you have or expect to make.

Topic 4: How to Budget
● Tell the participants to sit in their crop calendar groups.
● Write “My Farm Budget” on a flipchart and draw a crop calendar.

... Say: We will combine the three crops in one budget.
● Ask the bean group to look for and recall the information that the members
discussed in the previous discussion.
● Write their information in the cropping calendar.
— Explain: Each group will read out the information that they collected about their
crop and we will write it in the farm budget.
— Ask each group:
› How much income do you expect to get from each crop this month?
› How much do you expect to spend this month?
› Are there additional expenses that will be required for the business? Like
renting storage space, paying a group fee, etc.
Trainer Note:
On the next page is an example. Get actual figures from
different groups from each crop calendar. Record this
information for each month on the flipchart.
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My Bean Crop Calendar

Bean
group

JANUARY

FEBRUARY

MARCH

APRIL

MAY

JUNE

JULY

AUGUST

SEPTEMBER

OCTOBER

NOVEMBER

DECEMBER

My farm budget for the season
Income: June, July and August
Crop

Income June
(UGX)

Income July
(UGX)

Income August
(UGX)

Maize

600,000

800,000

600,000

Beans

1,000,000

500,000

300,000

Sorghum

800,000

600,000

400,000

Total

2,400,000

1,900,000

1,300,000

Expenses: June, July and August
Crop

Expenses June
(UGX)

Expenses July
(UGX)

Expenses
August (UGX)

Maize

100,000

150,000

100,000

Beans

300,000

200,000

150,000

Sorghum

50,000

30,000

20,000

Total

450,000

380,000

270,000

Other expenses

Group expenses
10,000

-

Renting storage
15,000

Balance June: 2,400,000 - 450,000 - 10,000 = UGX 1,940,000
Balance July: 1,900,000 - 380,000 = UGX 1,520,000
Balance August: 1,300,000 - 270,000 - 15,000 = UGX 1,015,000
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— Discuss the following questions with the whole group for about 10 minutes.
› In which month/s is the expected income higher than the expected expenses?
� Confirm with the information recorded on the flipchart
› What are possible things you can do with the profit?
� Save some money for the months of scarcity, use money to reinvest in the
business…, etc.
› In which month/s is the expected income lower than the expected expenses?
� Confirm with the information recorded on the flipchart
› What do you do during these months?
� Prioritize your needs, cut expenses, use savings from months when
you made profit, use other sources of income (side business). You may
consider borrowing money from a savings group if it is really necessary to
get the extra money to invest in your business.
● Ask: Is borrowing money a good idea? Why or why not?
?
● Allow some participants to respond before giving the answers below.
— Borrowing money is sometimes a good idea, but it can also be a bad idea. It
depends on your circumstances.
— You can borrow money from family, friends, your savings group, banks or
private lenders.
— All loans must be repaid, most often with interest. This means that you have to
repay more than what you borrow.

...
● Say: We will explore more about how to finance a business in Module 2.
● Explain further that for each month, farmers need to:
— Analyze how much money is left after paying for budgeted needs
— Determine how much they can save each month
— Determine where and how to save it
— Decide on what and when they will use the saved money
— Ensure that they stick to their plan

Take home message:
● When budgeting, think about how much money you plan to spend and when
you will spend it, as well as when you expect to earn money.

Trainer Note:
If you want to give more information on planning, budgeting,
and Prioritising go to pages 87-89 in the Annex: Extra
Activities under Module 1.
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REC

ORD

S

Session 5:
Record Keeping
Learning
goals

Training participants will
● Learn about the importance of keeping
records
● Learn key information, which they should
record in their farming activities

Time
90 minutes

● Familiarize themselves with a simple
record keeping template
● Learn the importance of separating
farming and household records
Materials
needed

● Flipchart and markers
● Record keeping templates
● Calculator

Introduction
...
1. Say: In this session, we will learn about the importance of keeping records and
practice using some of the records that are important for the farm and household.
Are you ready?
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Topic 1: Record Keeping for Farming

REC

ORD

S
? Ask: Does any of you keep records?

? Ask: What are records and why is it important to keep records?
● Allow some participants to discuss and respond before giving the answers below.
Records are written accounts or copies of all useful information regarding
financial and farm business activities.
— No one can remember everything in his or her head. You must write
information and numbers down.
— Records help you plan, budget, and make decisions like buying farm
technologies or selecting profitable enterprises.
— Records hold you accountable toward your farmer group and family.
— Records help you monitor the progress of your farming activities.
— You can use records to compare your planned achievements with your actual
achievements.
— Records help you avoid conflict between debtors and creditors.
— Records help you know all costs/expenses incurred in your enterprise and
determine the price at which to sell produce/services in order to make profit.
● Ask a volunteer to come to the front.

...
● Say: I am going to tell you about my expenses this week regarding farming

activities. You are going to keep track of how much money I have without writing
anything down. Are you ready?
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Read the following story aloud. Read slowly, but do not repeat anything.
On May 1st, I have UGX 15,000 in my pocket. On May 2nd, I buy
bread and milk for UGX 3,000. On May 5th, I sell some vegetables
in the market for UGX 14,000. On May 7th, my child falls sick and I
pay UGX 21,000 for hospital bills. How much money do I have in my
pocket now? Do I have more or less money than what I started with?

● See if the volunteer has kept track of your money. It is likely that s/he lost track.

...● Say: It is very hard to remember all the money that comes in and goes out of your
pocket every day over a long period of time.

— If you want to make profit from farming, you need to know exactly how much
money you are spending and receiving. You can then adjust your expenditures
to ensure that you make a maximum profit.
— Keeping incomplete records does not help you grow your farming business.
It may lead to poor decision making. You need to keep accurate records and
separate records for each crop.

Take home message:
● Record keeping helps you manage your enterprise better and make informed
decisions.
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Topic 2: Important Information for
Record Keeping
?● Ask: What are the most important activities and costs related to a farming
business that need to be recorded?
● Allow some participants to respond before you mention the following activities
and costs.
— Crop and livestock production
› Crops that you grow or livestock that you raise
› Acreage
› Yield per acre
› Farming activities, including timing
› Input costs
› Labour costs
› Market prices
— Income
› From produce and livestock sales
› Labour income (if someone paid you and your family members for a service
you delivered)
— Expenses
› Group membership fees
› Storage fees
› Transport costs
› Fees and taxes to government authorities
— Credit transactions
› Money you owe someone including loan interest
— Investment
› New equipment
› Land rental or cost of land acquisition
› Other farm technologies

Take home message:
● Keep household and farming records separately. Record all expenditures and
incomes regularly.
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Topic 3: Record Keeping Practice
● Using the example on page 56, draw a template for the crop profitability record on
a flipchart paper (do not write the content).
Share the following tips for easy record keeping for farming activities.
Trainer Note:
Tips for Easy Record Keeping for Farming Activities
● Separate your farm records from your household records!
You can use the same template for household and farm
records, but make two separate records to avoid confusion.
Your farming is separate from your household.
●

Cost your own hours and days on the farm as a farming
expense (i.e. salary payment) as you would otherwise be
hiring people and paying wage. You should then record the
expense as an income in your household records.

●

Record your daily activities (expenses and income) as they
happen or at the end of each day so you do not forget.

●

Keep records nearby for easy access.

●

Review records once in a while with close friends to check
accuracy.

●

Keep separate records for each enterprise. Intercropped
crops can share some costs like land preparation, weeding,
spraying, etc. In this case, the major crop can take the
bigger share of the cost. Ensure not to count the cost twice
for both crops.

●

Evaluate and calculate your totals at the end of each season.

●

Use a calculator to ensure accurate maths.

●

Write with a pen instead of pencil to prevent anyone from
changing your records.

●

Store records in a safe, dry place.

● Tell the participants to form groups of 4. Make sure at least 2 people in each group
can read and write.
● Ask the groups to copy the template twice onto a sheet of paper.

...
● Say:
— This template calculates how much profit you made from one of your crops.
— You need to track records for each of your crops. Do not mix expenses and
incomes from different crops in one template.
— In order to know the crop’s profitability, you need to:
› Record the income which you earn from the crop.
› Record the expenses which you pay for the crop.
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— Label the first record as ‘maize enterprise record’.
— Label the second record as ‘household record’.
— You are going to help Lucy, a maize farmer, record expenses and income for her
enterprise and household.
— It is your job to fill in the crop profitability record with the income and expense
transactions for the enterprise.
— Make sure that you separate your farming and household transactions into two
different records.
— Listen carefully as I read the following information and fill in the crop
profitability record appropriately.
● Walk around while you are reading and make sure that the participants are filling in
the information correctly like in the tables on pages 56. Emphasize that farm and
household records should not be mixed.

Read the information below very slowly once. Then repeat the story
again.
On the 1st of January, Lucy has UGX 500,000 balance from the
previous maize farming season including UGX 330,000 borrowed
from a bank. On the 5th of January, she ploughs 3 acres of her
land which cost her UGX 180,000. Fifteen days later, she buys
seeds for UGX 20,000. On the 28th, she pays UGX 30,000 for her
loan repayment. On the 2nd of February, she plants the seeds
herself, and on the 20th she buys fertilizer for UGX 120,000. On
the 28th, she pays UGX 30,000 for her loan repayment. On the
20th of March, she receives money from one of her debtors who
had bought maize of UGX 50,000. On the 28th of March, April and
May, she pays UGX 30,000 for her loan repayment.
On the 18th of June, she and her family members harvest and dry
20 bags of maize. Lucy keeps 5 bags for home consumption. On
the 22nd the rest of the bags are stored at the business center
(i.e. Satellite Collection Point). On the 27th she receives UGX
1,000,000 for the rest of the bags stored with the farmer’s group
at the business center, after selling to an NGO.
On the 28th of June, when she goes to the bank to repay her loan,
Lucy decides to repay the rest of her loan capital, which is UGX
180,000 and on the same day she puts UGX 500,000 in the bank
and sets aside UGX 200,000 for her private expenses.
On the 29th of June, Lucy pays the shop keeper UGX 10,000 for
sugar and soap. On 3rd July she pays UGX 50,000 for school fees
and on 29th July, she pays a friend for UGX 30,000 that she had
borrowed last month.
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Farming Records
Date

Activity/Item and
Quantity

Money (UGX)
In

Balance

Out

1/01

Opening balance from last
year

5/01

Ploughing 3 acres

- 180,000

320,000

20/01

Buying seeds

- 20,000

300,000

28/01

Loan repayment

- 30,000

270,000

500,000

Balance January
Buying fertiliser

- 120,000

150,000

28/02

Loan repayment

- 30,000

120,000

Balance February
Payment received for sale
of maize

28/03

Loan repayment

120,000
50,000

170,000
- 30,000

Balance March
28/04

From last season

140,000
140,000

Loan repayment

- 30,000

Balance April
28/05

Including a bank
loan of UGX
330,000

270,000

20/02

20/03

Remarks

110,000
110,000

Loan repayment

- 30,000

Balance May

80,000
80,000
Harvested 20 bags,
kept 5 for home
use and sold 15 at
business center

27/06

Selling 15 bags to the
NGO through the business
center

28/06

Repaying the whole loan

- 180,000

900,000

28/06

Bank savings

- 500,000

400,000

Saved in the bank

28/06

Payment for personal
salary

- 200,000

200,000

Family labour for all
farming activities*

200,000

Plus 500,000 bank
savings

Balance June
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1,000,000

1,080,000

* The salary can also be captured each month or per activity. In this table, it is captured as a sum of
all the costs in the season.

Household Records
Activity/Item
and
Quantity

Money

28/06

Receive salary from
maize business

200,000

29/06

Pay shopkeeper

Date

In

Balance Remarks
Out
200,000
-10,000

Balance June

190,000
190,000

3/07

Pay school fees

-50,000

140,000

29/07

Pays back money
borrowed

- 30,000

110,000

Balance July

Borrowed last month

110,000

...● Say: After learning what to record and how to record transactions for a successful
farming enterprise, we now need to know how to plan, budget and prioritize
farming activities in our household. We will look at this in the next session.

Take home message:
● Record keeping lets you know if you are making profit from your enterprise.

Trainer Note:
If you want to give more information on record keeping,
go to pages 86-88 in the Annex: Extra Activities under
Module 1.
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Annex: Extra Activities
Under Module 1
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Activity 1: Vision Drawing
Topic: Visioning
Level: Easy
● Hand out a notebook/paper and pen to each participant.
...
2. Say:
— Draw a map of your farm, your home, and the market or place where you
usually sell.
— Make sure to include the crop(s) that you grow, number of bags that you
normally harvest and number of acres that you plant in each season on the map.
● Give the participants 5 minutes to draw.
...
● Say:
— Now turn the page. On the other side, you will draw your vision.
— Draw your desired future situation of your farm, home and market.
— Again, include crop(s), number of bags, acres of farmland, and so on.
● Give the participants 5 minutes to draw.
● Let 3 or 4 participants present their current and future situations, and explain their
vision for their farming business.
...
● Say:
— Having a vision is good. It gives your business direction, which gives you an idea
how to grow your business.
— You can determine how to achieve that vision by setting specific short and longterm goals.
● Encourage the participants to keep their vision drawings at home where they can
see them and revisit them once in a while to see if they are on track.
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Activity 2: Visioning Cards Role Play
Topic: Visioning
Level: Intermediate
● Tell the participants that you will explain visioning through a role
play.
● Request for 3 volunteers (1 woman and 2 men) to act out a
scenario.
● Give the 3 volunteers 5 minutes to go through the scenario and
prepare.
● Print out or copy the 5 visioning cards from page 69. These are
stepping stones in the activity.
● Make river boundaries using strings or ropes. Put the stepping
stones on the ground in between the ropes. Ensure that the
stepping stones are far apart but someone can step from one stone
to another.
● Tell the volunteers that they will cross an imaginary river using the
visioning cards as stepping stones.
● Tell them that they cannot say any words as they do the role play.
Only their actions should explain the story.
● Tell the other participants to observe carefully what is happening.
● Introduce the 3 characters by name and their role (Lucy and Henry
are both farmers and David is a service provider).
Scenario
Lucy and Henry are two friends, and they are taking a walk. Suddenly,
they see a river. They have to cross it. They discuss how they will cross the
river.
Then another person, David, comes along and sees their problem. David
leads them upstream and shows them 5 stepping stones (5 visioning
cards).
David encourages them to step on the stones, but they are afraid. Henry
asks David to carry him across. David agrees to take Henry on his back.
By the time David gets to the middle of the river, he has become very
tired. Henry encourages him to skip a stone and jump to the last one.
David fails to jump to the last stepping stone. They both fall in the water.
David helps Henry swim across before he goes back to get Lucy. David
asks if Lucy wants to be carried. Lucy refuses, because she saw what
happened to Henry. David gives Lucy the option to guide her through the
river. David takes Lucy’s hand and encourages her to step on the stepping
stones. Halfway across the river, David lets go of Lucy’s hand. Lucy starts
to gain confidence and manages to cross alone. She reaches the other side
safe and dry.
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● After the role play, discuss the following questions with the participants for about
10 minutes:
— What happened to Henry?
› In the first scenario, the service provider carried farmer Henry. This was an
example of a service provider or development agency who did everything for
the farmer, including giving free inputs or making decisions for the farmer.
After sometime, the service provider got tired of carrying and dropped the
farmer. In this case, the moment Henry was left alone, he was helpless. He
did not know how to get to the other side without the service provider’s help.
In other words, Henry never learnt how to do it.
— What was different about Lucy’s situation?
› In the second scenario, the service provider empowered farmer Lucy by
guiding her through the river instead of carrying her. The service provider
supported her to make use of the stepping stones (including quality inputs,
GAP, good post-harvest handling, bulking at the business centre and
collective marketing). As such, Lucy learnt how to cross the river all by
herself, without the help of the service provider. Even if the service provider
had to leave at some stage, Lucy had all the knowledge and skills to cross the
river independently.

...● Say:
— In the WFP Agriculture and Market Support (AMS) programme, you will not
be carried across the river, but you will be supported to cross the river yourself
so that you can reach your desired situation.
— WFP will support you in learning how to grow food using good agronomic
practices, how to grow your farming business, how to finance your farming
business, how to bulk your grain at the business centre and how to look for
markets, including WFP.
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Activity 3: Goal Setting Template
Topic: Goal Setting
Level: Intermediate
Materials needed: Photocopies of goal setting template below.
● Let the participants form pairs.
...
● Say:
— We are going to think deeper about our goals.
— Together with your partner, come up with three short-term and three long-term
goals. Write them on the paper that I will hand out.
● Hand out a photocopy of the goal setting template to each pair.
● Explain what the participants have to fill in:
— Activities: fill in the activities that you have to carry out to reach your goal
— Resources required: fill in the resources that you need to reach your goal
— Responsible persons: fill in the people responsible for the activities that will help
you reach your goal.
— Time-frame: fill in how long it will take you to achieve these goals.
● Using the template, let the participants fill in the identified short and long term
goals.

Goal Setting Template
Goals

Activities

Short-term goals
1.
2.
3.
Long-term goals
1.
2.
3.
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Resources
required

Responsible
persons

Time-frame

Activity 4: FaaB Stories –
Mary and Lucy
Topic: Farming as a Business
Level: Intermediate
● Explain to the participants that you will show two stories. The first story, Mary’s
story, is about how NOT to start your farming business and the second story,
Lucy’s story, is about how to start your farming business.
● Begin with Mary’s story.
● Show each chart. Ask the participants what they see and understand. Invite two or
three participants to answer.
● Then explain the chart using the information below before moving to the next one.

?● Ask: When you look at the picture, what do you think is happening?

Chart 1:
This is Mary. She lives in a village not far from here. Like
you and me, she has her share of worries.
One of Mary’s biggest worries is her children. She
would like them to go to school, but she can’t afford the
uniforms, exercise books and pens that they need. Mary
has been thinking about how she can solve this problem.

Chart 2:
Mary is a member of a savings and loan association
(SLA). At the next meeting, she tells the group members
(they are 20 in total) that she wants the group to start a
business. One of the members of the group says, “I see my
neighbour is making a lot of money selling maize to the
business center. The husband has a bicycle, and the wife
just bought a new goat. I think we should try growing and
selling maize.”
After much discussion, the members of the SLA agree that
they start growing maize as a business.
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Chart 3:
The group members each find where they can grow maize.
Some rent land and begin to prepare. Because they have
other commitments, it takes them more time than what
they expected. They are not ready to plant when the rains
begin because they have to collect money to buy seeds from
a farmer. They share out the seeds and go to plant in their
gardens.

Chart 4:
Mary starts planting, and realizes that the seeds are not
enough to plant the land that she cleared. She has to wait
until their next meeting to collect more money to buy more
seeds. This delays planting further.

Chart 5:
The rains come, and the sun shines on their maize gardens.
Unfortunately, because of planting poor quality seeds,
the weeds grow faster than the maize. Mary planted a lot
more land than she could manage. She spends a lot of time
keeping the weeds down using a hoe. She does not have
anyone to help her, not even her husband. This delays
weeding further.
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● Ask: Why is Mary’s husband angry with her here?
?

Chart 6:
Working in the maize garden is taking so much of Mary’s
time that she does not have time to watch the children and
do her other work around the home.

Chart 7:
The rains end early. Mary and some of the group members
planted their maize late. It suffered because it did not get
enough water. Birds and other pests also fed on the maize.
After harvesting, Mary had to thresh and dry the maize.
Because she did not know good methods of threshing, she
damaged the kernels. She dried the maize on the ground;
it got mixed with stones and other debris; and the chickens
and goats fed on it. The members later collected their grains
together to find a buyer. They hoped to get 30 bags of maize
from their two acres combined, but ended up with only 4
bags.
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Chart 8:
They now have 4 bags of maize to sell. They hope to sell the
maize for UGX 600 per kilo at the business center. They
deliver their grain, but the store keeper rejects it because of
poor quality.
They find a trader willing to buy from them and agree to the
price of UGX 500 per kilo. Unfortunately, when the trader
checks their maize, he finds that the grain is of poor quality.
The kernels are damaged. There is a lot of chaff mixed with
the maize. It has not been dried well. Besides this, they are
selling at a time when everyone is trying to sell maize. The
best price that the trader can give them is UGX 400 per kilo.

Chart 9:
After selling the maize, they all sit together to look at their
finances. They were paid UGX 156,000 for their maize,
which they decided to divide among the 20 group members.
Now that there is money to be divided, the problems and
grudges within the group start. The group members who
brought in more grain and those with clean and sorted grain
want a bigger share than those that brought in less grain and
poor quality grain.
Unfortunately, no records were kept of how much grain
each person contributed or in what quality because it was
all mixed up and not sorted. It is hard to prove one way or
another. Eventually, each member receives an equal share of
the money (UGX 7,800), but no one is happy with what they
have received.
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Chart 10:
Mary returns from the meeting feeling sad. The hardest
working women and men are unhappy about giving
everyone an equal share of the money. They have little to
show for the work that they put in. Mary was so hopeful in
the beginning that within the group she could make good
money from growing maize together. Unfortunately not only
was the money little, the group may dissolve because of the
quarrels over the little money that they did make. Looking
back she wonders what went wrong.

● After you have gone through all the charts, discuss the following questions about
Mary’s story for about 5 minutes:
— What are some of the things Mary and her friends did wrong?
› They did not follow proper group formation procedures.
› They did not look out for market information to be able to grow the most
profitable crop.
› They did not use good agronomic practices (GAP) or post-harvest handling
(PHH).
› They did not keep records of their farming business.
› They had poor group dynamics and did not have clear leadership.
— How could Mary and her group have made their farming business a success?
› By ensuring that they used the correct farming technologies to maximize
profits (like buying certified seeds and fertilizers, and using mechanized tools
for ploughing).
› By gaining skills in GAP and PHH.
› By forming an active savings group to support the financing of the farming
business.
› By ensuring that they kept good records to track their costs and income.
› By planning and budgeting for their farming business in terms of inputs,
labour and time.
› By being able to bulk produce of quality at the business center to earn better
prices for their grain.
— What lessons do you learn from this story?
› To run a successful farming business, farmers need to work together as a
group. They need to develop a business plan in which they can focus on
crops that will maximize profits, collect market information before starting
production, and follow good agronomic practices.
● Now tell Lucy’s positive story.
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● Show the participants Lucy’s story. Show each chart. Ask a few participants to explain
what they see and understand.
● Then explain the charts using the information below:
Chart 1:
Lucy lives in a nearby village. She, much like the rest of
her village, was tired of working very hard in her garden
but not making enough money.

Chart 2:
A field extension officer came around from the business
center and encouraged farmers to form a group. He
gave them the basic information that they needed to
know about the benefits of working in a group. Lucy and
members from her community got organised and were
ready to get started as a group.

Chart 3:
In their next meeting, Lucy suggested that they should
grow beans. “Why beans?” you might ask. Well, the
farmers looked for market information and saw that
there was a high demand for beans in the market. They
also watched the price of beans climb higher and higher
every month. They knew that they could get money from
growing the beans, especially the variety that was in high
demand.
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Chart 4:
The group members made a budget. The farmers listed
all the activities that they had to do in order to grow one
acre of beans and figured out the input and labour costs,
plus the associated risks and how to overcome them.
They each decided to save money so they could pay for
the activities at the household level. The group set up a
formal SLA. Every week each farmer had to contribute
UGX 2,000.

Chart 5:
It did not take long for the group members to feel the
strain of giving UGX 2000 per week. In order to meet
their weekly contributions, they decided to start side
businesses. Lucy and her friends made mats to sell.
Others bought and sold soap and salt. At the end of two
months, each member had raised the money needed to
pay for the bean business.Lucy and her friend took the
responsibility to buy garden supplies from AGRO input
shop for the bean business.

Chart 6:
Each of the group members started work on their bean
fields at the onset of the planting season. Some members
got loans from the SLA, in which savings had increased.
Lucy took the responsibility of buying garden supplies,
including improved seeds, fertilizers, pesticides etc. for
the group from the business center, to which their group
had subscribed. Each farmer collected his/her portion of
the supplies and began preparing the fields with family
labour. They were all happy to start the work.
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Chart 7:
Everyone was amazed by their first harvest,
including Lucy. She had used the good
agronomic practices learned from the field
extension worker. The group members that
had bought air-tight silos on credit stored some
grain for home consumption and other rented
storage space instead of using traditional
granaries. All the group members collected
their harvested grain and bulked it at the
business center as a group. The business center
did the marketing of their produce.
With their combined quantities, they got a good
price from the University near their village.
They were so excited. They each decided to use
some of the profit from the sale of their beans
to buy more seeds for the next season.

Chart 8:
At the end of the second growing season, the farmers
sat together and reviewed their financial records. They
discussed that each member should contribute some
of their profit to buy oxen and a plough. After a long
discussion, they all agreed to contribute a certain amount
of the total fee. The ox-plough would help them save
time spent on ploughing and also increase acreage. After
a long discussion, they all agreed to contribute an equal
amount. Lucy volunteered to keep the plough and oxen
as long as the group provided the feed for them.
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Chart 9:
Lucy and her friends realized the importance of selecting
a profitable enterprise and practicing good agronomic
practices. They also realized the benefits of being an active
member of the group, which helped them work together
and bulk their produce. They began earning good money as
a group of farmers, slowly building their assets and savings
at home and within the group.

● After you have gone through all the charts, discuss the following questions about
Lucy’s story for about 5 minutes:
— What are some of the important things that the members of Lucy’s group did
that made their farming businesses more successful than Mary’s?
› Lucy and her group members chose to look at farming as business to improve
their household situations.
› Lucy is a successful business woman because her group was organised and the
group members were active and worked together as a team.
› They did their research on which product and variety was in high demand
on the market, and selected the right enterprises before they went into
production.
› Lucy’s group planned, made a budget to analyze costs to grow beans, started
up income-generating activities, and saved for their beans project.
› The group ensured that they learnt good agronomic practices (GAP) to grow
beans and also learnt from successful farmers, which gave them the skills to
grow the crop successfully.
› Some farmers ensured to reduce their post-harvest losses by investing in airtight silos or paying a fee to keep grain in a proper storage facility.
› All members had their own individual vision. Yet, through their shared vision,
they were able to contribute to the group. The farmers bulked their produce
and found a good market which gave them a good profit.
› The farmers also re-invested in their business (group) by buying an ox-plough.
In the next season, this reduced their labour costs and increased their net
profit.
› They decided to join the business center (e.g. Satellite Collection Point), which
has given them access to services including collective sales.
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Trainer Note:
Emphasize to farmers that they can minimize risks as
commercial farmers by:

— Getting crop insurance
— Buying seeds from recommended agro-input dealers
— Practicing good agronomic practices, including the

diversification of crops, use of improved seeds, timelyplanting, soil conservation and water management

— Gaining knowledge on financial literacy
— Developing a farming plan and following it
— Being part of a farmer group to bulk and market collectively
See Module 1, Session 3, Topic 6 for information on risks
and mitigation.
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Activity 5: Garden and Menu Drawing
Topic: Enterprise Selection
Level: Intermediate
...
● Say: We are going to do an activity that will show you the relationship
between your enterprise and household food security.
● Tell the participants to split into 3 groups, representing 3 households.
One group consists of men and women; the second group is men only;
and the last group is women only.
● Give each group two flipchart papers
...
● Say:
— Draw 3 meals for your household and a map of your garden.
— You must explain how you plan to get ingredients needed for your
meals from your garden and/or other sources.
— You should ensure that all the three meals are nutritious.
● Show them the balanced diet chart and explain the vitamins,
carbohydrate, oils and fats, as well as proteins.

OILS

PROTEINS

VITAMINS

CARBOHYDRATES
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● After 10 minutes, ask the groups to present their meals and maps.
● After all presentations, ask:
— Is there any difference in the foods chosen by the households run by women
and those run by men?
— If no, do you think it is a real life case (that men and women think similarly
when it comes to nutrition) in your community?
— If yes, why do you think there is difference?
— When you think about what you grow and what you can buy in nearby shops
and markets, do you think that you have a variety of choices and opportunities
to have a balanced diet for your family, especially for your children? If not,
what are the challenges? What could be done to have more choices and
opportunities?

...
● Say:
— Some enterprises are mainly for commercial purposes such as coffee, cotton
and cocoa, which are called cash crops. Some cereal products like maize and
sorghum and legumes are both staple foods (eaten often and an important
source of energy and nutrients within households) and cash crops.
— Part of the income from these crops can be used to buy what farmers cannot
produce on their land.
— Other enterprises can be considered to have multiple sources of income, have
cash in at different times, improve a nutritional intake and avoid depending on
one enterprise only (risk mitigation):
› cattle and goats for milk or meat
› vegetables
› poultry for meat or eggs
› fish
› sesame (sim-sim), groundnuts
› passion fruits, mangoes, paw paws, etc.
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Activity 6: Herbert’s Story
Topic: Record Keeping
Level: Easy
...
● Say:
— There are a lot of activities on the farm and in the household, so it is necessary
to figure out which information is important to record and how to record it.
— I will tell you a short story about Herbert. Herbert is a small-scale commercial
farmer who wants to keep track of his money.
— He needs some help from you to decide which of his activities to record and
where to record them.
— He has two options. He can record the activities in his business records or in his
household records.
— Each time he wonders about where to record his activities, I will ask “Should
he? Where?” You must give me an answer before continuing the story.

Trainer Note:
Herbert should record everything mentioned in the story.
But he should not mix the farming business records with the
household records.

		

Read Herbert’s story below.

● Herbert wonders if he needs to record when he plants his maize and
beans. Should he? Where?

● Herbert wonders if he should record that he bought a pair of shoes
and a dress for his daughter. Should he? Where?

● Herbert wonders if he should record that he sold two bags of maize
at UGX 8,000. Should he? Where?

● Herbert wonders if he should record the money that his wife owes
the shopkeeper for buying sugar and soap. Should he? Where?

● Herbert wonders if he should record that he paid his farmer group
membership fee today. Should he? Where?

● Herbert wonders if he should record that he bought a mosquito net.
Should he? Where?
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● Herbert wonders if he should record the contact details of a supplier of
fertilizers and pesticides. Should he? Where?

● Herbert wonders if he should record that he took a loan from the SLA.
Should he? Where?

● Herbert wonders if he should record the pest he saw in his garden today.
Should he? Where? What exactly should he record?

● Herbert wonders if he should record that he repaid part of his farming
loan today. Should he? Where?

● Herbert wonders if he needs to record the price for maize that he

received from the business center. Should he? Where? What else should
he record about the sale?

● Herbert wonders if he should record that he paid money to himself as a
salary. Should he? Where?

● Herbert wonders if he should record that he bought a hoe and slasher.
Should he? Where?

● Herbert wonders if he should record that he paid school fees for two of
his children. Should he? Where?
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Activity 7: Seasonal Record-keeping
Template
Topic: Record-keeping
Level: Intermediate
● Draw a copy of the seasonal record-keeping template on a flipchart paper.

Seasonal record-keeping template
Item

January February

March

April

May

June

July

Cash at the
beginning of the
month
Savings at the
beginning of the
month
Total
Money In
From Loan
From sales
Other
Total
Money out
Contribution to the
group
Business expenses
Loan repayment
Others
Total money out
Total money at the
end of the month

● Ask the participants to copy the template into their notebooks or on a sheet of paper.
...
● Say:
— You will now fill in the seasonal record keeping template.
— You will use the information from the crop profitability records (on page 54).
— You will not use the information from the household records.
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● Give the participants 10 minutes to fill in this template.
● Walk around while reading and make sure that the participants are filling in the
information correctly as per the table below.

Seasonal record-keeping
January February
Cash at the
500,000
beginning of the
month

270,000

March
120,000

April

May

140,000

110,000

June
80,000

Savings at the
beginning of the
month
Total

July
200,000

500,000

500,000

270,000

120,000

140,000

110,000

80,000

700,000

Money In
From Loan
From sales

1,000,000

Other
Total

50,000
0

0

200,000

120,000

50,000

0

0

1,000,000

30,000

30,000

30,000

180,000

Money out
Contribution to
the group
Business
expenses

Loan repayment 30,000

30,000

Others

200,000

Total money out 230,000

150,000

30,000

30,000

30,000

380,000

Total money
at the end of
the month

120,000

140,000

110,000

80,000

700,000

270,000

● Conclude by discussing the differences between this template and crop profitability
records with the participants. The crop profitability records show transaction by
transaction whereas the seasonal records give an overview of the month.
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Activity 8: How Do You Spend Your
Money?
Topic: Planning, Budgeting, and Prioritising
Level: Intermediate
...
● Say:
— This activity will help you think about how you spend your money and how you
prioritize spending.
— Prioritization means treating something as more important than other things.
● Hang the How Do You Spend Your Money Chart where the audience can see
it clearly.
● Prepare the cards and follow the steps below:
Step 1: How do you spend your money?
● Ask: How do you spend your money? Mention the expenses or activities that you
?
currently spend money on in your households.

● As they mention an expense, look for the card that represents the expense, and put
it in one of the pockets on the chart (at this point, it does not matter where).

Trainer Note:
If farmers mention an expense that is not on a card, give
them a piece of paper and let them draw the expense.

Step 2: Where do you spend most of your money?
● When all 16 pockets are full, ask them “Where do you spend most of your money?”
● Let them identify the four most common ways that they spend money. Move these
expense cards to the top row of the chart.
● Continue with the second row. Have the participants identify the next four
expenses that they spend the most on.
● Continue doing this for the third and fourth row until all the expenses have been
prioritized from most to least common (and important).
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Step 3: Which of the identified expenses “grow” your money?
● After Prioritising, have the participants identify the expenses that “grow” their
money from those listed on the chart. Explain to the participants that growth
expenses usually provide a financial return on the investment. For example, if you
spend money purchasing a milk cow and paying for its food and upkeep, you can
get money back by selling milk.
● As the participants identify the growth expenses, pull them out of the pocket and
hold them in your hands.
● Ask: What makes these growth expenses? Review these growth expenses before
?
moving to the next step.
Step 4: How can we change our priorities to include more growth
expenses?
● Now have a few farmers re-prioritize their expenses to include more growth
expenses in the first two rows, along with basic needs.

Transport

Construction

Celebration
This includes money spent on alcohol
or local brew, holidays, weddings and
other parties.

Clothing
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Funeral

Animals

Food

Health care

Bride price

School fees

Land

Communication

Farm input

Tithes

Savings
This includes money spent on group
saving and any other money saved
regularly to face unexpected problems.
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Module 2:
Financing Your
Farming Business
Overview for Trainer
In Module 1: Farming as a Business, participants learned how to manage farming
as a business. In this module, they will learn how to finance their farming businesses.

Note: Extra activities for Module 2 can be found on page 143. You can do some of

these activities when you have time left, or when participants need more practice on a
topic.
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Module Outline

Time
19 hours

This module consists of 4 sessions and an annex:
Session 1: Save Your Shillings! .................................................95
Topic 1: Good Saving Habits ........................................ 96
Topic 2: Different Ways to Save ....................................97
Topic 3: Advantages and
Disadvantages of Different Saving Options ............... 100
Session 2: How to access Loans for a Farming Business .105
Topic 1: Basic Loan Information ................................106
Topic 2: Collateral, Guarantor and Loan
Requirements ..............................................................109
Session 3: How to Invest Wisely..............................................116
Topic 1: Ideas for Investment...................................... 117
Topic 2: Advantages and Risks of Investing ............... 119
Session 4: Management of SLAs ............................................ 123
Topic 1: Purpose and Objectives of SLA .....................124
Topic 2: SLA Leadership and Elections ......................126
Topic 3: SLA Rules and Constitution ..........................128
Topic 4: Documents Used in an SLA .......................... 131
Topic 5: Types of SLA Meetings ..................................134
Topic 6: SLA Linkages to Financial Institutions ........136
Annex:

Extra Activities under Module 2 ..................... 143

Objectives
In this module, participants will:
● Learn which financing options exist for their business
● Learn what saving is and how to save
● Learn what investing is and how to invest
● Learn what borrowing is and how to make a borrowing decision
● Understand the management of SLA
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Module 2

Time
20 minutes

Pre- and post-evaluation questionnaire:

1. What is a budget?

❒ It is a plan for spending and having enough money for it
❒ It is a place to save your money
❒ It shows the amount of money that you spend on agricultural tools
2. Is it safe to keep your money under your mattress?

❒ Yes
❒ No
❒ Not sure
3. Can you save by buying assets like livestock and agricultural tools?

❒ Yes
❒ No
❒ Not sure
4. Should you have a plan before taking a loan?

❒ Yes
❒ No
❒ Not sure
5. Is paying back the loan outside the agreed period a good borrowing practice?

❒ Yes
❒ No
❒ Not sure; it depends on the circumstances
6. Is seeking advise from those who have made similar investments a better a way
of managing risks?

❒ Yes
❒ No
❒ Not sure.
7. Is buying assets like land a good investment habit?

❒ Yes
❒ No
❒ Not sure; it depends on the cirmcumstances
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8. An SLA constitution is important because:

❒ A constitution lists who all the members of the SLA are
❒ A constitution sets the rules for the group
❒ A constitution is used to bring new members to the group
9. SLAs are only for women.

❒ Yes
❒ No
❒ Not sure; it depends on the group
10. An SLA can open up an account at a commercial bank.

❒ Yes
❒ No
❒ Not sure
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Session 1:
Save Your Shillings!
Learning
goals

Training participants will
● Know what saving is and how to save
● Know different saving options

Time
2.5 hours

● Know the advantages and disadvantages
of saving
Materials
needed

● Flipchart and markers
● Saving box

Introduction
...
1. Say: There are three main financing options for a farming business: saving,

borrowing and fundraising. In this session, we will discuss the first financing
option: saving. Are you ready?
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Topic 1: Good Saving Habits

?
● Ask: Why do people save?
● Allow some participants to respond.

? Ask: Do you know what saving is?
● Allow some participants to respond before giving the answer below.
— Saving is putting money aside for future spending. The money can be in the
form of cash or an asset.
● Tell participants to form groups of 3 or 4.

...
● Say: In your group, make a list of some good spending and saving practices.
● Allow participants to do this for 5 minutes. Ask the groups to share their answers
aloud. Supplement their suggestions with the answers below.
— Make a budget for the coming week or month. This means that you list the
expected money coming in and going out, and that you plan what you will do
with the money. Plan how much you will save every day, week or month.
— Stick to your saving plan!
— Before spending your money, ask yourself if you really need the item you want
to buy. Don’t buy it if you don’t need it.
— If you don’t spend money that you think you will, put that money on the side
for later spending. Don’t just spend it because you can!
— Even saving a small bit of money is better than saving nothing.
— Keep records of how much you actually saved and spent every day, week or
month.
— Look at your spending habits and determine how you can cut them down so
that you can save more.
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— Put your savings in a bank or a savings and loan association (SLA). This will
keep the money out of your reach, and will be easier to save.

Take home message:
● Make a plan to save regularly and stick to it in order to save for a secure future.

Topic 2: Different Ways to Save
?
● Ask: Do you know where and how you can save your money?
● Allow some participants to respond before giving the answers below.
— On an account in a commercial bank
› This is a formal institution for saving money.
Banks keep and manage your savings. They are a safe option for keeping your
money. They come with a monthly or yearly fee.

— With a Savings and Loan Association (SLA)
› People from the same village or farmer group save their money together to
make the money grow. SLAs give out loans to members and collect interest on
them. The money generated from interest repayment is then shared among the
members.
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— With a registered association, like a SACCO
› A SACCO is a Savings and Credit Co-Operative. This is similar to an SLA, but
at the Farmer Organization level. They have an account with a commercial
institution, like a bank.

— Home Saving
› In a box/tin, under the mattress, or in a hole under the soil in the house.
This is the least safe way of saving.
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— Livestock, in-kind and Assets
› Livestock and land are a method of saving because they hold value and can be
resold (for the same amount of money at purchasing or more) at a later time.

— Rotational Savings and Credit Association (ROSCA)
› A group of people who agree to meet for a defined period inorder to save and
borrow together. Each person contributes the same amount to the meeting and
one person takes the whole sum once. As a result each person is able to access
large sums of money from the ROSCA.

Mini Activity: Ask Your Neighbour
...● Say: We will do a mini activity called “Ask your

neighbour”. You have one minute to ask your
neighbour what they think is the best option for saving
and why.

● Give participants 1 minute to discuss with their
neighbour.
● Let some participants share their neighbour’s answer.

Take home message:
● There are many options for saving. You can find one that fits your needs.
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Topic 3: Advantages and Disadvantages
of Different Saving Options
● Tell participants to find a partner. Allow pairs to discuss each question for
5 minutes. Each pair can then share their answers aloud. Supplement their
suggestions with the answers below each question.
●
? Ask: What are the advantages and disadvantages of saving at a bank?
— Advantages:
› A bank is a safe place for your money.
› Banks will keep proper records about your deposits and withdrawals.
› You can take a loan from a bank if you have saved there for some time.
› There exists village agent banking and mobile money that makes access to
banking services easier.
— Disadvantages:
› You earn a low interest rate on your money so it does not grow on its own
quickly.
› There is a risk of fraudsters within the bank.
› There are bank fees for keeping an account.
●
? Ask: What are the advantages and disadvantages of saving with an SLA?
— Advantages:

› You have easy access to a loan.
› It is easy to save because other people encourage you and save alongside you.
› You get better interest on your savings.
› It is safer than keeping money under your mattress or in a box at home.
› In case of emergencies, you can access an interest free emergency fund.
› Transactions are quick and transparent.
› You have access to social support in case of trouble.
› Savings are difficult to access.
— Disadvantages:
› There is a risk of fraud if the members don’t know each other well or if
members do not follow rules and do not pay attention to the activities of the
SLA.
› You are required to attend meetings regularly so it is not for people who will
not take time to do this.
› The SLA rules normally bar other interested farmers from joining them
beyond 30 members.
●
? Ask: What are the advantages and disadvantages of saving with a savings and
credit cooperative (SACCO)?
— Advantages:
› Your group has easier access to commercial bank services such as big loans.
› It is a safe place to keep money.
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› There is an easy loan approval process.
› There are no monthly fees on the account.
— Disadvantages:
› There are fees for being a member.
› Not all farmers’ organizations operate SACCOs.
● Ask: What are the advantages and disadvantages of saving in a box or under the
mattress at home?

? — Advantages:

› There are no fees.
› You are able to access your savings easily in case of an emergency.

— Disadvantages:
› There is a high risk of theft.
› You don’t earn any interest on your savings.
› You cannot access more money than what you put in the box.
› Your savings are easy to access and you might be tempted to spend them.
● Ask: What are the advantages and disadvantages of saving by buying livestock or
land?

? — Advantages:

› There are no fees or bank procedures.
› You can sell livestock or land in case of an emergency.
› Livestock and land can grow in value and make you passive income, e.g.
renting out land or oxen.

— Disadvantages:
› There is a risk of illness and death with livestock, or even theft.
› For livestock and at times land, you spend money on maintenance.
●
? Ask: What are the advantages and disadvantages of saving by a Rotating Savings
and Credit Association (ROSCA)?
— Advantages:
› Transparancy due to group regulation
› Offers protection since savings are not left within houses
› Can be tailored to income of the group
— Disadvantages:
› There is no return on peoples’ investment in a ROSCA.
› There is a risk of mismanagement, fraud and bankruptcy by the organizer
where he absconds with the accumulated contributions.
› The amount of money is fixed and may be inadequately matched to the
person’s investment plans.
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Closing Activity: Role Play – Why Should I
Save?
● Tell the participants to form groups of 3 or 4.

...
● Say: We are going to do a role play where the main character has to spend more
money than he or she expected.

● Assign each of the problems below to a group. You can also invent a problem.
— Problem 1: School fees have risen and must be paid before the children can go to
school. There are some savings, but this is not enough to pay for the school fees.
› Characters: wife, teacher, husband, children
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— Problem 2: The wife falls ill and needs medication.
› Characters: husband, wife, children, doctor

— Problem 3: The children are back for holidays and they need to eat a healthy diet
since the school only provides a limited selection of food. There are some savings,
but there are also other expenses that need to be paid for.
› Characters: wife, husband, children
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— Problem 4: An input supplier asks to be paid in advance.
› Characters: husband, wife, children, supplier

● Tell the groups assigned to Problem 1 and Problem 3 that the main character
has savings. Tell the groups assigned to Problem 2 and Problem 4 that the main
character does not have any savings.
● Give the groups 10 minutes to create and practice their role play.
● Ask each group to perform their role play in front of the whole group.
● After all groups have performed their role play, ask the whole group the following
questions:
— What are the advantages of having savings?
— Is it always possible to find money for an emergency when you don’t have
savings?
— What can the consequences be if you do not find money when you have an
emergency?
— If someone lends you money at the last minute, what will s/he ask for in return?
— Is it better to borrow money at the last minute or to have savings?

Take home message:
● Always take time to understand the advantages and disadvantages of each
savings option before choosing the one that works best for you.
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Session 2:
How to Access Loans for a
Farming Business
Learning
goals

Training participants will
● Understand what a loan is
● Understand the advantages and
disadvantages of taking a loan
● Understand the risks of taking a loan

Time
3 hours

● Know the concepts of collateral,
guarantor, loan requirement and loan
repayment
Materials
needed

● Flipchart and markers

Introduction
...
1. Say: In this session, we will explore the third financing option: taking a loan, which
is also called borrowing. Unlike saving, taking a loan comes with a number of risks.
Are you ready?
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Topic 1: Basic Loan Information
?● Ask: What is a loan?
● Allow some participants to respond before giving the
answer below.
A loan is a sum of money that you borrow. When you get a loan you need to pay
back the original amount (called principal) plus another percentage (called
interest).

?● Ask: Where can you get a loan?
● Allow some participants to respond before giving the answer below.
— A SACCO
— A friend/family
— A company (but this is very rare)
— An SLA
— Contract farming
— A commercial bank
— A micro finance institution
— Money Lender
...
● Say: Before you take a loan, it it important ot understand the advantages and
disadvantages of different loan options.
● Tell participants to find a partner.
● For each question, allow the pairs to discuss for 5 minutes, then ask pairs to share
their answers aloud. Supplement their suggestions with the answers below.

?● Ask: What are the advantages and disadvantages of taking a loan from an
individual?
— Advantages:
› Quick access to a loan from the lender
› Not many requirements needed to get a loan
— Disadvantages:
› High interest rates
› Risk of misunderstanding (if no contract is
written)

y
Mone
r
Lende
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› High risks such as losing collateral or penalties if
you can’t pay the loan back
› Security threats for you and your family when you
do not pay back

?● Ask: What are the advantages and disadvantages of taking a loan from a
commercial bank?
— Advantages:
› Longer period of repayment (compared to an SLA)
› Formal contracts are written so there can be no
misunderstandings
› Access to higher amount than an SLA or SACCO
— Disadvantages:
› Many (and strict) loan requirements
› High interest rates and fees

ey

n as losing collateral or penalties if
Mosuch
› High risks
r
endethe
you can’tLpay
loan back
› You may have to travel long distances to get to the
bank
› The bank may not be willing to disburse loans to
individuals, only groups, or the bank may give
preference to businesses instead of farmers.
Trainer Note:
Remind the farmers on the importance of record keeping for
loan acquisition.

●? Ask: What are the advantages and disadvantages of taking a loan from an SLA?
— Advantages:
› SLA loans are easily accessible
› There is no collateral required
› Possible to aks for small loans
› Strengthen relationship amonst the members
because they are from the same locality
› Builds trust and enhances group security amonst
the members
› Cost of loan administration is low
— Disadvantages:
› Higher interest rates than commercial banks
› Loss of property
› Loss of friendship or confidence in the community
when you do not pay back
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?● Ask: What are the advantages and disadvantages of taking a loan through a
SACCO?
— Advantages:
› SACCOs are a reliable source for loans
› You can access a higher amount of money than
with an SLA
› An individual farmer can take out a loan
— Disadvantages:

...

› The loan is still subject to approval, so it may be
denied

● Tell the participants to form groups of 3 or 4.

...
● Say: In your group, make a list of some good borrowing practices.
● Allow the participants to do this for 5 minutes. Ask groups to share their answers
aloud. Supplement their suggestions with the answers below.
— Before you know if you can take a loan, make a budget. This means to list your
expected income and expenses for the coming weeks or months. Budget how
much you think you can pay back every month, while also being able to pay for
necessary things like food, medical bills, business expenses and emergencies.
— A loan is a debt. Pay it back as soon as possible.
— A loan is not for free! It comes with a cost. Calculate the amount of money that
you have to pay back plus the fees and interest.
— Plan in advance for how you will pay back the loan.
— Keep records of your loan repayments.
— Do not default. Defaulting means being unable to pay back the loan on time.
This has severe consequences, such as losing your land, house or farming
equipment.
— Ask loan providers, financial institutions or cooperative members for
information about loans.
— Don’t confuse loans that you take for business and for private reasons. If you
take a loan for business purposes, use it only for the business purposes.
— A loan comes with a contract. Read it carefully before you sign. Make sure you
understand the contract, including loan requirements and repayment terms.
— Avoid borrowing from a friend or family member. This can hurt your
relationship.
— Don’t borrow from an individual that you don’t know. S/he may be a loan shark
charging high interest rates.
— Make sure you have good collateral outside of your farming business. Protect
your business: it is your source of income.
— Obtain receipts of repayment from your lender to avoid confusion or conflict.

...
● Say: In your group, make a list of questions that you should ask yourself before
taking a loan.
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● Allow participants to do this for 5 minutes. Ask groups to share their answers
aloud. Supplement their suggestions with the answers below.
— Is there another source of money that I can use instead of a loan? Can I
use my savings instead of getting a loan?
— What will I use this loan for?
— What is the total cost of this loan? (fees + interest rate + other costs)
— How do I plan to pay back the loan?
— What will I set as collateral?
— Who will be my guarantor?
— What are the requirements for the loan?
— What are the risks of taking this loan?

Topic 2: Collateral, Guarantor and
Loan Requirements
●
? Ask: What is collateral?
● Allow some participants to respond before giving the answer
below.
Collateral is an object of value that acts as a guarantee that
you will repay your loan or else give up the object. It can be
something of value that you give/put up in advance and that
you get back when you meet your payment or the lender
can come and get it after you failed to repay the loan and
interest. For example, a house, land, car or cow can be used
as collateral to ensure loan repayment.

?● Ask: What is a guarantor?
● Allow some participants to respond before giving the answer below.
Guarantor
Guarantor

A guarantor is a third person who promises to make the loan
payment if the borrower is not able to repay. This person usually
must have money or assets of his/her own to prove that s/he can pay
the loan if the borrower defaults.
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Trainer Note:
Loan requirements vary depending on where you get the loan:
●

SLA and SACCO

— You need to be a member
— You have made some savings
— Other members have approved your loan
— You have fully filled an official loan application (SACCO)
●

Bank

— You have an account with the bank
— You have to present a copy of your national ID
— Financial card
— You must fill an official loan application
— You have to have collateral/security, which may be a

percentage of money saved in your account vis-a-vis a
requested loan amount or appointment letter by your
employer

— You have a guarantor/s
— You have a recommendation/reference from a reliable

source: e.g. the Chairperson of a farmers’ association or
village chairperson

— You must be an active farmer (for agricultural loans)
— You must be able to assure the lender that the loan

will be repaid, either through a repayment plan: e.g. a
farming plan and clear farm records for a stated period,
or through guarantee of incomes: e.g. an employment
contract

?● Ask: What is contract farming?
● Allow some participants to respond before giving the
answer below.
Contract farming is an agreement between a
farmer and a buyer. The farmer and the buyer agree
ahead of time on the amount of crops to produce and
at what price.
— The buyer gives the farmer inputs or pays an amount of money in advance.
The farmer can then use that money to execute the agreement and produce the
crops. The buyer often also gives support in the form of advice or training to
farmers.
— Often, the agreed price is lower than the market price at the time of harvest and
vice versa. To avoid such a situation, contract farming could have an adjustable
pricing mechanism.
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?● Ask: What are the advantages and disadvantages of taking a loan through contract
farming?
— Advantages:
› Possible access to crop insurance
› Fixed price for your produce (no market fluctuations)
› Access to credit
— Disadvantages:
› Can get below market price at the time of harvest
› Risk for both parties in case of no or low yields
› High risks such as losing collateral or penalties if you can’t pay the loan
back

Take home message:
● Understand different types of loans and how loans work before you get one.

Mini Activity: Question King/ Question
Queen
● Ask the participants to stand in a circle.
...
● Say:
— We are going to do a mini activity called “Question King/
Question Queen”.
— Think about the questions we asked ourselves when taking
a loan.
— I will ask a question about loans to my neighbour. My
neighbour asks another question about loans to his/her
neighbour. And so on. There is no need to provide an
answer.
● Continue the circle until participants cannot come up with
questions anymore.
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Closing Activity: Loan Storytelling
● Use the Loan Story chart set.

...
● Say: I am going to share a story about loan taking and repayment. Listen carefully
and look at the pictures. At the end I will ask you questions.

● Show the first chart of the story while reading the text and continue to show the
rest in order, up to chart 6, then pause.

Chart 1:
Rose is a shopkeeper. She sells clothes and
products from her husband’s farm. She has
many customers but not enough space in her
shop. She wants to expand her shop so she can
stock more products and make more profit.

2.

Chart 2:
Rose has been saving in her box for some
time now. She decides to open her savings
box so that she can get money to expand her
business. Unfortunately, her savings are not
enough to meet her projected budget.
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Chart 3:

3.

She decides to top up by taking a loan from
the bank/SACCO where she has an account.

Chart 4:

4.

FINANCIAL INSTITUTION

She inquires about loan taking and the
necessary requirements. She has all the
requirements needed. She gets started with
the process by presenting her identity card,
collateral, guarantor, bank fees etc.

Chart 5:

5.

FINANCIAL INSTITUTION

Rose takes a loan of UGX500,000 from
a bank. The loan carries a 10% interest
fee. She wants to repay the principal and
interest balance over 5 months.
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Chart 6:

6.

Rose checks her budget and makes a new
plan based on the money she has received.
She rents the space next door and adds
more merchandise to her shop.

● Ask the following questions before continuing with the story. Let the audience
?

respond before giving the answer below. You can flip back earlier in the story for
their reference.
— Question 1: How much money will Rose need to pay per month for the
principal?
› Answer: UGX100,000
— Question 2: How much money will Rose need to pay per month for the interest?
› Answer: UGX10,000 (10% interest on UGX500,000= UGX50,000;
UGX50,000 / 5 months = UGX10,000 per month)
— Question 3: How much money will Rose need to pay for the loan and interests
in total?
› Answer: UGX110,000 per month x 5 months = UGX 550,000
— Question 4: What is the overall interest she will pay for this loan?
› Answer: UGX10,000 per month x 5 months = UGX50,000

...
● Say: A loan is a debt. A loan is a serious commitment. You have to make a plan to

pay back any loan you take because defaulting can have serious consequences. The
loan provider can take your collateral or make your guarantor pay on your behalf.
The principal is the amount you borrow for the loan, excluding bank fees and
interest. The interest is a percentage of the principal.
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● Show the remaining charts in the story while reading the text.

Chart 7:

7.

FINANCIAL INSTITUTION

Starting this month, she will begin paying
off the loan. She has to repay the loan in 5
months. The principal payment each month
will be UGX100,000. The interest per month
is UGX10,000. Every month, she will pay
UGX110,000 for 5 months.
Rose carefully follows her plan to pay off the
loan and makes sure that every month, she
makes her principal + interest payment of
UGX110,000.

Chart 8:

Rose manages her loan
8.
Guarantor

Let’s review how Rose planned for and
managed her loan from the very beginning.
She planned for the initial bank fees
(UGX24,400). She also spread her loan
repayment over 5 months, making it easier
to pay back in parts. After the 5 months, she
has paid off the entire loan and can now make
more profit from her shop to save or invest.

Loan 500,000

Bank Fees 24,400

Fees 24,400

+

Principle 100,000 X 5 months

+
=

Interest 50,000
Total payment 574,400

Take home message:
● Compare different loan options and select the one that works best for you. Plan
carefully for loan taking and repayment.
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Session 3:
How to Invest Wisely
Learning
goals

Training participants will
● Understand what investing (investment)
is and how to invest
● Know different investing options

Time
90 minutes

● Know the advantages and disadvantages
of investing
Materials
needed

● Flipchart and markers

Introduction
...
1. Say: In this session, we will discuss about investment: investing. Investment can
be achieved through saving, borrowing or fundraising. We will learn what the
advantages and disadvantages of investment are. Are you ready?
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Topic 1: Ideas for Investment
?● Ask: Do you know what investing is?
● Allow some participants to respond before giving the answer below.
— Investing is putting money, time and effort into your business so that it will
generate more money in the future.

Good investment

2,000,000

Cost
Item d 1,500,000
Lan or 150,000
Lab

Budg

et

50

1,620,000

150,000

150,000

80,000

3,500,000
Bad investment

600,000

500,000

2,000,000

200,000

300,000

400,000

?
0
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● Ask: What are some examples of investments?
?
● Allow some participants to respond before giving the answer below.
— Starting a business
— Expanding a business by hiring people, buying equipment, building more space,
etc.
— Buying shares in an SLA
— Buying livestock
● Tell participants to form groups of 3 or 4.

...
● Say: In your group, make a list of some good investment practices.
● Allow the participants to do this for 5 minutes. Ask groups to share their answers
aloud. Supplement their suggestions with the answers below.
— Make a budget before you invest. List the expected income, regular expenses
and contingency for the next weeks/months, and see how much money you will
have left to either save or invest in something.
— After making a budget, plan before you invest in your business. This means
knowing how much time, money and effort an investment will cost, and when
you will be able to make this investment happen.
— Ask for advice from professionals before you invest.
— Save money (put money aside) before you invest money in something.
— Start with small investments, so that your risk is also small at first. As you make
money, you can make greater and more expensive investments.
› Make investments that make your money and business grow. If you invest in
a chicken, the chicken will lay eggs which you can sell.
› Keep records. Write down how much you invest, what the investment is, and
if you are making money from it.

Take home message:
● Make wise investments to grow your farming business.
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Topic 2: Advantages and Risks of
Investing

● Tell participants to find a partner.

?● Ask: What are the advantages of investing?
● Allow pairs to discuss for 5 minutes. Ask pairs to share their answers aloud. Make
sure that the pairs have mentioned the answers below.
— Your business grows.
— Creates employment opportunities for other people.
— Increases asset base.
— The money that you receive from an investment is intended to be higher than
the money you have put in the investment.
● Ask: What is a risk in terms of investment?
?
● Allow the participants to respond before sharing the definition below:
— A risk is the chance of making a loss on an investment or getting different
returns than what you expected.
— A risk may also be the possibility of losing some or all of the original
investment. For example, investing in livestock may be risky if your animals
are hit by a disease, you lose all the animals and can’t get back the money you
originally had before you bought the livestock.
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● Ask: What are the risks when you invest?
?
● Allow the pairs to discuss for 5 minutes. Ask pairs to share their answers aloud.
Make sure pairs have mentioned the answers below.
— You need money to invest so it is difficult for some people to get started with
their first investment.
— You need time and patience. There’s no such thing as ‘get rich quick’.
— Investing can be risky. You risk losing your money if the investment fails.
● Ask: How should you manage risks?
?
● Allow the pairs to discuss for 5 minutes. Ask pairs to share their answers aloud.
Make sure pairs have mentioned the answers below.
— Plan well and in advance
— Start with small investments
— Take out insurance (e.g. crop insurance) against risks
— Seek advice from those who have made similar investments
— Do not invest all savings in one activity (no putting all eggs in one basket)

Mini Activity: Share Your Experience!
...
● Say:
— We will now share our experiences with investment.
— Walk around in the room and tell someone your
good or bad experience with an investment that
you made, and what you learned from it.
— After sharing your experiences with each other,
walk around again and tell your experience to
another person, and so on.
● After 5 minutes, let some people share some
experiences they heard from their partners, and
what they learned from them.

Take home message:
● Assess the risks and rewards of each venture before investing your money.
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Closing Activity – The Decision Tree
...
● Say:
— We will play a game called the decision tree, which will help you understand
how to reinvest money to make more money.
— The goal of the game is to make decisions that help a business grow. You will
answer as one big team and make decisions about an imaginary business you
all have together.
● Read the statement at the top of the tree.

?● Ask: Which investment do you want to make?
● Let the participants decide on an investment.
● If they make a good investment, read the statement under the good investment
branch.
— Good investment examples are:
› Buying equipment
› Buying fertilizer
› Paying labour
› Buying land
› Investing in a side business
● If they make a bad investment, read the statement under the bad investment
branch.
— Bad investment examples are:
› Buying new clothes
› Buying a second fancy phone
● Continue through the tree until the group hits the YOU WIN box.
● Reflect with the group about investing in a business. Emphasize the following
practices.
— Prioritize investing in your business.
— Don’t invest all of your money in the same thing.
— Always keep some money as savings that is not reinvested.
— An investment that will make your existing business grow will bring money
faster than investing in a new side business.
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You have money on the side.
What will you do with it?

Rent land

Participants
choose a bad
investment

Participants
choose
a good
investment

Congratulations!
What will happen to the
business?

Participants
choose a good
investment
Certified
seed

Let them go
back and make a
good investment
decision!

Ordinary
seed

Participants
choose a bad
investment

No money will come
in your business..! Go
back and make a good
investment decision!

Good! Your business
will grow! Make another
investment!

Participants choose
a good investment

Participants choose a
bad investment

Fertilizer

Your business
keeps growing!

This might
not be a good
investment.
Try again!

Participants choose a
good investment
Hire a
tractor

Buy a smart
phone

Buy land

YOU WIN!
You have successfully
grown your business!
Well done!
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Participants choose an
unwise investment

This will not bring
in any money…Try
another investment!

Session 4:
Management of SLAs
Learning
goals

Training participants will
● Understand the purpose and objectives
of an SLA
● Understand the SLA leadership roles and
election process
● Understand the SLA rules and
constitution

Time
12 hours

● Know the necessary documents to use in
an SLA
● Know the types of SLA meetings
● Understand how an SLA can work with
financial institutions
Materials
needed

● Flipchart and markers
● SLA savings box and documents
● SLA Story Chart Set

Introduction
...
1. Say: We have learned about 2 key financing options for your business: saving and
borrowing (loan taking). In this session, we will go deeper into understanding the
management of SLA.
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Topic 1: Purpose and Objectives of SLA

?● Ask: What is an SLA?
● Allow some participants to respond before giving the answer below:
SLA stands for Savings and Loan Association.
A group of 10-30 people who voluntarily come together to mobilize their savings
geared towards increasing access to credit for the members.
● Ask: What is the purpose of an SLA?
?● Allow participants to respond before giving the answers below:
— To allow simple savings and loan access as often as needed and in
useful amounts matched to needs, especially from communities
without access to formal banking.
› SLAs increase a member’s personal wealth through secure savings
contributions.
› They provide members with access to small, short-term loans at an agreed
interest rate.
› They provide members with welfare (cash grants) in the event of a critical
emergency.
› They improve financial independence and stability of the entire membership.
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●
? Ask: Who should join an SLA?
● Allow participants to respond before giving the answers below:
— Both men and women who are self-selected members with in a community
— Each member should be able to:
› Save money every week and repay loans reliably
› Attend and participate in all SLA meetings
› Maintain a personal record of his/her savings

Mini Activity: SLA and Gender
Trainer Note:
Assess the dynamics of the group that you
are training before you do this exercise and
determine whether this exercise is socially
and culturally appropriate.

● Discuss the following questions as a group.
- Often, SLAs are promoted for women. Do you think SLAs are
mainly for women?
- Do you think men can also benefit from joining an SLA?
- Under which circumstances would it be wise to separate men
and women’s groups?
● Allow participants to share ideas and explain with the message
below:
— Although SLAs are often promoted for women, men can also
benefit from joining an SLA. They should not think that it
is a group for women only, because men also have financial
challenges and can benefit from a savings group.
— When husband and wife join the SLA together and save
together, they generally face fewer financial household
problems. Loans are generally paid back faster when both
husband and wife join the SLA because they work together to
make money and save it.

Take home message:
● An SLA helps its members to save and access loans in a simple way where
financial services are not readily available to small holder farmers.
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Topic 2: SLA Leadership and Elections
Chairperson

Secretary

Treasurer

Money counters

SLA Members

● Ask: What is a Management Committee (MC)?
?
● Allow the participants to respond and supplement with the answers below:
— The MC consists of elected individuals who run the day to day activities of the
SLA.
— The MC is accountable to the General Assembly (GA). MC leaders are
nominated, instated and replaced (if needed) through GA elections.
— The committee serves for one year, after which a new committee is elected.
— At least two committee leaders should be female.

?
● Ask: What are the 5 leadership roles in the MC of the SLA?
● Allow the participants to respond and supplement with the answers below:
— The MC consists of a few selected members to lead the SLA. Their positions
include:
› A group chairperson (convenes and chairs meetings, resolves conflicts,
ensures that transactions are recorded by the secretary and treasurer.
› An SLA secretary (keeps records, including minutes of the meetings)
› An SLA treasurer (keeps the SLA cash box)
› 2 SLA money counters (count the money going in and out of the box when
collecting or distributing)
› 2-3 Key holders (who may not be considered as part of the MC, but who keep
keys to the cash box)

?
● Ask: What are the qualities that these leaders need to have?
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● Allow participants to respond and supplement with the answers below:
Secretary

Chairperson
Trustworthy

Literate

Respected

Intelligent

Listens to everyone

Reliable

Decision maker

Honest

Confident public speaker

Trustworthy

Organised

Punctual

Punctual
Patient
Treasurers

Money counters

Lives in a secure house

Literate

Literate

Trustworthy

Trustworthy

Organised

Honest

Punctual

Reliable
Responsible

?● Ask: What are the election procedures for the MC?
● Allow participants to respond and supplement with the answers below:
— Elections must be held at the beginning of each cycle.
— A minimum of 2 people, who are nominated by the members, must stand for
a position. The nominees have the right to stand for an election, or refuse
nomination without consequences.
— Three bags of different colours are placed behind a screen or inside a building
away from all the GA members and passers-by but under the eye of an observer
who should be neutral.
— Three cards with the same colours as the bags are distributed to each of the
two/three nominated candidates.
— Each GA member is given a stone to use for voting.
— Each member casts their vote (stone) out of sight from all the other GA
members in the bag of their choice.
— After the voting exercise, the observer should count the votes in front of
members by removing the stones from each bag. The observer should ensure
that no additional stones have been put in the bags. The number of stones
should be equal to the number of members voting.

?● Ask: What is a General Assembly?
● Allow the participants to respond and supplement with the answers below:
— The General Assembly (GA) comprises all SLA members. All members have
equal rights. One person, one vote.
— All members can propose topics/issues for discussion.
— The GA is responsible for determining the SLA’s governing rules, electing an
MC to enforce rules, lead meetings and represent the SLA to the general public.
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— The GA can dismiss the MC for poor performance.

Take home message:
● The success of SLA depends on good leaders.

Topic 3: SLA Rules and Constitution
?
● Ask: What are rules? Why are they important?
● Allow participants to respond and supplement with the answers below:
— Rules are guidelines that groups of people agree to follow
— Rules create disciplined, efficient and successful groups.
— Rules provide fair and indisputable guidance in times of conflict or
disagreement.

Guarantor

— SLA rules can decide on or affect the following:
› Membership
› Length of each cycle
› Starting share value

SLA CONSTITUTION

› Frequency of meetings
› Management Committee and positions
› Types of savings
› Shares (the number of shares)
› Social fund
› Borrowing procedure
› Interest rates
› Borrowing amount or limit
› Length of repayment
› Penalties if you don’t show up, show up late, make a late repayment, leave the
group during a cycle

?
● Ask: What is a constitution and what is the purpose of an SLA constitution?
● Allow participants to respond and supplement with the answers below:
— In an SLA, a constitution is a set of fundamental rules and regulations governing
the conduct of the group.
— It describes the SLA objectives, governance, election and leadership structures.
— It documents clear rules and procedures for savings and loan transactions.
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Mini Activity: True or False
● Tell participants to form groups of 4.

...
2. Say: I will read a statement and each group will be given a few seconds
to give an answer and explanation. If their answer is right, they get a
point. If their answer is wrong, an opportunity is given to the other
groups to respond. The first group member to stand up will be given a
chance to respond.

● Play the game with the following statements.
1. When forming an SLA, government officials have to be oriented,
community and household meetings have to be conducted and
preliminary meetings with potential SLA members are held.

› TRUE. The purpose of this is to inform the community about the
intention to start an SLA and talk to potential members.
2. The purpose of the initial meetings are to provide funds to the
members.

› FALSE. The meetings are not for “giving” anything, but to enable
neighbouring families with the same social challenges and needs to
come together and help each other by starting to save.
3. The MC decides on the value of a share

› FALSE. The GA decides on the value of a share. Each member
can purchase up to one to five shares in a meeting. It is important
to have a cap on the number of shares so that the association can
avoid one person having too many shares.
4. All members should be present for savings and loan sessions

› FALSE. It is indeed ideal to have everyone, but some unforeseen
circumstances may arise for a couple of members. For each session,
there should be at least 2/3 of the members; otherwise, it would be
better to reschedule the meeting.
5. Members should accumulate savings before taking loans to minimize
borrowing risks.

› TRUE. The more the members have as savings, the safer it is for
them to take a loan and pay it back on time.
6. Savings do not grow unless SLAs buy shares.

› FALSE. In addition to buying shares, savings grow because of
the interest earned on loans and fines charged to the members for
breaking rules.
7. Every member is eligible to receive a loan.

› TRUE. If the request for a loan is approved by the GA, there is
money in the box or the person does not have an outstanding loan.
8. Each SLA member can borrow from the loan fund for a maximum of
3 times the value of their share.

› TRUE.
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9.

SLA’s governance structure is made up of an MC elected by the general
assembly members. Each year, elections are held to change the MC.

› TRUE.
10. The MC makes the constitution.

› FALSE. The GA makes a constitution and by-laws they all follow.
11. Members who attend must buy at least 1 share during each meeting.

› TRUE.
12 There are fines in SLA groups for lateness and absenteeism from meetings.

› TRUE.
13 If you have an emergency, you can go to the treasurer and borrow money
from the box.

› FALSE. All transactions are carried out at meetings in-front of the
members to ensure transparency and accountability.
14 Passbooks remain locked in the box between meetings to prevent tampering
of records, shares purchased by members or changing of loan records.

› TRUE.
15 SLAs are encouraged to charge 10% as monthly interest on loans.

› TRUE. This is charged to compensate the lenders who may have otherwise
invested the funds, to cover potential losses from unpaid loans and to
discourage unnecessary borrowing. It should be kept at 10% (do not go
lower than 5%) so that the money grows within an SLA. Otherwise, the
members will not be interested in saving together.
16 When a member takes a loan, the loaned funds belong to her.

› FALSE. Loaned funds do not belong to the borrower; they belong to
the group and must be repaid. The loaned funds increase the borrower’s
financial risk because loans have specific conditions regarding repayment,
schedules, due dates and service fees.
17 Loans are taken and repaid once every 4 weeks.

› TRUE. In case the loans are not paid within the deadline, the unpaid
balance itself (both the principal and interest) will be considered as the new
principal with the same 10 percent interest.
18 SLAs meet on a regular basis as agreed by the group in their by-laws. This
may be weekly, fortnightly or monthly.

› TRUE.
19 At the end of every cycle, all outstanding loans are recovered and the loan
fund is shared out.

› TRUE.
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Trainer Note:
Share a sample constitution and help the whole group to make
its own constitution by taking into consideration the points
discussed during the mini activity.

Take home message:
● The constitution outlines the rules and regulations that govern the SLA.

Topic 4: Documents Used in an SLA
...
● Say:
— We are going to play a whisper game.
— Line up in one single line.
— I am going to whisper a message to the first person. They will whisper what they
heard to the next person and so on until the last person.
— The last person will tell us the message aloud.
● Whisper this message to the first person in line:
— In the last SLA meeting, we had 28 members present. Gloria and Rose were
absent. Catherine received a loan of UGX200,000.
● Watch as the message moves down the line from one person to the next.
● Ask the last person to tell the whole group what message they heard.
● Now read the original message and ask the questions below:
— What happened to the message?
— Why did the information get distorted?
— How could we have passed on accurate information?
● Allow the participants to respond before giving the following answers.
— Written records are a good way to manage a lot of information. They allow
transparent management of the members’ attendance, savings, loans, and fines.
— If written records are not kept at SLA meetings, a lot of information can get lost
or forgotten. This can cause problems and disagreements in the group.

?● Ask: What are some documents used in an SLA? What is their purpose?
● Allow the participants to respond and supplement with the answers below:
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— Passbooks:

SLA
Passbook

› Each member has one in which savings and loans
are recorded. Entries in the savings passbook are
made by the secretary at the same time as the
entries in the savings ledger.
› Each share is recorded in the form of a character:
e.g. a star, fish, etc. for ease of reading by the
members.

LEDGER
BOOK

— SLA ledger book:
› The written records of an SLA group are made
in this book. It is divided into sections as
follows:
� Attendance (5 pages): All GA members are
expected to be registered.

� Social fund ledger (8 pages): This fund is contributed by members for
emergencies and social obligations. The group determines the amount
of money collected every meeting. Emergencies may include medical
expenses, funeral expenses, and disasters. The group can have more than
one welfare fund, like school or medical fees. Money raised for welfare
fund is kept separate from the money collected in the form of savings and
is never used for lending.
� Savings ledger (8 pages): This is used in parallel with the passbook system,
in which a given amount of money is contributed as savings. Members’
savings are recorded here.
� Fines ledger (1 page): Record all the fines that are collected during every
meeting. If a member does not have the money at that moment, they are
written in a fine due ledger and they pay at the next meeting.
� Loan ledger (25 pages): Members’ loans taken and paid are recorded in
this ledger.
� Cash summary (10 pages): As each set of transactions is completed (like
savings, reimbursement, fines and disbursements) and recorded in the
relevant ledgers, the totals are entered in the cash book.
� Notes (9 pages): This can be for additional notes for the secretary.

...
● Say: For an association that meets weekly, these numbers of pages are enough to
last a year.

● Ask: What are the basic tools and contents of an SLA cash box?
?
● Allow participants to respond and supplement with the answers below:
		
3 quality padlocks, each with three keys
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General SLA ledger, thick enough to have various sections
(the SLA group may have a separate booklet for each
section)

Passbook

Passbooks for each member

A ruler

Ink pad and rubber stamp symbol for the association

An eraser

A calculator

4 plastic bowls at least 30 cm in diameter and at least
15cm deep

2 pens (blue and red) and 2 pencils

Trainer Note:
For a new group, ensure you demonstrate how to record
information in the different ledgers and passbooks. Ensure
that the management committee members understand their
roles in regards to keeping records. The general assembly
should also confirm the records and agree before the close of
each SLA meeting.

Take home message:
● SLA documents are important for transparency and accuracy.
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Topic 5: Types of SLA Meetings

?● Ask: What are some of the meetings conducted by an SLA?
● Allow the participants to respond and supplement with the answers below:
— Meeting to establish an SLA, including elections of MC
— Regular meetings for savings and loans
— Share-out meeting at the end of a cycle
● Tell participants to form 5 groups.
...
● Say: We are going to practice doing role plays that show how to conduct the
different parts of an SLA meeting.
● Assign each group the following parts of the SLA meeting:
— Group 1:
› Part 1: Meeting opening
› Part 2: Social fund transactions
— Group 2:
› Part 3: Verification of loan fund opening balance
› Part 4: Payment of outstanding fines
— Group 3:
› Part 5: Savings
› Part 6: Loan request and approval
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— Group 4:
› Part 7: Verification of loan fund closing balance
› Part 8: Meeting closure
— Group 5:
› Part 9:Share-out
› Part 10: Preparation for the next cycle
● Give the groups 5-10 minutes to practice their role plays. Tell them to keep a keen
eye on meeting procedures, record keeping and application of SLA constitution
rules.
● Tell each group to act out their section of the meeting for 5 minutes using the rest of
the group as their audience.
● Tell group members to evaluate how well each group role played their part of the
meeting. This is to help the rest of the participants learn from good aspects but also
correct the mistakes.
● After each role play, ask the group that acted the role play the following questions:
— How do you think the meeting went?
— What would you suggest to improve?
● Then ask the rest of the audience the following questions:
— How well did this meeting reflect the principles and rules of the SLA
constitution?
— What would you suggest to be done to improve the next meeting and why?
● Share with the group your own observations about their role play.
● Repeat this process for each of the next 4 groups.
● At the end, ask the whole group if they have any questions and thank all the groups
for participating in the activity.
Trainer Note:
SLA meetings offer great opportunities to discuss issues in the
communities such as under-nutrition, health, land degradation,
etc.
If you want to give more information on SLA meetings and
procedures, go to page 153 in the Annex: Extra Activities
under Module 2.

Take home message:
● It is important for SLA members to attend all meetings and participate in
decision making.
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Topic 6: SLA Linkages to Financial
Institutions

?
● Ask: Why should an SLA group open a bank account?
● Allow the participants to respond and supplement with the answers below:
— Although an SLA box is secured with three locks, it is never 100 percent secure
if it is kept at someone’s (the treasurer’s) house. It increasingly becomes
applicable as the savings of the SLA group grow.
— If an SLA opens an account at a bank, that will open up opportunities for
accessing loans and other financial services for the members of the group.

● Ask: What documents does the SLA need to be able to open up a bank account?
?
— Resolution from the group.
› The SLA has to pass a resolution in the group meeting, signed by all members
indicating their decision to open an account.
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— Authorization from the members
› The SLA should authorize at least 3 management committee members, any
2 of whom can jointly operate the group account. This decision/resolution of
the group/GA must be documented or available for sharing with the bank’s
branch.
— A copy of the rules and regulations of the SLA (constitution and bylaws)
› This is not a must. If the group has not formulated any such rules or
regulations, loans can be approved without them.
— Certification of registration of the group with the local government (mainly
district)
— Passport size photographs for the people authorized to be signatories to the
account

...
● Say:

— A saving bank account passbook may be issued to the SLA. This should be in
the name of the group/SLA and not in the name of any individuals.
— A group account enables its members to securely save and borrow money.
Individual bank accounts may be difficult to open or become costly.
Trainer Note:
There are mobile services that allow a group of people to do
savings on the telephone. This may increase the safety of
the money in SLA activities; however, there is a cost that the
subscribers have to pay and all members need a phone.

Closing Activity: Two Ways to Save Story Chart
...
● Say: I am going to read you a story about two people who joined SLAs. Then I am
going to ask you some questions. Are you ready?

1a.

1b.
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● Show and read the story for Chart 1a.

Chart 1a:
This is Paul. A few weeks ago, Paul joined an SLA.
Even though his other friends teased him, he thinks
that it was a wise decision. The group savings help
him save for his business and set money aside for
emergency expenses. The share system allows him
to get more for his savings. He can take a loan from
the SLA that does not have as many requirements
as commercial loans. The group has meetings where
they talk about the importance of saving. Now when
Paul goes to the market, he has to remember to only
buy things he needs so that he can manage to save to
buy 2-3 shares each week.

1a.

● Show and read the story for Chart 1b.
Chart 1b:

1a.

This is Jane, Paul’s neighbour. She has been a
member of an SLA before. The members of that
group were not serious. They were more interested
in gossiping than saving money, so she quit. Other
groups have tried to get her to join, but she is not
interested. She would rather work hard and save
on her own. Since she left the other group, she has
worked hard and managed to save up some money to
buy a goat.

1b.

?● Ask the following questions:
- What do you think of this story?
- What are the advantages of joining an SLA?
- What are the concerns of joining an SLA?
- What could the group propose as a solution to Jane?
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1b.

● Show and read the story for Chart 2a.

2a.

2b.

Chart 2a:
A few weeks after joining the group, Paul is able to
take out his first loan. His fellow group members
advise him to start a business selling snacks in the
trading center. Paul uses UGX20,000 to buy oil,
flour, and some foodstuffs. After a while Paul is able
to make a good profit. Since he has this business,
Paul is able to pay back the loan in time, buy more
shares and save more with the SLA.

● Show and read the story for Chart 2b.

2b.

Chart 2b:
After working hard and saving some money, Jane
decides to buy a new dress to wear at important
events.

● Ask the following questions:
?
— How did each person come to their decision on what to buy?
› Answer: Paul got the idea to buy inputs for his business from the savings
group. Jane made her decision on her own.
— Whose purchase will bring about more returns? Why?
› Answer: Paul’s purchase is an investment in his business. It will help him
earn more money. Jane’s purchase is a personal expense.
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● Show and read the story for Chart 3a:
Chart 3a:
Unfortunately, Paul’s son falls sick and is admitted to
the hospital. A number of Paul’s group mates visits
him and his son. Paul takes out a loan from the SLA’s
social fund to pay his medical bills.

3a.

● Show and read the story for Chart 3b:
Chart 3b:

3a.

Jane’s son also falls sick. But Jane has already spent
her money on the dress and her goat has not yet
reproduced. She asks several friends for loans, but
unfortunately no one is able to help her. She is only
able to get UGX4,000, which cannot even pay half of
the medical bill. With no other choice left, Jane asks
a businessman near the trading center for help. He
lends her UGX20,000, but she must repay him in
one month plus UGX10,000 interest. It is too much,
but she has no other choice.

3b.

?● Ask the following questions:
— How did the SLA help Paul in an emergency?
› Since Paul had been saving with an SLA, he was able to ask to use money
from the social fund. This is an important safety net in case of an emergency.
Paul helped his son and did not get hurt financially.
— Do you think Jane will be able to repay her loan?
› Answer: No, probably not. Money lenders are never a good idea because
they charge too much interest over a short period of time, and are often not
trustworthy.
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3b.

— What can be learned from these two different experiences?
› It is important and helpful to be part of an SLA.
› An SLA may not interest or work for everyone. If there is a problem/s with
your SLA, discuss it openly with the members or find another, working SLA.
● Show and read the story for Chart 4a:

4a.

4b.

Chart 4a:
With the support of the SLA, Paul was able to
handle the medical expenses and knew he could
handle any future emergencies as well. Since Paul
had invested in a business, he continued to make
profit. He used the profit to save, invest in his
business, and cover household expenses.

● Show and read the story for Chart 4b:

4b.

Chart 4b:
After a month had passed, Jane had not saved
enough money to pay the money lender back, who
now demanded UGX30,000. Since Jane could not
pay him back, she had to give the money lender
her goat to settle the debt. Jane had to start all
over and work even harder to save money.
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Trainer Note:
If you want to give more information on SLAs, go to page
150 in the Annex: Extra Activities under Module 2.

Take home message:
● SLAs help members improve their financial status, and they may open
up opportunity to access financial institutions, which may be difficult for
individual farmers.
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Annex: Extra Activities
Under Module 2
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Activity 1: Hmmm... game
Topic: Loans
Level: Intermediate/Difficult Level
● Tell the participants to stand in a circle. Put a chair in the middle of the circle.
● Ask one person to sit in the chair.
...
● Say: We are going to do a quiz covering what we learned about financing options. I
will read statements that have replaced one word with Hmmm... If you know the
word that has been replaced by Hmmm..., run to the chair and sit in it. The first
person to get to the chair will have a chance to answer.
● Read the following statement.
— A loan is a Hmmm... that you must pay back.
● Ask the first person to sit in the chair to give the correct answer. Make sure they
say the following answer. If they do not answer correctly, ask someone else to
answer until the correct answer is said.
— A loan is a debt that you must pay back.
● Read the following Hmmm... statement. If the person in the chair has guessed
the wrong answer, let someone else go and sit in the chair and try. Finally, read the
correct answer.
— A loan can help you start or expand a business when you don’t have enough
Hmmm...
› Answer: Money
› Explanation: A loan may be a good idea if you have a good business that is
well managed and that you have a plan to pay the loan back. It can help you
expand your business faster than if you expand slowly with your own savings.
— If you borrow from a family member or friend, you should agree when you have
to Hmmm...
› Answer: Repay
› Explanation: Even though the lender is a friend or family member, the loan
terms must be official. You must agree on them and put them in writing. Not
making the loan terms official can ruin relationships.
— A good interest rate has a Hmmm... percentage.
› Answer: Low
› Explanation: The lower the interest rate, the less money that will need to be
paid back in total to the lender.
— When you take a loan from a bank, you pay back the principal, the interest, and
also Hmmm....
› Answer: Bank fees
› Explanation: Banks and SACCOs often charge fees for administrative
purposes.
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Activity 2: Role Plays
Topic: Loans
Level: Intermediate/Difficult Level
Role Play 1
Main objective: To show the consequence of not paying back
loans on time and to brainstorm ways to handle it within an SLA.
Characters:
— John, a farmer who has an outstanding loan with the group
— Sam, another farmer who wants to get a loan from the group
— The chairman of the SLA
— Other group members (at least 2)
Setting: A meeting of the SLA
Plot:
— John received a loan from the group several months ago.
He invested it in a chicken business. Unfortunately, all the
chickens died. He has failed to pay back his loan on time.
— Sam is a long-time member of the group. He asks for a loan.
He would like to buy seeds and other supplies because the
rains have come.
— The chairman of the group tells Sam that he cannot receive a
loan because John has not paid his money back, so the group
lacks the funds.
— Sam becomes very angry. He attacks John and threatens
to take some of his property and sell it to get the money he
needs to start work. John defends himself. He feels it is unfair
to expect him to pay back a loan when his chickens have all
died.
— The quarrel becomes intense. Other group members get
involved.
Discussion questions:
● Have you heard of this happening in any of the groups in this
community?
● What is likely to happen to the group when borrowers fail to pay
back loans?
● How do you think the group should handle John for defaulting?
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Role Play 2
Main objective: To show that poor habits can slow down a
group’s development and discuss the impact it will have on the
individual farmers.
Characters:
— Ben, an indisciplined member of an SLA
— Fred, his friend
— The chairman of the SLA
— Other group members (preferably 4)
Setting: A meeting of the SLA
Plot:
— The chairman is not happy with the day’s attendance. In
his opening remarks he addresses the issue. He points his
finger at Ben, a member who consistently dodges meetings,
encourages others to rebel against the leaders of the group
and does not pay back loans in time.
— After the chairman’s remarks, the small group in attendance
decides to expel Ben from the group. They suggest that he
should not get any of his money back because he has been
indisciplined.
— Ben defends himself saying that he and his friends are not
treated equally in the group because they are not as welleducated. He is not willing to leave the group. His good
friend Fred arrives at the meeting venue and takes up his
cause. A big argument about proper behavior in the group
ensues.
Discussion questions:
● What issues/problems have been noticed about this group?
● How do you think these problems will affect the group’s
progress?
● What should the group do to address these issues/problems?
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Role Play 3
Main objective: To show groups that disagreements within an
SLA can be useful if handled in a positive way.
Character:
—
—
—
—
—

The secretary of the SLA
The treasurer of the SLA
The chairman of the SLA
Judith, a member who is not interested in a group investment
Other members of the group that support both sides (3 or
more)

Props: Flipchart paper and markers
Setting: A meeting of the SLA
Plot:
— The chairperson begins the meeting by giving a short
welcome.
— The treasurer gives a financial report indicating that the
group has achieved its target savings.
— The secretary suggests that they invest their savings in the
purchase of two oxen and a plough. She explains the benefits
of a joint investment to the members.
— Judith is not interested in the group investment. She thinks it
is too risky. She would rather give the money out in individual
loans.
— The members share their disagreements in a positive way.
The chairperson suggests they make a PRO/CON chart for
both the oxen/plough option and the individual loan option.
After doing this, the group reaches a final decision.
— The chairperson thanks the group for their good input and
points out that disagreements can be good for a group if they
are handled positively.
Discussion questions:
● How was this role play as an example of how disagreements in
the group can be handled positively?
● What did the actors do to solve their disagreement?
● How should a group handle disagreements among members?
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Role Play 4
Main objective: To show the negative effects of not following the
right procedure when loaning out group money and to brainstorm
ways to solve this problem within an SLA.
Characters:
— Sarah, a farmer in the SLA
— The secretary of the SLA
— The treasurer of the SLA
— The chairman of the SLA
— Other group members (at least 2)
Setting: A meeting of the SLA
Plot:
— We find the meeting in progress. The secretary is just asking
for new loan requests. Sarah makes a request for a loan to
open land. The group agrees that Sarah should get a loan.
— The treasurer apologized that she does not have enough
money on hand. She explains that she gave her close friend
Brenda a quick loan because she had an urgent problem.
Brenda was meant to have paid the money back before the
meeting but she has not turned up. The treasurer apologizes
for not following the right procedure to give out the money.
— Sarah and the other group members are angry. They want the
treasurer to step down. The chairwoman defends her. The
meeting becomes chaotic.

Discussion questions:
● What went wrong in the SLA group?
● What procedures can your group put in place to ensure proper
loan management?
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Role Play 5
Main objective: To illustrate a situation where a group
member suddenly decides to leave the group and to brainstorm
ways to handle this problem within an SLA.
Characters:
— Dan, a member of an SLA
— The chairman of the group
— Other members of the SLA (at least 3)
Props: Something to represent tea (cups and plates)
Setting: Over tea at a member’s house
Plot:
— Dan announces to his friends over tea at a member’s
house that he has decided to leave the savings and loan
group because of personal reasons. He would like the
group to pay him back his savings.
— The chairman of the group is not happy to hear of Dan’s
departure from the group. He does not think Dan should
get any money back since it will impact the savings plans
of the whole group.
— There are three other members of the savings and loan
group also taking tea. At least one of them is also thinking
about leaving the group. He defends Dan. At least two
members are on the side of the chairman. They do not
want Dan to leave the group and if he does leave; they do
not think he should get any money back.
— The two parties are facing a problem because they do
not have formal policy in place for members that want to
leave the group. They end up in a hot argument.

Discussion questions:
● What issues/challenges were highlighted in the role play?
● How should the group address the issues/challenges?
● How should a group treat members who would like to leave
the group:
— When they voluntarily want to leave (for example if they
are moving away/have personal reasons to leave) or
— When they are forced to leave (for example due to bad
behavior)
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Activity 3: SLA Chart Set
Topic: SLAs
Level: Intermediate Level
● Chart 1: Sitting arrangement at an SLA meeting (chairperson, secretary, treasurer,
money counters, and members)
Chairperson

Secretary

Treasurer

Money counters

SLA Members

● Chart 2: The more you save the more profit you get

● Chart 3: What does the social fund cover?
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● Chart 4: Everyone contributes money (shares) every week

● Chart 5: Everyone can access the social fund in case of an emergency

● Chart 6: At share-out, money counters count total savings

● Chart 7: Secretary counts total savings
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● Chart 8: Secretary determines share value

● Chart 9: Secretary determines how much each person gets

● Chart 10: Members receive money and their passbooks

Trainer Note:
Remind the participants to always follow the same procedures
for each part in order to avoid conflict and misunderstanding.
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Activity 4: SLA Meeting Procedures
Worksheet
Topic: SLA
Level: Intermediate Level
...
● Say:
— Like any other efficient meeting, an SLA meeting takes some planning.
— The MC should make sure the meeting area is comfortable (shaded, quiet, safe
etc.) and that there is some place for everyone to sit.
— All MC members should be well-prepared and arrive before the other members
so that the meeting starts on time and runs smoothly.
— SLA meetings are done in 10 parts. These parts should be done in a specific
order to avoid problems. The 10 parts are:
› Meeting opening
› Social fund transactions
› Verification of loan fund opening balance
› Payment of outstanding fines
› Savings
› Repayment of loans (only in meetings when loans are disbursed)
› Group expenses
› Loan disbursements (only in meetings when loans are disbursed)
› Verification of loan fund closing balance
› Meeting closure
— In SLA meetings, the members are seated in a circle, able to see everything
the MC members are doing. This way, everyone can follow every transaction,
therefore keeping the group’s financial activities transparent.
— The following pages explain the steps taken during common procedures in an
SLA meeting. They can be read through or can be used as a step by step guide
for either a role play or an actual meeting. If role playing, participants should
demonstrate each step in detail using sample materials if available. Each part of
the meeting is presented using the following:
› Step Overview: Tells the group which step(s) the GA is going to perform
during this part / portion of the meeting.
› Guide: Read the details then perform the actions. A trainer may observe
group interactions during this stage and assist participants as they carry out
steps with explainations of details given as needed.
› Show: Once participants have gone through specifics of each step, their
understanding can be checked. This stage has actions that will help a GA verify
that steps have been completed properly.
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Part 1: Meeting opening
Step Overview
•

The chairperson formally opens the meeting.

•

The key holders unlock and open the cash box.

•

The money counters place the fines bowl inside of the group circle.

•

The secretary takes attendance and marks the register.

•

Individual passbooks are distributed to the owners present.

Guide
•

The chairperson calls the general assembly (GA) to order and
develops the meeting agenda.

•

The key holders unlock and open the cash box.

•

The money counters place the fines bowl inside of the group circle.

•

The secretary reads the names of the members one by one, and



marks the register (present
, absent X, excused E). If a member
arrives after attendance has been taken, the member’s mark will be
changed from “absent” to “late” by circling the X mark).
•

Members who arrive late or do not attend will be charged a fine.

•

The secretary hands passbooks to members who are present.

Show
•

Circulate the ledger book, open at the register page, among the
group members.

•

Help each member to find and confirm their name and attendance
mark for the meeting.

Part 2: Social fund transactions
Step Overview
•
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Members make social fund contributions.

Guide
•

The secretary reads the names of the members one by one. Each member
in turn announces his/her social fund contribution amount and gives it to
the money counters and the treasurer, who confirm the amount and place it
in the social fund bowl. The secretary records each social fund contribution
in the social fund ledger. The contributions should also be recorded in the
members’ passbooks by the secretary.

•

After all members have contributed, the money counters and the treasurer
count the total cash collected and announce the amount to the group.

•

The secretary confirms the amount with his/her calculations and records
it in the social fund ledger.

Show
•

After all members have made their social fund contributions,
circulate the ledger book, open to the social fund ledger page,
among the group members.

•

Help each member find his/her name and social fund contribution.

•

Also help each member find the total social fund contribution for
the meeting.

Step Overview
•

Members request support from the social fund.

•

Members evaluate requests from the social fund.

•

The treasurer disburses approved social fund requests.

Guide
•

The chairperson asks if anyone needs support from the social fund.

•

Members present their requests to the general assembly.

•

The general assembly deliberates on these requests, following the
rules of their group constitution.

•

The money counters and the treasurer give cash for approved requests to
the recipients. The secretary records social fund grants or loan payouts
in the social fund payout ledger, as well as members’ passbooks, and the
members sign.

•

The secretary records the total social fund in the social fund ledger and in
the members’ passbooks.

Show
•

If there were any social fund payouts, circulate the social fund payout
ledger and help each member understand the payout information.

Step Overview
•

The group verifies the social fund closing balance.
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Guide
•

The money counters and the treasurer count and announce the total
amount remaining in the social fund.

•

The secretary confirms this amount and announces the closing cash balance
in the social fund, the chairperson asks the members to remember the
social fund balance for the next meeting.

•

The cash for the social fund is placed in a separate bag and put in the cash
box.

Show
•

Also help every member identify the social fund balance in the social fund
ledger.

Part 3: Verification of loan fund opening balance
Step Overview
•

The group verifies the loan fund opening balance.

Guide
•

The chairperson asks the members to recall the loan fund balance from
the previous meeting.

•

The secretary announces the balance recorded in the cash book and
members are asked to confirm.

•

The money counters and the treasurer count and announce the amount in
the loan fund bag. The cash must tally with the members’ reconciliation
and the amount written in the cash book. Any difference must be
reconciled to the satisfaction of the GA before continuing the meeting.

Show
•

After all the cash is counted and the balance is reconciled, circulate the
ledger book, open to the cash book, among the group members.

•

Help each member to verify that the last balance in the cash book is the
amount that is in the cash box.

Part 4: Payment of outstanding fines
Step Overview
•
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Members pay fines that were assigned during previous meetings.

Guide
•

The secretary consults the fines due ledger and announces which members
owe fines and how much.

•

Members concerned announce and pay fines to the money counters and
the treasurer who verify the amount, announce it to the group and place
it in the fines bowl. The secretary records in the fines due ledger and in
members’ passbooks that the fines have been paid.

Show
•

If any fines were due, circulate the ledger book, open to the fines due
ledger, among the group members.

•

Help members understand how the fines are recorded.

Part 5: Savings
Step Overview
•

Members pay savings.

Guide
•

The secretary reads the names of the members one by one. Each member
in turn announces his/her savings contribution and gives it to the money
counters and the treasurer, who confirm the amount and place it in
the savings bowl.

•

The secretary records the amount contributed against the member’s name
in the savings ledger and in the member’s passbooks, calculates and
records the member’s total savings, and then announces the member’s
meeting savings.

Show
•

After all the members have made their savings contributions, circulate the
ledger book, open to the savings ledger among the group members.

•

Help each member to find his/her name and savings deposit.

Step Overview
•

The secretary calculates the meeting totals.
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Guide
•

After all members have contributed, the money counters and the treasurer
count and announce the total amount contributed.

•

The secretary adds up the meeting’s savings contributions to confirm
that the sum tallies with the amount announced, and records the total
amount saved in the savings ledger. The secretary records the total savings
collected in the cash book in the “cash in” column, and balances the cash
book.

•

The secretary calculates and announces the group’s cumulative savings and
records it in the savings ledger and in members’ passbooks.

Show
•

After the secretary has calculated the meeting totals and balanced the cash
book, circulate the ledger book among the group members.

•

Help each member verify that the meeting’s total savings deposits are the
same as what appears in the meeting totals and in the cash book, and look
for the group’s cumulative savings in the savings ledger.

Part 6: Repayment of loans
Step Overview
•

Members repay outstanding loans.

•

The secretary records loan payments and calculates amounts due.

Guide
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•

The secretary consults the loan ledgers to determine which members have
outstanding loans, and announces the total amount due by each member.

•

Each borrower announces his/her payment and gives it to the money
counters and the treasurer who verify the amount and put the money in the
loan repayment bowl.

•

The secretary enters the payment in the member’s loan ledger and
passbook, then calculates, records and announces the member’s
outstanding balance due (including interest charge).

•

After all the loan payments have been made, the money counters and the
treasurer count and announce the money in the repayment bowl.

•

The secretary adds up the meeting’s repayments to confirm that the sum
tallies with the amount announced, records the total loan repayments in the
cash book in the “cash in” column, and balances the cash book.

Show
•

Circulate the ledger book, open to the loan ledger and to the cash book,
among the members.

•

Help members identify transactions and balances.

•

Help members identify the total cash in.

Part 7: Group expenses
Step Overview
•

The group assigns members to make purchases for the group.

Guide
•

If there will be group expenses before the next meeting, the treasurer
gives money to the member who will handle the expenses. (The member
must bring a receipt and show what was purchased. Any balance will be
recorded in the cash book in the “Cash in“ column).

•

The secretary records the expenses in the cash book in the “cash out”
column and balances the cash book.

Show
•

If any cash has been disbursed, circulate the ledger book, open to the cash
book, among the group members.

•

Help each member to identify the amount used for expenses.

Part 8: Loan disbursements
Step Overview
•

The money counters and the treasurer count the total amount in the loan
fund.

•

Members request loans from the loan fund.

•

Members evaluate requests for loans.

•

The money counter and the treasurer disburse approved loans.

•

The secretary records disbursed loans and calculates amounts due. The
secretary also records the disbursed loans and amounts due in members’
passbooks.
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Guide
• The money counters and the treasurer count and announce the amount in
the loan fund.

•

The secretary records this amount in the cash book in the “cash in” column
and balances the cash book.

•

The money counters and the treasurer combine all the loan fund cash
(previous meeting’s loan fund balance, savings deposits, loan repayments,
fines and payments, but not social fund cash), count and announce the
available cash balance.

•

The secretary confirms the amount in the cash book.

•

The chairperson asks members to submit their requests for loans (all those
requesting for loans must mention the amount, purpose and duration.

•

The GA analyses loan requests according to the criteria in the group’s
constitution.

•

Once loan decisions have been made, the secretary announces the name
of the borrower, the amount to be borrowed, interest to be paid and the
loan duration. As each borrower’s name is called, the money counter and
the treasurer count out the loan amount and hand it to the borrower
who then counts the money.

•

The secretary records the loan details in the loan ledger and passbook,
calculates and announces the amount due (including interest charge), and
each borrower signs against his/her loan.

•

After all loans are distributed, the secretary calculates and records the
total amount disbursed in the cash book in the “cash out” column, and
balances the cash book.

Show
•

After loans have been disbursed, circulate the ledger book, open to the loan
ledger and to the cash book, among the group members.

•

Help members identify their loan purpose and amount.

•

Help members identify the total amount lent out recorded as “cash out” in
the cash book.

Part 9: Verification of loan fund closing balance
Step Overview
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•

The money counters and the treasurer count the total amount in the loan
fund.

•

The secretary confirms the amount with his/her records.

Guide
•

The money counter and the treasurer count and announce any new money
in the loan fund.

•

The secretary records the amount in the cash book in the “cash in” column,
and balances the cash book.

•

The money counters and the treasurer combine all the loan fund cash
(previous meeting’s loan fund balance, savings deposits, loan repayments,
fines payments, loan disbursements – not social fund cash), count and
announce the available cash balance.

•

The secretary reports if the cash book balance matches the cash on hand
announced by the money counters and the treasurer. Any difference must
be reconciled to the satisfaction of the GA before closing the meeting.
The chairperson asks the members to remember the loan fund balance
and the social fund balance for the next meeting.

Show
•

After all the cash is counted and the balance is reconciled, circulate the
ledger book, open to the cash book among group members.

•

Help each member verify that the last balance in the cash book is the
amount left in the cash box.

Part 10: Meeting closing
Step Overview
•

The secretary records the number of members present.

•

The secretary collects individual passbooks and places them in the cash
box.

•

The key holders lock the cash box and the treasurer takes the locked cash
box.

•

The chairperson formally closes the meeting.
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Guide
•

The secretary adds up the total number of members present (including
members who were late) and records it in the register. The secretary
records fines for absent members in the fines due ledger.

•

The secretary puts the SLA ledger book in the cash box, together with the
cash on hand and the social fund cash (in its own bag).

•

The key holders lock the cash box and the treasurer takes the locked cash
box.

•

The chairperson asks SLA members to discuss items under any other
business and facilitates the discussion.

•

The chairperson announces the date of the next meeting and asks for
members to agree and confirm it.

•

The chairperson declares that the meeting is over and people are free to
leave.

Show
•

Circulate the ledger book, open to the register, among the group members.

•

Help group members identify the final attendance marks.

•

Circulate the ledger book, open to the fines due section and help members
identify members who owe fines for being absent.

Closing
•

Congratulate the group for closing their SLA meeting through all the
steps procedurally and encourage them to continue following the same
procedures.

End-of-cycle share out
What is the last month a member can receive a loan?
The SLA must not give out any new loans that cannot be repaid at or before
the final share-out meeting. For share-out to happen, all members should
have returned the loan money in the group. The SLA must consider the
following before the final share-out meeting.
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•

The last month in which a member can receive a 3 month loan (before the
share-out meeting).

•

Last month in which a member can receive a one month loan (before the
share-out meeting).

Below are the steps to follow during a share-out meeting:
•

After completing all savings, social fund, loan reimbursement and fine
procedures, the SLA group’s total amount of money remaining is counted.

•

The group decides what to do with the social fund. Many groups keep
part or the entire social fund for the next cycle, so that they do not
start with an empty social fund.

•

The loan fund is divided entirely among members, in proportion to how
much they saved during the cycle. Members, who saved more, earn more.
Every member will receive what they saved during the cycle, plus some
amount of profit.

•

Members can choose to reinvest part or all of their share-out money to
start the next cycle.
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Module 3:
Harvest, Postharvest Handling
and Household
Storage
Overview for Trainer
In Module 2: Financing Options for your Farming Business, the participants
learned different ways to pay for their farming business and how to get money to
continue growing their business. In this module, the participants will learn how to avoid
post-harvest losses and protect the quality of their grain after harvest.

Note: An extra activity for Module 3 can be found on page 202. You can do this

activity when you have time left, or when the participants need more practice on the
topic.
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Module Outline

Time
8.5 hours

This module consists of 3 sessions and an annex:
Session 1: Harvesting ............................................................170
Topic 1: When and How to Harvest ........................ 171
Topic 2: Grain Quality ............................................. 173
Session 2: Post-harvest Handling ......................................179
Topic 1: Transportation from Field to Home ........ 180
Topic 2: Drying ........................................................ 181
Topic 3: Threshing and Shelling .............................185
Topic 4: Sorting and Cleaning ................................189
Session 3: Household Storage ............................................. 191
Topic 1: Methods of Storage ....................................192
Topic 2: Airtight Storage Options ...........................195
Annex:

Extra Activities under Module 3 .................... 202

Objectives
In this module, the participants will:
● Understand the principles of good post-harvest handling
practices for each stage in the process (harvesting, transporting,
drying, threshing, sorting and storing)
● Determine how their own post-harvest handling system could be
improved
● Understand the concept of national and international grain
quality standards as well as the benefits of good quality grain
● Be able to recognize good quality grain
● Be able to adequately handle grain to meet the established grain
standards
● Understand the link between good quality grain and higher
market prices
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Module 3

Time
20 minutes

Pre- and post-evaluation questionnaire:

1. What do you understand by post-harvest handling/management?

❑ Handling of crops to reduce losses
❑ Handling of crops from the time they are harvested to the
market or consumption

❑ None of the above
2. What are post-harvest losses?

❑ All food losses from the time of harvest to the market or
consumption

❑ Food destroyed by insects
❑ Food losses due to rodents
3. When do you know that it is the right time to harvest?

❑ When it stops raining
❑ When crops are mature and show certain characteristics
❑ When the dry season starts
4. What preparations should you make before harvesting?

❑ Ensure that all required equipment, labour, transport, drying and
storage facilities are available

❑ Cleaning of storage facilities
❑ All of the above
5. Name the critical steps between harvest and storage.

❑ Harvesting, drying, threshing, and sorting
❑ Transporting, cleaning, winnowing, and storage
❑ All of the above
6. Have you heard of the East African grain standards?

❑ Yes
❑ No
❑ Not sure
7. Why is it important to meet the required grain standards?

❑ Good quality produce attracts good prices
❑ Customers won’t fall sick due to contaminated food
❑ All the above
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8. How do you dry your crops?

❑ On a tarpaulin
❑ Inside a crib
❑ On a bare ground
9. How do you know that your crop is dry enough to store?

❑ By biting the grain
❑ By shaking the grain and listening to the sound it makes
❑ By using a moisture meter or salt + soda bottle test
10. Where do you store your crop?

❑ In a granary
❑ In a hermetic storage bag
❑ In an airtight silo
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Session 1:
Harvesting
Learning
goals

Materials
needed

Training participants will
●

Learn about the right time to harvest

●

Learn how to harvest maize, beans and
sorghum

●

Learn which precautions to take during
harvest

●

Learn how to transport grain from the garden
to home

●

Learn how to reduce field infestation

●

Recognize good grain quality

●

Flip-chart and markers

●

Post-harvest Handling Chart Set

Time
150 minutes
(not counting time
for demonstration
in a garden)

Introduction
...
. Say: In this session, we will learn how and when to harvest maize, beans and

sorghum in order to ensure good grain quality. This means that we will learn how
to avoid losses (quality and quantity) during the harvest and during transportation
from the garden to home. We will also learn how to recognize good grain quality.
Are you ready?
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Topic 1: When and How to Harvest
...
● Say: Let’s talk about harvest preparation. How do you prepare for the harvest?
● Allow some participants to respond before giving the answers below.
— Determine labour requirements
› Number of people you need, how long you need them, how much you have to
pay them, etc.
— Determine equipment requirements
› Knife, baskets, tarpaulins, etc.
— Determine transportation method
› Bicycle, donkey, motorcycle, pick-up truck, etc.
●
? Ask: Why is it important to harvest on time?
● Allow some participants to respond before giving the answers below.
— Timely harvest is important because you avoid crop losses and losing money.
Harvesting on time helps you get quality crops. The more quality crops you
harvest, the more money you will get from them.
— It minimizes the chance of infestation.
— Crop-drying can happen in a uniform way.
— Crop theft is avoided.
— Crops don’t spoil while still in the field and the quality of harvested crops is high.

how to harvest
hen and When
how toand
harvest
beans,
and sorghum
ans, maize
and maize
sorghum
● Take out the Post-harvest Handling Chart Set.

● Show the When and How to Harvest Maize, Beans and Sorghum chart in
the chart set and let the participants examine it.
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?● Ask: When is maize ready to harvest? How should it be harvested?
● Allow the participants to discuss and respond before giving the answers below.
— Maize is ready to harvest when the plant has become straw-colored (light
brown), when some of the cobs droop downwards, and when a black layer forms
at the base of the grains.
— Harvesting should ideally be done during dry weather.
— If the maize harvest is delayed by rain, turn the cobs so that their tips point
down to minimize water entry.
— Use a knife and your hands to pluck maize.
— Do not let the maize get in contact with the soil (use baskets, bags, or
tarpaulins). Soil contamination can lead to diseases and crop losses.

?● Ask: When are beans ready to harvest? How should they be harvested?
● Allow the participants to discuss and respond before giving the answers below.
— Beans are ready to harvest when the leaves and pods turn yellow and leaves
start to fall off.
— Harvesting should ideally be done during dry weather.
— Discard any bean pods that are in contact with the soil. These are often
damaged and contaminated by microorganisms living in the soil.
— Use your hands to pluck beans.

?● Ask: When is sorghum ready to harvest? How should it be harvested?
● Allow the participants to discuss and respond before giving the answers below.
— Sorghum is ready to harvest when the leaves are pale brown; the seeds are
reddish brown; and the grains develop a black layer at their base (like with
maize).
— Harvesting should ideally be done during dry weather.
— Do not let sorghum get in contact with the soil. Soil contamination can lead to
diseases and crop losses.
— Use a knife to cut down sorghum.

Take home message:
● Know when your crop is ready to be harvested. Make sure that you prepare all
you need before harvesting and harvest at the right time for the best quality
grain.
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Topic 2: Grain Quality
...
● Say: Grain quality has to do with the characteristics of the grain. Grain may be of
good or bad quality.

● Show the Causes of Post-harvest Losses in Maize, Beans and Sorghum
chart in the chart set and let the participants examine it.

● Ask: What are the causes of bad quality grain?
?
● Allow some participants to answer before giving the answers below.
— Foreign matter (stones, dust, animal droppings) mixed up with the grain
— Broken grain (which makes it easier for pests and microorganisms to enter and
contaminate the grains)
— Wet grain (there is too much water inside the grain and the moisture content is
too high)
— Pest infestation (rodents and insects)
— Exposure to micro-organisms (especially fungi) that live in the soil leading to
presence of aflatoxins (poison that causes cancer in human beings and stunting
in children)
— Poor storage methods
— Quality of seeds used
— Weather during production
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● Ask: Why is it important to have good quality grain?
?
● Allow some participants to respond before giving the answers below.
— You can make more money. Buyers who want quality will pay more for good
quality grain.
— You reduce the risk of food poisoning and health hazards for consumers.
— You can store grain longer if it is of quality (and reduce losses), which helps you
make or save more money by selling at a higher price in the lean season or keep
more grain for household consumption.

?● Ask: What are grain standards?
● Allow some participants to respond before giving the answers below.
— Grain standards mean quality requirements of grain
— In East Africa, including Uganda, there are common standards called the East
African Grain Standards.
— The grain that meets those standards is considered safe for human
consumption and suitable for sale in different markets.
— The East African Grain Standards have three grades: Grade I (best quality),
Grade II (second best quality), and Grade III (third best quality). For instance,
WFP requires that its food suppliers meet at least Grade II standards.
— You can ask the business center (where you deliver your grain) about the
quality standards that their clients demand.
— Be aware of quality standards. Your grain can be rejected if the quality is bad!

Good quality grain
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Bad quality grain

Mini Activity: The Monetary Impact of Quality
● Ask the participants to form groups of 3 to 4, according to numbers.
● Say: Listen to the following story about a farmer that sold
...
low-quality maize.

Susan has a small farm. She mostly grows maize - but
she does not follow good harvest or post-harvest handling
practices. She dries her maize directly on the ground, and
animals can step on it or eat it. She does not cover the maize
when it rains or sort it before bagging it. When she tries
to sell her low-quality maize, she can only get UGX300 per
kilogram (kg) because her grain is moist and broken, and also
contains foreign matter. She sells 100 kg. How much money
does she make?

● Allow the groups to discuss and respond before giving the answer
below.
— She gets UGX 30,000.

...● Say: Listen to the following story about a farmer that sold
high-quality maize.

Jane has a small farm. She mostly grows maize and follows
all good harvesting and post-harvest handling practices. She
has high quality grain. Buyers are offering UGX500 per kg for
high quality maize. She sells 100 kg. How much money does
she make?

● Allow the groups to discuss and respond before giving the answer
below.
— She gets UGX 50,000.
● Ask: Why are good harvesting and post-harvest handling practices
?
important for your business?

● Allow some participants to respond before giving the answers below.
— Good harvesting and post-harvest handling practices help you
make more money because they help you save grain and get
better prices for your produce.
— In the example stories, Susan missed out on UGX20,000 because
she did not have good quality maize to sell like Jane did.
● Ask: If you were to buy grain from either Susan or Jane for your
?
household consumption, whose maize would you buy and why?

— The participants should give answers that value good quality and
safe food (maize without the possibility of aflatoxins).

Closing Activity: Harvest Practice/Stand Up,
Sit Down
Option 1: Harvesting Practice in the Garden
Trainer Note:
●

This activity can only be done during the harvest season,
since it involves a practical exercise to harvest maize,
beans and sorghum in the gardens. The drying process
requires adequate heat from the sun.

●

In case you are to conduct a practical session, make sure
that you have found a garden beforehand, and agree with
the owner when to hold the activity on his/her farm.

●

Choose a farm that is easily accessible for all the
participants.

●

Make sure that harvesting equipment is available for most
farmers or tell them to bring their own equipment.

● Take the participants to the selected garden, preferably in the morning before it is
too hot.

...
● Say: We are going to practice proper harvesting. I need one volunteer to

demonstrate his/her harvesting technique for the rest of the group. The rest of the
group can correct him/her if needed. Who wants to try?

● Choose one person and let him/her demonstrate harvesting.
● After he/she has demonstrated his/her technique, ask the following questions:
— What did the volunteer do correctly?
— What could be improved?
— Why is it important to use good practices when harvesting?
› Answer: To reduce losses during harvest and ensure good grain quality.
Option 2: Stand Up, Sit Down

...
● Say:
— We are going to do a quiz to find out what you know about harvesting. I will
read some statements.
— If you think a statement is true, you stand up.
— If you think a statement is false, you stay seated.
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TRUE

FALSE

● Read the following statements. After the participants have answered by standing up
or sitting down, read the correct answer.
— Maize is ready to harvest when the cobs are green and the maize points
downward.
› FALSE. The husk and plant should be straw-colored. It is correct that the
maize should point downwards.
— It is okay to harvest when it is raining.
› FALSE. It is ideal to harvest in dry, sunny weather.
— High quality grain will generate more money.
› TRUE. High-quality grain can attract a higher price, especially if you market
it collectively.
— Formal (structured) buyers like WFP care about good quality.
› TRUE. More and more formal buyers like WFP and food processors will not
buy poor-quality grain.
— Sorghum is ready to harvest when the leaves are pale brown and the seeds are
reddish brown.
› TRUE. There is also a black layer formed at the base of the grains.
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— It is okay to pick any bean pods that have touched the soil.
› FALSE. These may have been contaminated by micro-organisms in the soil.
They should be discarded.
— It is okay if you are a few weeks late to harvest.
› FALSE. Timely harvest is important for avoiding losses due to infestation,
spoilage, discolouration, and crop theft.

Take home message:
● Understand what causes good or bad quality grain and how to have good
quality grain which attracts higher selling prices.
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Session 2:
Post-harvest Handling
Learning
goals

Materials
needed

Training participants will
●

Learn how to transport crops safely

●

Learn how to thresh and shell maize, beans
and sorghum

●

Learn how to dry maize, beans and sorghum
correctly

●

Learn about the correct moisture content
for grains

●

Learn how to clean and sort crops

●

Flip-chart and markers

●

Post-harvest Handling Chart Set

Time
180 minutes

Materials for the salt and bottle test
●

Clear glass soda bottle

●

Soda bottle top

●

Teaspoon

●

Funnel

●

Dry salt

●

Sample maize, beans and sorghum that have
moisture content above 13%

●

Sample maize, beans and sorghum that have
moisture content below 12%

Materials for the drying practices
●

Maize, beans and sorghum ready to be dried

●

Drying equipment (tarpaulin, etc.)
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Introduction
...
1. Say: Now that we know when to harvest, how to harvest and the importance

of quality, we will learn how to avoid post-harvest losses. We will learn about
appropriate methods of transportation, drying, threshing, shelling, sorting and
cleaning. We will also learn how to check the moisture content of our grains. Are
you ready?

Topic 1: Transportation from Field to
Home
● Take out the Post-harvest Handling Chart Set.

?● Ask: How do you bring your grain from the field to your home?
● Let some participants answer.

Field to home transport

● Show the Field to Home Transport chart in the chart set and let the
participants examine it.

X

P
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?
● Ask: What good transportation practices do you see?
● Allow some participants to respond before giving the answers below.
— Use good quality bags that do not lose any produce.
— Make sure that your bags are clean (no insects or dirt).
— Do not over fill the container to avoid spillage and contamination.
— Use your head, a bicycle, a cart or a wheelbarrow to transport your produce.
— Do not expose your produce to the rain while transporting.
— If you hire transportation (e.g. Boda boda), make sure that you and the driver
secure your bags/ baskets onto the motorcycle/bicycle.

Take home message:
● Make sure to transport your produce in a secure and hygienic way to maintain
the quality of the grain.

Topic 2: Drying
?
● Ask: How do you dry your grains?
● Let some participants answer.
?
● Ask: Why is it important to dry your grains before storage?
● Allow some participants to respond before giving the answers below.
— Drying reduces the moisture level in the grain.
— A high moisture level leads to mold. Mold is a coating that grows on grain when
it remains moist, and causes rotting and contamination. Mold could lead to
sickness, disease and may lead to death when consumed. Mold will reduce the
quality of grain, which affects the price that a farmer is able to get for that grain.
— Drying helps you meet quality standards such as the East African Grain
Standards.
— Drying helps you improve the quality of grain, which may attract a good price
on the market.
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● Show the Traditional Methods of Drying Grain chart in the chart set and let
the participants examine it.

?● Ask: What is bad about these methods of drying?
● Allow some participants to respond before giving the answers below.
— Drying directly on the ground can lead to contamination with foreign matter
such as stones, dust and animal droppings.
— Animals like chickens, goats and cows may eat the grains as they are being
dried. This leads to post-harvest losses and contamination.
— Drying directly on the ground can lead to contamination by micro-organisms
that live in the soil. This can cause sickness and disease when consumed by
people.
— Drying directly on the ground lowers the quality of grain.
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Improved methods of
dryingmethods
grain of
Improved
drying grain

● Show the Improved Methods of Drying Grain chart in the chart set and let
participants examine it.

P
P
P
P

Lay rocks on the corners of a tarp to
secure them down.

If drying at a store, place grain on a clean
and dry concrete slab.

P
P

P
P

Create a raised drying rack / platform
at least 1 meter high.

Dry in a mesh granary (crib) that is raised
off the ground.

● Ask: What improved methods of drying do you see?
?
● Allow some participants to respond before giving the answers below.
— Dry maize/beans/sorghum on a tarpaulin instead of directly on the ground.
— Dry in a single layer.
— Clean the surface where the tarp is to be laid and remove all sharp objects that
could tear the tarp.
— Lay rocks on the corners of a tarp to secure them down.
— Don’t let the crops touch the soil to avoid soil contamination.
— Keep animals away from the drying crops.
— Avoid leaving your crops outside at night or when it is raining. However, if you
have to, cover the crops with a plastic sheet at night and when it rains.
— If possible, create a raised drying rack at least 1 meter high. This prevents
animals and pests from accessing it.
— When drying at a store like the business center, place grain on a clean and dry
concrete slab.
— If possible, dry in a mesh granary (crib) that is raised off the ground to prevent
pest and animal contamination. This is better for storing the grain for a longer
time before threshing/shelling.
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?● Ask: How do you dry grains evenly on a tarpaulin?
● Allow some participants to respond before giving the answers below.
— On any given day, after drying grains for two hours, push them to one side of
the tarpaulin.

Improved me
drying g

— Let the empty side of the tarpaulin dry for five minutes.

— Then push all the grains onto the dry side and let the other side dry for five
minutes.
— Spread out the grains over the whole tarpaulin after that.
— Repeat this process every two hours.

— This should be done for all crops (e.g. maize, beans and sorghum).

— When drying grains after threshing and shelling, ensure that the layer of
individual grains is not more than half a finger length thick. Measure the
thickness by using your index finger.

P

P

P

P

Take home message:
● Use improved methods of drying grains to maintain grain quality. Make sure
that the grains dry evenly.
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Topic 3: Threshing and Shelling
?● Ask: How do you thresh or shell your grains?
● Let some participants answer.

...
● Say: Threshing or shelling separates the grain from seed heads, panicles, cobs

or pods. It is important to minimize grain damage during threshing. Thresh when
moisture content is below 16%. Higher moisture could cause damage (breakage) to
the grain while shelling.

Methods of
of shelling
shellingmaize
maize
Methods

● Show the Methods of Shelling Maize chart in the chart set and let the
participants examine it.

X
XX

Methods
of
shelling
maize
Methods of shelling maize

P
P
P

Maize should never be shelled by hitting
it with a stick.

Using wooden or metal hand-shellers

P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P

Using bare hands

Using motorised shellers
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● Ask: What methods for shelling maize do you see?
?
● Allow some participants to answer before giving the answers below.
— Maize can be shelled by using:
› bare hands
› wooden or metal hand-shellers
› motorised shellers
— Maize should never be shelled by hitting it with a stick. This will lead to broken
grain which reduces the quality and value of grain.
● Show the Methods of Threshing Beans chart in the chart set and let the
participants examine it.

Methods of threshing
Methods
beans
of threshing b

P

x
P

x

X

?● Ask: What methods for threshing beans do you see?
● Allow some participants to respond before giving the answers below.
— Beans can be threshed in a heap on a tarpaulin. The tarpaulin should be on soft
ground. They should be gently beaten with a small stick using one hand. Care
should be taken not to break them by hitting too hard.
— Do not beat the pods against a bare ground to avoid contamination.
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— A motorized thresher can also be used to thresh beans.

● Show the Method of Threshing Sorghum chart in the chart set and let
participants examine it.

Methods of threshing beans

x

P

...● Ask: What method for threshing sorghum do you see?
● Allow some participants to respond before giving the answer below.
— Place the sorghum on a tarpaulin and beat it gently with a stick.

Mini Activity: Salt and Bottle Test for
Moisture Content
Materials needed:
— Moisture Content Test chart
— 1 clean and dry glass soda bottle
— 1 clean bottle top
— 2 tablespoons dry salt
— 1 clean piece of paper rolled up like a funnel

● Show the Moisture Content Test chart in the chart set and
let participants examine it.
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Moisture content test
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Add 2 teaspoons
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Cover
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3
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1 minute and allow
settle forfor
15 minutes
to settle for 15 minutes

...
● Say:
— This is the salt and bottle test. You can do this test at home to know whether
your grain is dry enough to store.
— Storage of wet/moist grain will lead to low quality grain due to mold and pest
infestation. You will also not meet quality grain standards if you have the
wrong moisture content and your grain will not attract a good price.
— If you find that your grain is still too moist after doing this test, dry it again
and do this test again until you have the right moisture content.

● Demonstrate the test:
— Fill one third (1/3) of a clear glass soda bottle with grain using a dry spoon and
paper funnel. Tell the participants not to touch the test sample or salt with
their bare hands; otherwise, they become moist from sweat on the hands. This
will lead to wrong results.
— Using a dry spoon, add 2 teaspoons of salt into the bottle containing the
sample grain.
— Close the bottle with a bottle top or a dry piece of paper and shake the bottle
for 1 minute.
— Let the bottle rest for 15 minutes.
— Look at the bottle. If the salt is seen sticking to the side of the bottle, the
moisture content is more than 13.5% for maize and sorghum, and more than
14% for beans. It is not dry enough to store.
— If the salt does not stick to the side of the bottle, the moisture content is less
than 13.5% for maize and sorghum, and 14% for beans. It is dry enough to
store. If you are not sure that all the grain in your lot is equally dried, please
dry for additional days until you are absolutely sure that all the grain is dry
enough for storage.
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Take home message:
● Use methods of threshing and shelling that do not cause grain to be damaged
or contaminated. Mechanical methods can speed up the process and help
maintain grain quality.

Topic 4: Sorting and Cleaning
?● Ask: How do you clean and sort your grains?
● Let some participants answer.
● Show the Methods of Sorting and Cleaning chart and let participants
examine it.

Methods of sorting and cleaning
Winnowing

Sieving

P
Hand picking

P

P

?
● Ask: What methods for sorting and cleaning do you see?
● Allow some participants to respond before giving the answers below.
— Grains can be cleaned and sorted by sieving, winnowing or hand picking before
storage.
— This process removes dust, stones, insects, broken and discoloured grains, plant
material and mouldy grains.
— This process is important for achieving good quality grain. Grain that has been
cleaned and sorted will not have foreign matter and will attract a higher price.
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Closing Activity: Drying Practice
Trainer Note:

●

Make sure that you practice drying in sunny and dry
weather conditions.

●

Make sure that the venue is easily accessible for all
participants.

●

Make sure that you have gathered all the necessary drying
materials.

●

If there is not enough time or resources to practice drying
all the crops, only choose one or two.

● Take participants to the selected venue.

...
● Say: We are going to practice drying maize, beans and sorghum. I need one

volunteer to demonstrate his/her drying technique for the rest of the group. The
rest of the group can correct him/her if needed. Who wants to try?

● Choose one person and let him/her demonstrate drying one of the crops.
● Make sure to go through the following proper techniques and correct where
necessary:
— Spread crops out in one layer.
— Alternate drying on two sides of a tarpaulin.
— Cover produce at night or when raining (let the volunteer demonstrate as if
it was night or raining). However, leaving produce out at night and when it is
raining should be discouraged.
— Do not let the crops touch the soil.
— Ensure that animals (e.g. cows, birds, goats and pigs) and pests (e.g. rodents)
are kept away from the produce.
— Use a crib when drying during the wet season.
● After the demonstration is complete, ask the following questions:
— What did the volunteer do correctly?
— What could be improved?
— Why is it important to dry grains well?
› Answer: Proper drying is essential for meeting quality standards and
avoiding losses during storage.

Take home message:
● Grain that has been cleaned and sorted is of a higher quality, lasts longer
during storage, and attracts a higher price.
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P P

P

Session 3:
Household Storage
Learning
goals

Materials
needed

Training participants will
●

Learn how good storage can reduce postharvest losses

●

Learn about hermetic storage

●

Learn about different types of hermetic
storage

●

Understand the benefits of hermetic storage

●

Flip-chart and markers

●

Home Storage Chart set

●

Demonstration equipment

Time
180 minutes

Introduction
... Say: Now that we know how to correctly transport, dry, thresh, shell, sort, clean,
1.
and test for grain moisture content to prevent post-harvest losses, we will learn how
to store at home to keep our produce safe and maintain its quality. Are you ready?
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Topic 1: Methods of Storage
● Take out the Home Storage Chart Set.

?● Ask: How do you store your grains at home?
● Let some participants answer. Make sure that the participants discuss the use of
traditional granaries and cribs.
?● Ask: Why is it important to store your grains properly in a safe and hygienic
environment at home?
● Allow some participants to respond before giving the answers below.
— Good storage prevents pests from destroying the produce.
— Good storage prevents moisture from entering the produce. Moisture can cause
mold growth which can lead to losses and unsafe produce.
— Good storage helps you meet quality standards such as the East African Grain
Standards.
— Good storage helps you have quality grain that is worth more money.
— Good storage helps you keep quality grain and avoid eating contaminated food.

Traditional methods of storage

● Show the Traditional Methods of Storage chart in the chart set and let
participants examine it.

X

Bags are placed directly on the ground
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X

The granary is old and cracked

● Ask: What is bad about these methods of storage?
?
● Allow some participants to respond before giving the answers below.
— The bags are placed directly on the ground. This can lead to pest infestation and
building up moisture inside the grains.
— The bags are ripped which can lead to pest infestation and contamination with
dirt.
— The granary is old and cracked. This can lead to rain leakage and building up
moisture inside the grains. If the granary has holes, pests like rodents can easily
enter and destroy the produce.

Improved
methods
of of
storage
Improved
methods
storage

● Show the Improved Methods of Storage chart in the chart set and let the
participants examine it.

PP

1m 1m
The pallets are spaced 1
meter from all sides of
the room

1m 1m
1m 1m

PP

PP

Plastic silo and metal silo are airtight

The airtight bags are up on pallets to protect
from possible water leakage

● Ask: What is good about these methods of storage?
?
● Allow some participants to respond before giving the answers below.
— The floor of the room is clean and dry.
— The bags are stacked on pallets so they are not touching the ground.
— The pallets are spaced 1 meter from all sides of the room to prevent possible
leakage or accumulation of moisture inside the grains.
— The bags may be stacked crosswise to save space and stabilize the piles.
— The airtight bags, plastic silo and metal silo are up on pallets to protect from
possible water leakage and accumulation of moisture.
— The bags, plastic silo and metal silo are airtight so they prevent moisture
exposure, pests and rodents, as well as quality deterioration and contamination
of the grain inside.
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Mini Activity: Hold Your Breath
● Have everyone stand in a circle.

...
● Say:
— Airtight storage means storing your grain in a container
(maybe a bag or plastic/metal silo) that does not allow
air in or out. This keeps the grain dry and free from pests
such as insects and rodents.
— We will do a mini exercise to understand better what
airtight means.
— Breathe in, and hold your breath for 5 seconds.
● Allow participants to try holding their breath.

...
● Say: Now breathe out.
?● Ask: How did that make you feel?
● Allow a few participants to answer.

...
● Say: Airtight storage means that there is no air getting into

the bag or silo. Insects, like people, cannot live without air,
and will not survive. Airtight storage prevents any pests or
insects from getting in and kills anything that is inside when
the bag or silo is closed.

Take home message:
● Use improved methods of grain storage to maintain grain quality. Stored grain
may be sold for a higher price in the lean season.
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Topic 2: Airtight Storage Options
?● Ask: We will now look at three different airtight storage methods that are
growingly becoming available on the market in Uganda.
● Show the How to Store Grain in Airtight Storage Bags chart in the chart set
and let the participants examine it.

1.

2.

3.

Buy a PICS bag with
3 pieces in 1

Check for holes

Put a small
amount of grain

Fit it in the
second liner

4.

Fit the 2 liners into
the outer liner of the
PICS bag and fold

Fill the inside bag
almost to the top
with grain

Remove extra air and
tie the bags tight with
a soft material such as
cotton/polyester rope

Place the bags on a
pallet for storing

● Ask: What do you know about airtight, hermetic bags?
● Allow some participants to respond before giving the answers below.
?
— They can store 90-100kg per bag.
— If carefully used, they are reusable for up to 4 seasons.
— They can be used to store grains for more than 12 months.
— They kill insects because the insects cannot breathe inside them.
— Grains must be dried properly first before storing in the bags.
— Place the bags on pallets to prevent moisture absorption during storage.
— Farmers should make a budget to see if they have enough money to buy the bags.
— Examples of other airtight storage bags include Super Grain Bags, AgroZ Bags
and ZeroFly Hermetic Bags.
— The bags must be kept in a clean place. It is recommended to place traps for
rodents.
— They bags must be placed on pallets while storing.
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?● Ask: According to the chart, what is the process for storing in airtight bags?
● Allow some participants to respond before giving the answers below.
— Buy a bag with several pieces in one (3 pieces in 1 apply to PICS bags. Others
are 2 pieces in 1.)
— Check each bag for holes.
— Put a small amount of grain in the first polythene liner bag. Insert the first
liner into the other polythene liner bag. Insert the two liners into the outer
polypropylene bag (PP bag).
— Fill the first liner bag almost to the top with grain. Tie the bag tight.
— Tie the second bag tight with a soft material such as cotton/polyester rope. This
is to prevent using coarse material that may cut the bag.
— Finally, tie the outer bag tight. If the bags are not closed properly, pests and
insects will smell the grain and rip the bags open.
— The bags must remain closed for at least one month. This ensures that the
entire life cycle of pests in the bag will be destroyed. The eggs of insects can
survive inside a hermetic bag. They need to first hatch for the hermetic effects
to work.

?● Ask: What makes these bags safe for storing grains?
● Allow some participants to respond before giving the answer below.
— Airtight bags actually come in two to three bags in one set. Each of the bags is
tied tight which offers extra defence against pests and dirt contamination.
● Show the How to Store Grain in Metal Silos chart in the chart set and let
participants examine it.
2

1

Buy a silo from an
authorized dealer

3

4

Fill the silo almost to the
top with grain
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Place it on a raised surface
like a pallet

Remove any oxygen by using a lit candle
and close tightly

?● Ask: What do you know about airtight metal silos? How do they work? How and
where can you buy one?
● Allow some participants to respond before giving the answers below.
— A medium metal silo [750 L] can store five to six 100 kilogram bags of maize.
— A large metal silo [1250 L] can store ten 100 kilogram bags of maize.
— Keep a filled silo closed for 30 days to kill insects such as weevils.
— Only dry grain should be stored inside.
— They have an inlet at the top for easy filling and outlet at the bottom for easy
emptying.
— Farmers should make a budget first to see if they have enough money to buy a
metal silo (which comes in different sizes/capacities).
— They should also think about using savings groups as a means to save, take out a
loan, and purchase a silo.

?● Ask: According to the chart, what is the process for storing in a metal silo?
● Allow some participants to respond before giving the answers below.
— Buy a silo from an authorized dealer to ensure it is authentic.
— Place the silo on a raised surface like a pallet to protect it from moisture.
— Fill the silo almost to the top with grain.
— Place a candle on a metal plate on top of the grain.
— Light the candle and close the cover of the silo tightly.
— The candle uses oxygen to burn so it will remove all of the air left in the silo.
This makes the silo free of oxygen thus killing insects much quicker. Do not
open the cover to check if the candle has gone out. This will bring air back into
the silo. The candle will go out on its own when all the oxygen is used up.

?● Ask: What are the benefits of using this storage method?
● Allow some participants to respond before giving the answers below.
— Silos can store grain in a safe way.
— Silos are airtight so they will keep pests out and kill any insects that are in the
grains.
— Silos are waterproof so no moisture can get in and decrease the quality of
produce.
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?● Show the How to Store Grain in Plastic Silos chart in the chart set and let the
participants examine it.
2

1

Buy a silo from an authorized dealer

3

Place it on a raised surface
like a pallet

4

Fill the silo completely with grain

Close tightly

?● Ask: What do you know about airtight plastic silos? How do they work? How and
where can you buy one?
● Allow some participants to respond before giving the answers below.
— The amount of grain they can store depends on the type of grain. For example,
a small plastic silo [500L] can store about three to four 100 kilogram bags of
maize.
— They are filled completely with grain so that there is minimum air left in the silo
before closing.
— Only dry grain should be stored inside.
— Farmers should make a budget to see if they have enough money to buy a silo.
— They have an inlet at the top for easy filling and outlet at the bottom for easy
emptying.

?` Ask: According to the chart, what is the process for storing in a plastic silo?
● Allow some participants to respond before giving the answers below.
— Buy a plastic silo from an authorized dealer to ensure it is authentic.
— Place the silo on a raised surface like a pallet to protect it from water.
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— Fill the silo completely with grain, leaving little or no room for air.
— Close the silo tightly by placing a clamp all around the lid and locking it.
— Do NOT use a candle in a plastic silo.
●
? Ask: What are the benefits of using this storage method?
● Allow some participants to respond before giving the answers below.
— Silos can store grain in a safe way.
— Silos are airtight so they will keep pests out and kill any insects that are in the
grains.
— Silos are waterproof so no moisture can get in and decrease the quality of
produce.
● Ask: What are some general rules for using airtight bags and silos?
?
● Allow some participants to respond before giving the answers below.
— They should not be exposed to direct sunlight.
— They should be placed on a raised platform, like pallets.
— They should not be placed close to walls or the ceiling.
— There is no need to fumigate the grains inside the bags or silos.
— They have to be kept in a clean area.
— Open the silos after a minimum of one month.
— Use the outlet at the bottom, not the inlet, when getting grain out of a silo. This
is called the first in, first out principle: take grain out that was put in the silo
first. This also prevents a large amount of air from getting into the silo.

Closing Activity: A Story About Storage
...
● Say: I am going to read a story about Angella and Juliet, two neighbours with
different storage methods.

● Read the following story aloud.
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The Story of Angella and Juliet
Angella and Juliet are neighbours.
Angella and her husband are commercial farmers. She is also a store
manager at the business center.
Juliet and her husband are subsistence farmers. This means that
they mostly grow food for their home. However, this season Juliet
wants to try commercial farming like her neighbour Angella.
Angella has been trained in post-harvest handling. She knows that
she has to store her produce in a correct way so that she minimizes
post-harvest losses. This season, she has dry grain of good quality to
sell because she used a plastic airtight silo. No insects or rats could
touch her grain.
Juliet has less post-harvest handling knowledge. She does not
have the money to renovate her storage facilities. There are mice
in her store. There are holes in the roof so water gets inside when
it rains. Last season, she lost a lot of her grain because mice ate
it and moisture in the store caused mold to grow. That is why she
decided to sell her produce very fast this season immediately after
harvesting. Unfortunately, she does not get a lot of money for her
harvest by doing this. Everyone has grain to sell right after the
harvest, so the price of grain is less than when someone waits a
while to sell.
Angella makes sure to keep enough produce from the farm to feed
her family until the next season. She wants her children to have
enough food and a balanced diet. She keeps maize, beans and
sorghum in separate bags inside her plastic silo, and takes small
amounts whenever she uses them for cooking meals throughout the
year.
Juliet sells without thinking about keeping enough grain for the
household. She needs the money urgently and cannot keep the
produce for very long in poor storage conditions. After some months,
she has to buy food for her children because she lost some produce
during storage and sold the rest.
When Angella goes to bulk her produce and sell at the business
center, she gets good money for it because the grains are of good
quality. She reinvests some of the money into another plastic airtight
silo. She also saves some grain to sell later at a higher price.
Juliet is disappointed. She has no money left to invest in a new
airtight storage unit like Angella. She has no produce left to sell
when the prices go up later in the year.
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● Ask the following questions and allow some participants to respond before giving
the answers below each question.
— What was good about Angella’s storage practices?
› She stored in an airtight silo that kept out moisture and pests.
› She kept her grain safe so it was of good quality and could attract a high price
at the business center.
› She saved some food for her family to eat throughout the year.
› She saved some grain to sell later when prices became higher.
— What was bad about Juliet’s storage practices?
› She did not have good storage facilities to keep out moisture and pests.
› She sold without thinking about her family’s food needs.
› She did not keep any grain to sell later at a higher price because she did not
have a safe place to store it.
› She did not have any money left to invest in better storage facilities.
— What should farmers consider doing if they have too much grain for storage?
› They should buy and use an airtight silo for home storage.
› They should store the rest of their grain in airtight bags and bring them to the
business center for storage.
— What advice can Angella give to Juliet about her storage practices?
› Angella can tell Juliet to start small and try to invest in airtight bags first
before trying to buy silos (which are more expensive).
› Angella can tell Juliet to try to store her grain in a shared storage facility like
the business center if she does not have one of her own.
› Angella can tell Juliet to try to find a clean room that does not leak. If she
places pallets on the floor and good bags on top, she can take steps to make
enough money from her harvest so she can eventually invest in airtight storage
units.
Trainer Note:
If you want to do a practice demonstration for airtight
storage, go to the activity on page 203 in the Annex:
Extra Activities Under Module 3.

Take home message:
● Use airtight bags, metal silos and plastic silos to prevent pests and
contamination and maintain the quality of grain over a longer period of time.
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Annex: Extra Activities
Under Module 3
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Activity 1: Airtight Storage
Demonstration
Topic: Storage
Level: Easy
Trainer Note:
●

Before doing the demonstration, make sure that you
organize a venue where the airtight storage methods can
be demonstrated.

●

Make sure the venue is accessible to all participants.

...● Say: We are now going to demonstrate how to use airtight storage bags and silos.
● Show the participants how to use an airtight bag.
● Tell them to form groups of 4 or 5.
● Allow them to practice using the bags correctly.
● Show the participants how to fill a metal silo. Point out the inlet and the outlet of
the silo.
● Demonstrate how to place a candle to suck the air out of the silo and make it
airtight.
— Place a burning candle on a metal plate and put it on the top of grains inside the
metal silo.
— Close the cover tightly.
— Place your palm onto the lid of the silo at 20 minute intervals and check its level
of warmth.
— If the candle goes out, the temperature of the lid will cool after 30 to 40
minutes. This means the candle has sucked up all the air and gone out.
The silo is airtight.
— If the temperature remains high after 45 minutes, this means that the candle
has not flamed out. This means that air is able to get into the silo and that the
equipment is not airtight. Try to find where air is entering from and reseal the
silo.
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Module 4:
Bulking at the
Business Center
Overview for Trainer
In this module, participants will learn about the agricultural business center, (e.g. a
Satellite Collection Point built by the World Food Programme), including what happens
there, how it is run, who runs it and the benefits of being part of a business center.

Note: Take note of the changing prices. Extra activities for Module 4 can be found
on page 319.
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Module Outline

Time
11 days

This module consists of 6 sessions and an annex:
Session 1: Business Center Basics ......................................... 211
Topic 1: What is a Business Center? ...........................212
Topic 2: Membership and Fees
at the Business Center ................................................214
Topic 3: Evaluating Our Business Center ................. 220
Session 2: Structure of the Business Center ...................... 223
Topic 1: Starting Up a Business Center ..................... 224
Topic 2: Constitution Basics ...................................... 226
Topic 3: Business Center Committee Roles .............. 228
Topic 4: Business Center
Committee Responsibilities ....................................... 229
Topic 5: Leadership Qualities .................................... 233
Topic 6: Electing Business Center Committees ........ 239
Session 3: Business Plan for the Business Center ........... 242
Topic 1: Business Planning Principles ....................... 243
Topic 2: Structure of a Business Plan ........................ 245
Topic 3: Planning and Budgeting .............................. 247
Session 4: Record Keeping at the Business Center ......... 252
Topic 1: Key Records at the Business Center ............ 253
Topic 2: Warehouse Records ......................................255
Topic 3: Financial Records ........................................ 262
Topic 4: Membership Records .................................. 265
Session 5: Store Management, Quality
Control and Value Addition ............................... 269
Topic 1: Store Basics .................................................. 270
Topic 2: How to Receive and Store Grain ................. 274
Topic 3: Stock Count Practice .................................... 282
Topic 4: How to Control Quality ............................... 284
Topic 5: Processing and Value Addition ................... 288
Session 6: Collective Marketing ............................................ 290
Topic 1: Basic Concepts of Marketing ........................291
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Topic 2: The Benefits of Collective Marketing .......... 296
Topic 3: Fees for Collective Sales .............................. 297
Topic 4: Marketing Map and Different Channels ..... 300
Topic 5: Promoting the Business Center ................... 306
Topic 6: Sources of Market Information ................... 308
Topic 7: Negotiating with Buyers ............................... 311
Topic 8: Contract Signing ...........................................316
Annex: Extra Activities Under Module 4 ............................ 319

Objectives
In this module, the participants will:
●● Understand the purpose and objectives of agricultural business center
stores
●● Reflect on what it takes to have a fully-functional and sustainable
business center store
●● Understand the roles and responsibilities of the leaders at the business
center store
●● Learn how to identify good leaders for their business center store
●● Explore business options (e.g. income generating activities) for the
business center and develop a business plan
●● Understand the requirements for maintaining a business center store/
warehouse
●● Understand how quality is controlled at the business center store
●● Become familiar with common, important records used and kept at the
business center store
●● Learn about collective marketing
●● Practice negotiation techniques to use when talking to a potential
buyer(s)
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Module 4

Time
20 minutes

Pre- and post-evaluation questionnaire:

1. Why do you think that a farmer or group of farmers should join a business center
for agricultural activities?


To influence policy and have a voice heard by policy makers



To learn about new techniques (e.g. conservation farming) and
technologies (e.g. agriculture equipment)



To have a better price for agricultural produce

2. Why do you think a business center should be registered?


Because it is a requirement of the Government



Because it helps your group have a formal structure, including a
constitution



Because your group can benefit from services and support,
including from the government

3. If the Chairperson has been doing a great job for your business center, should he or
she continue with the work beyond his or her mandate?


Yes



No



I do not know

4. What are some of the qualities of great leaders?


Someone who listens to others



Someone who coaches others to become leaders in the future



Someone who makes tough decisions

5. Does having women and youths in leadership posts help an agricultural business
center grow strong?


Yes



No



I do not know

6. What support is needed for a successful agricultural business center?


Everyone works for the center for free (as a volunteer).

 The center always receives support, including free tools, seeds, equipment and a
store/warehouse from the Government, donors and other organizations.
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The center provides services to its members, which may include
service fees.

7. When there is a conflict amongst the member groups or farmers, does it mean
that the executive committee of the business center is failing to do their job?


Yes



No (Conflict is part of being in a group. The executive committee
is responsible for facilitating the resolution of conflict).



I do not know

8. What is a market map?


It is a map that shows the locations of different markets.



It is a map that shows the prices of different commodities in a market.



It is a map that shows different activities to produce and sell a
commodity.

9. Is it always a better deal when a business center cuts out traders and sells
collectively to a processing company, WFP or other big buyers?


Yes



No



I do not know

10. Should it be considered as a bad deal when a business center agrees to UGX
900 per kilo of maize with a regular and important customer (i.e. a processing
company) when the market price is between UGX 950 and UGX 1,000 for the
same quality of grain?
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Yes



No (Do not assume it is a bad deal right away. For instance,
maintaining a business relationship with a regular and
important customer is essential. The customer may also buy in
bulk at UGX 900 whereas the business center may be able to sell
one or two bags only at UGX 1,000 to an unknown trader in the
market).



I do not know

Session 1:
Business Center Basics
Learning
goals

Materials
needed

Training participants will
●

Learn about the purpose and activities of an
agricultural business center

●

Understand that business centers take time to
be fully-functional

●

Evaluate their own business center

●

Take note of how much further their business
center needs to grow

●

Flipchart and markers

●

Papers and pens/pencils

●

Growing Our Business Center Chart Set

Time
4 hours

Introduction
...
●● Say: In this session, we will learn the basics of an agricultural business center. We

will understand what a business center is and how it works. We will talk about the
slow but steady progress of business centers as they work towards becoming fullyfunctional. We will then evaluate our own business center to see how much further
it needs to improve. Are you ready?
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Topic 1: What is a Business Center?
...
●● Say: Business centers are becoming important places for agriculture in Uganda.
Let’s talk about what they are, how they work and whom they benefit.

?●● Ask: What is a business center? How would you describe it? What services are
offered there?

●● Allow some participants to answer and write the correct answers on a flipchart.
Supplement their answers with the descriptions below.
A business center is a place where…
› produce is stored safely in bulk for the purpose of collective marketing
(selling produce together).
› value can be added to the produce.
› produce can be processed.
› agricultural advisory and other services can be accessed by member
farmers and non members.
› farmer group and SLA meetings can take place.
› farmers can discuss and advocate to bring issues up to higher levels
(national farmers’ federations, cooperatives, etc.)
› market information is available to farmers.
› farmers can access inputs (aggregate demand for inputs, thus obtaining
them at a lower price).
› farmers can have access to credit.
› farmers can have the quality of their produce checked and improved.
› farmers can have access to (can request) transport for their produce.
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?●● Ask: Do you have a clear mission/purpose for your own business center store?
●● Allow the entire group to react, take note of their responses, and explain that they
will come back to the mission and purpose of the business center when they discuss
the constitution and business planning for the business center.

?●● Ask: What are the objectives of a business center?
●● Allow some participants to respond before giving the answers below.
— The objective of a business center for agricultural produce is to have a place
where neighbouring farmers can come together to increase their agricultural
production and marketing, thus improving their incomes and quality of life.
For instance:
› A business center helps farmers improve the quality of their produce. It helps
the farmers make more money from farming by increasing surplus production
and getting into commercial farming.
› A business center is a reliable place where buyers can get both quality and
quantity of agricultural produce.

?●● Ask: Who owns a business center?
●● Allow some participants to respond before giving the answers below.
— A business center is owned by a registered entity, which can be an individual
business person, one group of people, a cluster of groups, etc.
— In our training, we will be discussing cases where a business center is owned by a
farmers' organization that is made up of several farmer groups.

?●● Ask: Who manages and runs the daily activities of a business center?
●● Allow some participants to respond before giving the answers below.
— It is overseen by an executive committee.
— In most cases in Uganda, the daily activities are initially run by technical
committees made up of elected volunteers; for example, the production
committee, the assets committee and the marketing committee.
— As the business center grows, full time or part time technical staff may be hired
to fulfill the roles earlier played by the volunteers. Then, the executive committee
can play an oversight role whereas the technical committees can focus on
technical support to the paid employees.
— Ideally, the people who run the daily activities of a business center, such as the
Center Manager, should be paid for their work.

?●● Ask: Have you ever heard of a Satellite Collection Point? What is it?
●● Allow some participants to respond before giving the answer below.
A Satellite Collection Point (SCP) is a type of agribusiness center that the
World Food Program (WFP) has been building and promoting across Uganda.

?●● Ask: Why do you think WFP is building and promoting SCPs?
●● Allow some participants to respond before giving the answers below.
— The main reason is to support small-scale farmers via their farmers’
organizations to bulk quality produce that can be sold to buyers, including WFP,
and to increase the income of the farmers that use the facilities.
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— By increasing the quality and quantity of produce sold, WFP contributes to
efforts to promote food security and nutrition of smallholder farmers in Uganda.

Take home message:
● Business centers provide services to farmers in order to increase production,
improve the quality of produce, and succeed in commercial farming through
collective marketing.

Topic 2: Membership and Fees at the
Business Center
...
●● Say: We are going to talk about the importance of charging fees for services at the
business center.

?
●● Ask: How do most farmers feel about paying fees at the business center?
●● Allow some participants to answer.

...
●● Say:

— Starting a business center is a process. You will not have an ideal business
center on the first day. You must work towards it.
— There is a cost (money involved) when services are provided. Even if there is
no fee initially, it is not likely that such practices can be sustained. For business
continuity, there is a need to set fees for services and generate income at the
business center.
— The business center may have difficulty in charging fees at the beginning
because the member farmers may be reluctant to the idea and lose interest in
the business center.
— The member farmers need to see the benefits of using the business center and
accessing its payable services. Then, the farmers will appreciate the services at
the business center, understand how they can grow their farming business, and
become more comfortable with, or accept, the idea of paying the fees.
— It is therefore important to have a long-term plan for the development of the
business center. It could start by offering small services at a minimal fee (e.g.
membership fee, storage/bulk service charge, etc.). The business center could
gradually introduce other services (e.g. processing, transport, tractor hire,
credit and loans, etc.) that may involve higher fees.
●● Take out the Growing Our Business Center Chart Set.

...
●● Say: I am going to share a story about a business center that grew into an ideal,

fully-functional business center. Then, I am going to ask you some questions. Are
you ready?
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●● Show and read the story for Chart 1.
Chart 1:

1.

Harriet is a member of a farmer group in her
village. One day, she was walking through
the market and met some farmers from a
neighbouring village. They were talking about a
new business center called a Satellite Collection
Point (SCP) that the World Food Program
(WFP) had set up nearby. They told Harriet
about the concept of the SCP and how it bulked
and marketed produce for farmer groups. It
also offered training and access to agricultural
inputs. Harriet thought it was a great idea. She
talked to her farmer group about joining. They
agreed to visit the SCP and check it out.

?●● Ask: Have you heard about an SCP? Where did you first hear about it? What kind
of services made Harriet think about joining an SCP?

●● Allow some participants to answer.
●● Show and read the story for Chart 2.

Chart 2:

2.

Harriet and her farmer group met with the
executive committee of the SCP. They learned
about how the SCP helped farmers to get into
commercial farming by bulking and marketing
their produce to big buyers like WFP. Harriet’s
group believed joining the SCP was a good
step for them. They were taken through the
Constitution of the farmers’ organization that
manages the SCP. They agreed to abide by
the rules and regulations, which included the
membership fee of UGX 30,000 for any group
that joined the SCP. They also got to know that
they would be expected to pay UGX 500 per bag
when they stored their produce at the SCP store
at the end of the season.
●?● Ask:
— Why do you think it is important to develop a constitution when forming an
SCP or to agree to the existing constitution when joining an existing SCP?
— Do you think it is a good idea to pay a membership fee to an SCP? Why or why
not?
●● Allow some participants to answer.
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●● Show and read the story for Charts 3 and 4

3.

Chart 3:
In the first season, Harriet’s farmer group
went for training on good agronomic practices
and post-harvest handling at the SCP. Harriet
especially liked the information about how to
ensure good quality of her grain. She learned
that the SCP would only accept grain of good
quality and that she would receive further
advice to meet the quality requirements.
Harriet’s group brought their produce to the
SCP, which was bulked with produce from
other farmer groups.

Chart 4:
Harriet and her group members made more
money in that season than they had ever done
before. They did not lose much grain from
post-harvest losses, and instead made more
money for selling quality grain.

●?● Ask:
— What training does your SCP offer?
— Why is it important to train farmers on quality?
●● Allow some participants to answer.
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●● Show and read the story for Charts 5, 6 and 7
Chart 5:

5.

Harriet and the members of her farmer group
were excited about how well they did in the
season. They realized that with the services of
the SCP, they could really grow their farming
business. They discussed what they could do in
the next season to increase their profit. Harriet
thought the best thing to do was to increase the
acreage of her farm.

Chart 6:

6.

In the following season, Harriet used part of
the money saved from the previous season,
and opened up more land by renting it from
a neighbour. She continued to use the good
agronomic practices that she had learned from
the SCP such as minimum tillage and plant
spacing.
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7.

Chart 7:
At the end of the second season, Harriet had
more produce (harvest) than ever before. She
did not know how she would transport all of
her produce efficiently and cheaply to the SCP.
She talked to her group members and learned
that they had the same problem with transport.
Harriet's group asked the SCP for help. A truck
was sent to help them bring their produce to
the SCP. The farmers paid for this transport
(which was cheaper than sending the bags on
motorcycles). It saved them a lot of time and
avoided potential losses during transportation.
They were satisfied with the service provided
by the SCP.

●● Show and read the story for Charts 5, 6 and 7
●● Ask:

?

— Why do you think Harriet’s group waited until their second season to utilize the
transportation service from the SCP?
— What does this story tell you about vision/planning, time and commitment
required to make the SCP work?

●● Show and read the story for Chart 8.
Chart 8:
Harriet and her group members continued
to grow their farming businesses from
season to season. After 1 year, the SCP
management proposed to all member farmers
at a general assembly meeting to introduce
a 5% commission rate on all collective sales.
The Chairperson told the farmers that the
marketing committee worked very hard to
find buyers and there was a need to consider
providing a stipend (or salary) to compensate
for their time and efforts. Harriet and the
other farmers understood and agreed. They
knew that it would be much easier to sell their
produce through the SCP. They knew that the
members of the marketing committee (in fact
all the executive members) spent hours and
money on phone calls, visits and meetings to
find good deals.
●?● Ask:
— Why was it a good idea to introduce commission after 1 year instead of right
away?
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?
●● Ask: When Harriet and her group were storing produce at the SCP, they paid UGX
500 per bag. Now they will be paying 5% commission on top of the storage fee. Why
did the SCP managment come up with this idea?
●● Allow some participants to respond before sharing the following answer:
— The UGX 500 fee was for storage ONLY (to use the facility). Once Harriet's
group began selling through the SCP, it provided more services than just offering
space and needed a way to generate income to continue providing the services
through the 5% commission.

?
●● Ask: If Harriet's group sold 40 bags of maize at UGX 800 per kilo through the SCP,
how much would their group pay?

●● Allow some participants to try and calculate the correct amount before sharing the
following answer:
— Each bag of maize would sell at UGX 80,000. The group would make a total of
UGX 3,200,000 and pay UGX 160,000 as commission to the SCP. The group
would pay UGX 20,000 for storage if the bags were kept in the SCP store, or
would pay for transport if the SCP provided the service for Harriet's group.

...
●● Say: This means the SCP needs to bargain and get a better price from a buyer so

that the "net price" that the farmers get at the end covers the extra costs incurred
to sell through the SCP (e.g. transport, cleaning and sorting for quality, storage,
commission).

●● Show and read the story for Chart 9.

Chart 9:
After 5 years, the SCP was running well. More
and more farmer groups joined every year. The
member farmers were comfortable with service
fees and commission charged because they saw
the value in the services offered by the SCP.
As the SCP grew, they hired and paid salary
to the Center Manager and Store Keeper. As
a result, they started thinking about creating
different sources of income such as increasing
the commission rate and setting up an agroinput shop. Harriet was elected to the executive
committee and suggested bringing a few
additional services to the SCP. She thinks that
she and her group members made the right
choice to join the SCP.

●?● Ask:
— How has Harriet benefited from the SCP?
— Is it okay that the business center took a few years to become fully functional?
Why? Why not?
— How can the SCP keep its member farmers and farmer groups committed in the
meantime (until the SCP becomes strong)?
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Take home message:
● The members of farmer groups and members who use an agricultural business
center need to pay fees for services in order to keep the business center
running.

Topic 3: Evaluating Our Business
Center

...
●● Say:
— We have discussed many of the services that can be offered at business centers.
— We have seen a story about a business center that started small and eventually
grew to be fully-functional.
— You are now going to evaluate the business center, to which you belong, and see
what needs to be done to make your business center fully-functional.
●● Hand out two small sheets of paper to each participant.
●● Tell the participants to write a tick (
card.
●● Tell them that the tick (

 ) on one card and a cross ( x ) on the other

 ) means YES and the cross ( x ) means NO.

●● Ask the participants the following questions about their business center.
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●● After each question, tell the participants to hold up one of the two cards to answer
YES or NO.
●● If the majority of participants answered YES for the question, ask them how they
achieved it.
●● If the majority of participants answered NO for the question, ask them what they
need to do to be able to achieve it.

x

Questions:


Does your business center provide information about its activities
regularly, including major decisions made during the executive
meetings, to its member groups?



Does your business center offer safe, clean storage facilities for
produce?



Does your business center market and sell produce collectively?



Does your business center provide cleaning, drying and sorting
services for grain?



Does your business center have processing equipment such as
mechanical shellers, cleaning machines and mills which can be
accessed by the members for a fee?



Does your business center provide market information to the
member groups?



Can the member groups buy inputs at a fair price at or through your
business center?



Are training activities/workshops held at or through your business
center?



Can the member groups access credit at or through your business
center?



Does your business center offer transport services to take produce
from the member groups to the business center or directly to the
market?



Is the membership of your business center increasing?



Does your business center keep records of membership, meetings,
etc?



Does your business center have regular contact with the district local
government?
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Take home message:
● It is important to evaluate your business center regularly to see how effective it
is and what can be done to improve services to its membership.
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Session 2:
Structure of the Business
Center
Learning
goals

Materials
needed

Training participants will
●

Learn how to join a business center

●

Learn about the structure of the business
center management

●

Learn about the roles and responsibilities of
different business center committees

●

Learn about good leadership

●

Learn how to conduct business center
elections

●

Learn how to resolve conflict in a group

●

Flipchart and markers

●

Papers with the names of each business
center committee and their respective
responsibilities written on them (see Topic 3)

●

Sample constitution

Time
1.5 days

Introduction
...
●● Say: In this session, we will learn about the structure, especially the leadership, of
business centers and key functions and responsibilities. We will also learn about
how the leaders are elected and the qualities that we must look for in our leaders
before we elect them. We will then learn about causes and possible solutions for
conflict in groups. Are you ready?
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Topic 1: Starting up a Business Center

...
●● Say: We are going to talk about the basics of starting and running a business

center. We will talk about the business center constitution, registration of the
business center and different types of meetings held at the business center.

●● Hand out two small sheets of paper to each participant.

●● Tell the participants to write a tick (
) on one card and a cross ( x ) on the other
card.
●● Tell them that the tick (
) means YES and the cross ( x ) means NO.





●● Ask them the following questions about the basics of the business center.
●● After each question, ask them to hold up one of their cards to answer YES or NO.
●● Ask one participant who answered YES to explain his/her answer.
●● Ask one participant who answered NO to explain his/her answer.
●● Give the correct answers by using the supporting information below.

x
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Questions
1. Is WFP responsible for running a business center and its registration?
 No. The farmer’s organization responsible for the business center
registers the business center, governs it, and runs its daily activities.
2. Is it mandatory to register a business center at the district?
	 Yes. It is recommended that the farmer’s organization be registered
at both sub-county and district levels to be able to provide services,
including access to finance, to its members as well as formal
recognition by the district local government.
3. Is registration of a business center is free?
	 No. It is not free and there is a fee to be paid to the local government
district.
4. Is a constitution is necessary?
	 No. A constitution is necessary for explaining the purpose of the FO/
business center, daily governance of the business center and official
registration at the district.
5. Is it OK to use a constitution directly from another business center for
your business center?
	 No. Do not copy a constitution directly from another business
center. Your constitution needs to reflect the specific needs of your
committees and members. You can review other constitutions to get
ideas, but then your members should endorse the content of the
constitution before it is finalized.
6. Is it OK if some members of the farmer’s organization do not agree with
the constitution?
	 No. All members must read, understand and agree with the
constitution. If you do not take time to have buy-in of your members,
conflict will arise later and threaten the integrity of the business
center.
7. Are all members of the business center welcome to attend the general
assembly meetings?
	 Yes. These meetings are open to all members of the FO.
8. Are executive and technical meetings held depending on when the
members of executive and technical committees want to meet?
	 No. The frequency of such meetings should be set within the
Constitution. There may be ad-hoc special meetings that are off the
regular cycle, depending on urgency and needs. The frequency of
regular meetings varies from every two weeks, every one to two
months or every quarter. It depends on the nature of committees.
9. Should minutes be recorded for all business center meetings including
attendance lists?
	 Yes. Minutes must always be recorded in case of a change of
leadership. Attendance lists are important for tracking who comes to
meetings.

Take home message:
● A business center needs the following basics to run: a location, members,
certificate, constitution and different committees to meet different roles.
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Topic 2: Constitution Basics
Trainer Note:
Before the session, get a sample business center constitution
from your District Office. Photocopy it so you have enough
copies for every four participants.

...●● Say:
— We are going to talk about the basic components that should be in every
business center’s constitution. A constitution is used to formalize a farmer’s
organization (FO). If the FO does not become a registered entity, there will be
problems with ownership of a business center that the FO has been assigned to.
— We will look through an example of a business center constitution to see
what should be included. For instance, a constitution should have a mission,
structure, membership, activities and other basic rules and regulations to
govern the FO.
— However, it is important that a constitution never be copied from another FO.
If it is simply copied, it does not serve or represent the interests of the members
of your own business center.
— This exercise will help you understand what a constitution looks like. You can
borrow good ideas and create a constitution for your own FO to govern its
activities including the management of your business center.
●● Tell the participants to get into groups of 4 and give each group a copy of the
business center constitution that you photocopied.
...●● Say:
— I am going to ask questions about this constitution.
— In your groups, you will look at the sample business center constitution to find
the answer for each question.
— When you know the correct answer, one person in your group should raise his/
her hand.
— The first group to raise a hand will answer.
— If s/he is correct, the group gets 1 point. If incorrect, another group will have a
chance to answer.
●● Ask questions about the sample constitution. Some example questions are
provided below. You can make up more questions that are relevant to the
constitution that you photocopied.
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— What is the name of this FO (business center)?
— Where is this business center located?
— What is the mission and vision of this business center?
— What are the goals and objectives of this business center?
— Who is allowed to join the business center?
— What are the membership fees for this business center?
— What are the duties of different leadership positions?
— What is the term (period) of office for business center leaders?
— What are the sources of finance for the business center?
— How often do meetings take place?
— What are the different types of meetings?
— What are the disciplinary rules for the members?
— What types of records must the business center keep?
— Who prepares the work plans of the business center?
— What are the rules for benefit sharing?
— What are the collective activities at the business center?
— What assets does the business center have and what are their

values?

— Who is responsible for review of the Constitution?

?
●● Ask: What documents are required for FO registration?
●● Allow some participants to respond before sharing the answers below.
A FO needs the following documents to register:
— The signed Constitution
— Membership (list of members)
— Work plan

Trainer Note:
The farmers’ organizations may write another document
called a By-Law, which is a more detailed document on the
day-to-day activities of the FOs.

Take home message:
● Not only do business centers need a constitution to register, they also need it to
guide the activities of the business center and the actions of its members.
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Topic 3: Business Center Committee
Roles
...
●● Say:
— The business center is open to and used by all its members of an apex farmers’
organization, which is made up of farmer groups of around 30 small producers.
— Its operations are managed by the executive committee/board (or Center
Manager and staff, if such an arrangement can be made) and supported by
technical committees, comprised of several elected members.
Trainer Note:

Remember that this is the business center model that WFP
promotes, but a business center can be run by an individual
trader or a single farmer group.

?●● Ask: Can you name key committees that are needed to run an agricultural
business center such as an SCP?
●● Allow some participants to respond before giving the answers below.
— Executive committee (board)
— Marketing committee
— Production committee
— Assets committee
— Store management committee
— Monitoring/audit committee

?●● Ask: What are the different roles in the executive committee?
●● Allow some participants to answer. Invite the participants who name correct roles
to come to the front. Make sure that men and women are represented equally and
that the following roles are mentioned as recommended posts (the ones with * are
required for business centers engaged in collective marketing):
Vice Chairperson (*)

Chairperson (*)

Center Manager (*)

Treasurer (*)

Publicity secretary
(mobiliser)

Assets Officer

Store Keeper (*)
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Secretary (*)

Marketing Officer (*)

Production Officer

Trainer Note:
New business centers may not have enough volunteers to
fill all these posts. When this happens, the production and
marketing posts may be assumed by one person: i.e. a
Production and Marketing Officer. Creating too many posts
may make meeting arrangements difficult and decision
making complicated.

?●● Ask: Does the chairperson of each technical committee have to do all the work or
can s/he ask for help?
●● Allow some participants to respond before giving the answer below.
— The chairpersons on the technical committees cannot and should not fulfill
all the responsibilities alone. It is important for them to have help from other
members of the business center, usually a team of 2 or 3 other people. Having
a small team will help the technical committee chairperson be more successful
in his/her role, and will give other members of the business center valuable
experience that can help them become business center leaders in the future.

Take home message:
● The executive members play different roles and may lead a relevant technical
committee. Having a few small but representative committees is important
to divide the tasks and avoid giving few people too many responsibilities and
control over the resources of the farmer's organization and its business center.

Topic 4: Business Center Committee
Responsibilities
●● Make sure that you have several sheets of paper. Each paper will have the name of
one of the business center committee names written on it.
●● Prepare other sheets of paper with the responsibilities of the different
committees written on them. The responsibilities under the same committee
should still be written separately (use the information in the table below).
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Committees

Executive

Production
Production

Assets
Assets
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Responsibilities
-

We manage, monitor and supervise all operations in the
business center and report to the members periodically. We
are accountable vis-a-vis the members and member groups,
authorities and donors.

-

We attract businesses (such as suppliers and buyers) and
manage service agreements with them.

-

We give advice or direction to the member farmer groups
through meetings and training activities.

-

We plan and budget for the business centers and develop
business plans.

-

We collect money for services offered at the business center.

-

We manage the finances of the business center.

-

We organize executive, technical and general meetings at the
business center.

-

We help resolve conflict within the FO and member groups.

-

Based on the members' production data, we forecast quantity
that will be available at harvest and provide this information
to the marketing team.

-

We buy and sell (or distrbute) quality inputs according to
demand.

-

We supervise processing and value addition activities at the
business center.

-

We help inspect the inputs from agro-dealers.

-

We plan production or collect information on production
planning of the members and member groups per season.

-

We do the germination tests on the seeds that we sell to
farmers.

-

We monitor the production activities of member farmers.

-

We help sensitize or train farmers on good agronomic
practices and post-harvest handling.

-

We prepare and bag grain to meet buyer specification.

-

We liaise with the agricultural extension worker(s) in the
sub-county.

-

We prepare a production plan.

-

We manage the utilization of tricycles, maize threshers,
weighing scales, moisture meters, etc. and keep records of
these (inventory management).

-

We ensure that the fees are collected for the use of the
assets as per the business center rules.

-

We propose ways to generate income from the assets.

-

We ensure the safety of assets.

-

We are responsible for organizing repairs and periodic
maintenance of the assets.

Marketing
Marketing

Store
Store

-

We are responsible for finding a market for our bulked
produce.

-

We negotiate on behalf of our farmers.

-

We inform farmers on market prices.

-

We make decisions on buying produce.

-

We supervise processing and value addition activities at the
business center.

-

We set a target (or adjust the target) for collective marketing
of the season based on production plans.

-

We refer farmers to the business center for collective
marketing.

-

We make decisions on selling produce.

-

We provide advice to our farmers on when, where and how to
sell their produce.

-

We organize transport of produce: e.g. from the member
groups to the business center, from the center to the market,
etc.

-

We ensure that the grain entering the store meets quality
standards.

-

We keep records of produce that comes in and out of our
store/warehouse.

-

We weigh and count the bags entering and leaving the store.

-

We provide advice to our farmers on how to improve quality.

-

We inform others when there is a need to do maintenance
and upgrade the assets inside our store.

-

We inspect the storage facilities for pests, cracks, water
leakage, mould, etc.

-

We ensure that the grain kept in the store remains in good
condition.

-

We keep the storage facilities clean.

-

We ensure the safety and security of the store.

●● Fold all the papers and put them into a container.

...
●● Say:
— This is a matching game.
— Each of you will get one piece of paper. Some of you will get the name of a
committee. Others will get a responsibility of a committee.
— All of the people with a responsibility paper must find the committee paper that
matches with it.
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●● Let every participant pick one paper out of the container.
●● Give them 5-10 minutes to match the responsibilities to the correct committees.
Allow them to talk and help each other.
●● After the participants think whether or not they have grouped themselves correctly
let them read out their responsibilities. Correct any wrong answers by making
reference to the information in the table above.
ate on
We negoti ur
o
f
o
lf
beha
.
farmers
We inform
farmers on
market prices.

Marketing
We make
decisions
on
buying pro
du

ce.

We make
decisions on
selling produce.

...●● Say:
— Although the committees have the responsibilities to manage the business
center, they should have a bottom-up approach.
— This means that they should involve and consult the member farmer groups as
much as possible in decision-making.
— There needs to be a mechanism in place to ensure that information trickles
down to the member farmer groups and farmer members of these groups.
— This can be through information boards at the business center, visits of the
business center executives to the groups, general assembly meetings, executive
meetings (where the representatives of the member groups attend), as well as
tele-communication with the group leaders: e.g. SMS, WhatsApp, etc.
— Each business center should conduct at least one general meeting each year
(i.e. annual general meeting) where all farmers attend. This meeting is to
present the annual performance report, as well as discuss and approve the
annual work plan and budget for the following year.
— As an organization grows, it is recommended that the executive body become
more of a supervisory body and leave the day to day operations to hired staff:
e.g. the Center Manager.

Take home message:
● There are various committees overseeing different functions of the business
center. They must all work together to keep the business center running
efficiently.
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Topic 5: Leadership Qualities
...
●● Say:
— We have just discussed the roles and responsibilities of different committees
for the business center.
— Now we will look at some of the key qualities that people should have to take
up the leadership positions of the business center.
— It is important to have people with good leadership qualities run the business
center.
— To make the business center work, there is a need to elect good leaders
carefully: do not base your decision on friendship, family relations, gender, age,
etc.
●● Draw two columns on a flipchart.
●● Draw a smiley face above the left column.

?●● Ask: What qualities do good leaders have?
●● Allow some participants to answer. Write their answers in the left column of
the flipchart. Accept any reasonable answers. Make sure that they mention the
following qualities.

A good leader
— Treats men and women equally
— Encourages the participation of youth
— Lets people discuss openly, even if they disagree
— Remains neutral in conflict resolution
— Communicates openly and calmly with group
members
— Works together with other people in a peaceful way
— Involves members in decision-making
— Is transparent about money and careful about
handling money
— Respects people
— Thinks about the future of the group
— Knows the vision (business orientation), mission,
rules and objectives of the group
— Is good at building relationships for attracting
opportunities and businesses
— Speaks clearly and is convincing in his/her speech
when it comes to decision making
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●● Draw a sad face above the right column.

?●● Ask: What qualities do bad leaders have?
●● Allow some participants to answer. Write their answers in the right column of
the flipchart. Accept any reasonable answers. Make sure that they mention the
following qualities.

A bad leader
— Does not treat men and woman the same (gender
bias)
— Does not let people talk freely or listen to others
(interrupts others)
— Does not give enough information to members
— Is quarrelsome
— Makes decisions without consulting members
— Is not transparent, or is reckless with money
— Disrespects people
— Only thinks about the present
— Does not know the vision, mission, rules or
objectives of the group
— Is not skilled in building relationships
— Is not clear in his or her speech and lacks
confidence
— Favors one person or group over others (not
neutral)

...
●● Say:
— One of the challenges that business center leaders face is conflict between
business center members or groups. They must have good facilitation skills to
deal with conflict.
— Another challenge is conflict, distrust and/or frustration towards the leaders by
the member groups or farmers.
— Conflict is a situation where people disagree in a way that can lead to physical
or emotional confrontation.
— When conflict is managed badly, it leads to:
› confrontation and arguments
› fights and violence
› disunity among members (sometimes members leave the group)
› inefficiency in the delivery of work, tasks and activities
— Unresolved conflict may result in poor performance or break-up of the group.
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?●● Ask: What are some common causes of conflict among the members and groups at
the business center?
●● Allow some participants to answer. Make sure that they mention the following
causes of conflict.
— Inadequate information sharing about the FO operations and
transactions
— Mistrust caused by corruption, thefts, rumors and lies
— Hatred and dislike among members
— Domination of a leader or certain group members
— Avoidance of open discussions
— Members taking sides and talking in small groups
— Lack of transparency and accountability from the leaders
— Gender bias: men and women are not equally treated or respected
— Discrimination: some members are disadvantaged and not given the
opportunity to equally participate and contribute
— Lack of pro-activeness: the members become frustrated with the
executives who do not perform their tasks as per the Constitution due
to their lack of skills or lack of interest and willingness, so the business
center remains idle
— Lack of participation: the members do not take the time or effort to raise
issues concerning inactive or underperforming leaders
— Lack of clear rules and regulations, which affects communication and
fuels conflict rather than resolving it

?●● Ask: How can leaders prevent or resolve conflict?
●● Allow some participants to answer. Make sure that they mention the following
conflict prevention and resolution tips. Copy the table below onto a flipchart.
Conflict Prevention
and Resolution

— Be patient
— Listen carefully
— Do not be judgemental

Conflict Prevention

— Consult members; don’t make decisions or do things on
your own
— Provide an enabling environment for discussion and
decision-making
— Give feedback regularly so that the members feel involved
and informed
— Have equal representation of social groups and gender in
decision-making processes
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Conflict Resolution

— Do not take sides; listen to the positions of each conflicting
party and bring both to the table
— Encourage each conflicting party to be specific about what
they need or what they do not like
— Ensure that each party does not react to the discussions of
the other party
— Remind both conflicting parties of what they have agreed
after discussion and the importance of letting negative
feelings go and restarting the relationship
— Refer to conflict resolution rules in the constitution of the
business center
— In case of a serious situation, the leaders may decide to
form a special, independent committee to look into the
issues. Such a committee could make recommendations on
a way forward to the executive committee.

●● Tell the participants to form groups of 4.

...
●● Say: You are going to do a role-play of a situation as a group that demonstrates
some of the good leadership qualities that we have just identified. Listen to the
following story.

Read the following story.
There is a business center in Nafulenka Town that has 10
participating farmer groups. The leadership of the business center
has noticed that one farmer group from Rakeem village visits
and uses the business center a lot. Their members always bring
their produce on time: their members are involved in collective
marketing: and they use the services available such as threshing
and drying grain.
Another group from Sala village does not use the business center
much at all. They are usually forgotten because their members
do not attend training or meetings and they contribute very little
produce to the collective sales of the business center.
One business center leader, named Margaret, wants to ask the
group from Sala village to leave the business center altogether
since they do not participate much. Another leader, named
Mathias, wants to call them for a meeting to talk. She wants to
find out why they are not coming to the business center. Other
members of the executive committee agree with Mathias and call
the farmers from Sala village for a special meeting.

...
●● Say:
— Each member of your group should pick a character to play. The options are
Margaret, Mathias and 2 members from the Sala village farmer group.
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— You have 5 minutes to practice your role play that shows Mathias’ good
leadership skills. You can also show how Margaret has issues with leading and
guiding a group.
— Remember to demonstrate some of the good leadership skills that we have
listed on a flipchart earlier.
●● Allow the participants to practice their role plays for 10 to 15 minutes.
●● Ask each group to present its role play. Give each group 5 minutes to present.
●● After each role play, discuss the following questions with all the participants:
— Why are the Sala village group members not using the business center very
much?
— What did Mathias do well as a leader?
— What leadership skills did Mathias use to solve the problem?

...
●● Say:
— The business center leaders need to find out the underlying causes of conflict,
facilitate discussion between the conflicting parties, and agree on a wayforward.
— It is important to listen to people’s problems before jumping to a conclusion or
threatening to kick a group out of the business center.

...
●● Say: You are going to try another role play within your group (the participants can
also form new groups). Listen to the following story.

Read the following story.
Annette is the Chairperson of the farmer’s organization that runs
a business center. She is a trusted person, and other management
committee members like her because she does everything in the
best interest of the business center and the farmers. One day,
she notices a heated discussion amongst the Publicity Secretary,
Production Officer and Marketing Officer. She asks what the
problem is.
The Publicity Secretary, Mary, says she does not feel listened
to because she is a young woman. She says that Joseph, the
Marketing Officer, doubts her abilities because it is generally
believed that women are not so good at business, and young
people are seen as lazy or naive. Thomas, the Production Officer,
tries to defend Mary. He says that he has seen many women do
very well in business, and is a strong supporter of young farmers
and often gives training to youth. Mary, Joseph and Thomas start
to raise their voices and get angry. How can Annette solve this
situation?
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...●● Say:
— Each member of your group should pick a character to play. The
options are Annette, Mary, Thomas and Joseph.
— You have 10 to 15 minutes to practice your role play that shows
Annette’s good leadership skills.
— Remember to demonstrate some of the good leadership skills
that we have listed on the flipchart.
●● Allow the participants to practice for 10 to 15 minutes.
●● Ask each group to present its role play.
●● After each role play, discuss the following questions with the group:
— What did Annette do well as a leader?
— What leadership skills did Annette use to solve the problem?

...
●● Say:
— It is important to be a role model and promote participation of
men, women and youth in order to improve group cohesion.

?●● Ask: What do you think about youth and women having leadership
positions at the business center?
●● Allow the participants to think and discuss with a partner.
●● Allow some participants to share their view with the entire group.

...●● Say:
— It is important that women and youth are represented in the
leadership of the business center.
— There is a problem of unemployment, especially amongst young
adults. Giving young people leadership positions in the business
center will motivate youth to get involved in agriculture.
— Having youth in leadership positions can innovate the business
center when new and different ways of thinking and doing things
are presented. This can also set an example for other young
people to become involved with the business center.
— Women are responsible for many activities in the agriculture
sector. However, there remain issues around gender such as
land entitlement, access to credit, education opportunities and
representation in decision making, which hampers women’s
advancement in society and economy.
— It is critical to have both female and male leaders at the business
center and keep the issue of gender equality and equity on the
agenda.
— Both female and male leaders must ensure that opportunities for
credit, inputs, training, marketing, etc. are presented equally to
women and men. Women can be strong leaders, just like men.
Women have good ideas and can motivate other women as well.
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Trainer Note:
For more information on resolving conflict, go to page 320 in
the Annex: Extra Activities Under Module 4.

Take home message:
● Members of the business center should learn to identify people with good
leadership qualities and vote for those people to take leadership positions.

Topic 6: Electing Business Center
Committees
...
●● Say: Now that we know the roles and responsibilities of different committees and
desired qualities of leaders at the business center, we will learn about how these
leaders are selected for the committee positions: i.e through an election.

?●● Ask: Why do you think it is important to elect committee members for the
business center?
●● Allow some participants to respond before giving the answer below.
— It is important to elect committee members so that the member farmers feel
that the leaders represent their views and make efforts to help them grow their
farming business. The farmers will choose people whom they trust when they
believe that work will get done.
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●● Explain the following election process to the participants.

a. Nominate candidates
› Remind the participants about the leadership positions that
they have agreed on.
Nominees

› Explain that they will nominate and elect candidates for
each position. Any member can nominate another member
(but may not nominate themselves).
› Each nomination must be seconded by at least one other
member.
› If someone is nominated, he or she is free to accept or refuse
the nomination.
› A member interested must have expressed interest in the
leadership role for two months and vetted by the current
executive committee.
› At least two people should be nominated for each position
so the members have a choice. But there should not be more
than 5 people nominated for the same position; otherwise,
there may be too many and none of the nominees will have a
significant vote.
› In groups with both men and women, Encourage having
women for the following positions: Chairperson, Vice
Chairperson, Secretary and Treasurer. If no woman is
nominated or all women decline a post, the group should
discuss creating a "women's representative" post to have
a woman on the executive committee.
b. Agree who will be an election monitor

Election monitor

› An election monitor should be a temporary committee
comprised of at least two trusted non-members. Some
communities may ask the sub-county chief or his/her
representative to be an election monitor. This should be
agreed before proceeding with the election.
c. Explain the secret ballot
› The members will vote for each position, starting with the
Chairperson.
› Each candidate is represented by one colored box. To vote
for a candidate, the farmers put a small item like a stone,
bottle top or piece of paper in the box of their choice.

Ballot box
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› The boxes will be placed behind a tree or table so no one can
see them. The members will come up one at a time to cast
their vote in their chosen candidate’s box.

d. Nominate the Chairperson
Nominees

› Invite the group to nominate at least two candidates
for the position of Chairperson. Indicate which box is
assigned to which candidate.
› Put the boxes behind a tree or table, where no one can
see who is voting for whom.

Stones

› Give each person a stone. Ask the members to cast their
vote, one by one. Tick their name off the FO register to
indicate that they have voted.
› When all have voted, the monitor checks that the number
of stones equals the number of members who have voted,
and declares one person with the highest number of
stones as the newly elected Chairperson.
e. Hold elections for the other positions
› Repeat the nomination and election process for the other
leadership positions.

Winner

› Congratulate the leaders who have been elected.

...
●● Say:
— The executive body is elected by the general assembly (i.e. all members of the
FO).
— The executives can serve for a given period as per the Constitution, after which
a new election will be held.
— In most FO constitutions, the executive members cannot be re-elected after two
consecutive terms in office.

Take home message:
● The members of the business center must be given an opportunity to elect their
leaders through a fair and transparent process. An executive committee with
a mix of men, women and youth is more likely to advance the interests of the
entire membership and expand the activities of the business center.
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Session 3:
Business Plan for the
Business Center
Learning
goals

Materials
needed

Training participants will
●

Learn the importance of making a business
plan for the business center

●

Learn the structure of a business plan

●

Learn how to create a mid-term plan for the
business center

●

Learn how to budget for the business center

●

Learn how to review the plan and budget

Time
2 days

● Flipchart and markers
●

Copies of the business plan template

●

Copies of an existing business plan

Introduction
...
●● Say: In the last session, we learned about the structure of a business center: how to
join one, how it works and who holds which responsibilities. In order to sustain the
operations of a business center, we need to have a plan and budget and write them
all down. In this session, we are going to learn how to make a business plan and
come up with a budget for the business center. Are you ready?
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Topic 1: Business Planning Principles
...
●● Say: In Module 1, we learned about treating our farm as a business. Now we are

going to do the same at the business center level. Let’s remind ourselves of some of
the important business concepts that we covered in Module 1.

?
●● Ask: What is a business plan?
●● Allow some participants to respond before giving the answer below:
— A business plan is a step-by-step road map for doing business.

...
●● Say: In this case, it is a mid-term (1 to 3 year plan) for the business center. It is a
document that outlines the following elements (as an example):
1. Summary of the organization and management
2. Vision, mission and goals
3. Context and market analysis
4. Strategies, activities and sources of income
5. Risks and mitigation strategies
6. Financial status, expenses and budget
●● Ask the participants to form six groups. Each group will take one of the elements
above and brainstorm on what it means, why it is necessary to include it in
a business plan and who in the business center should be the main person
responsible for that section.
●● Give the groups 10 to 15 minutes to brainstorm.
●● Allow each group 5 minutes to present to the other participants.
●● Give the participants a chance to provide feedback to each group. Supplement their
answers with the following:
— Summary of the organization and management
› How the business center is structured and which roles and responsibilities
exist.
› This helps the business center organize itself, have people run it, and manage
its activities and resources effectively.
— Vision, mission and goals
› What the business center plans to achieve and what steps will be taken to get
there.
› This should be in line with the mission/purpose of the business center written
in the constitution.
› It gives the business center focus, direction and achievable steps.
— Context and market analysis
› Who currently buys produce or uses the services of the business center.
› Who/what else is out there to buy produce or use the services of the business
center.
› This shows who the business center can reach to expand its business.
› This paints a picture of the current local situation and expected changes.
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— Strategies, activities and sources of income
› What the business center plans to do in line with the goals for the coming
years.
› This details the activities and services that the business center will be engaging
in.
› It outlines where and how income will be generated.
— Risks and mitigation strategies
› What the business center forsees as risks: e.g. credit, land, climate, inputs,
price, markets, membership, etc.
› How the identified risks will be controlled or avoided and where and when
they will seek support.
— Financial status, expenses and budget
› How much it will cost to run the business center.
› How much money the business center will be making or losing and when.
› If the business center plans to make a sizeable investment, when it will break
even and how.
› This helps identify financial gaps: therefore, the business center may need to
cut expenses or apply for a loan(s).

?
●● Ask: Why do we need a business plan for the business center?
●● Allow some participants to respond before giving the answers below:
— A business plan shows what you intend to do to reach your vision and goals and
how much money you need to run a business.
— A business plan shows financial institutions how you intend to develop your
business in a specified period of time and whether they can or should give you a
loan.
— A business plan shows how and when you will break even and start making
profit.
— A business plan defines which part of the business needs improvement and
therefore requires investment based on an analysis of your business center's
strengths and weaknesses and emerging opportunities in your area and beyond.
— A business plan helps you decide whether or not to sign contracts with buyers or
suppliers because you know how much you can spend or should earn.
— A business plan helps you track progress vis-a-vis the goals that your center has
set in the coming years.
— A business plan spells out potential risks in your business and the prevention
and mitigation measures to avoid them.

?●● Ask: Who is responsible for creating a business plan?
●● Allow some participants to respond. Write their responses on a flipchart.

...
●● Say:
— Every member's ideas and concerns are important to develop a business plan
that is SMART because the business center needs the participation of its member
farmers and groups to achieve the goals in the business plan.
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— However, it will be difficult to talk to every single person. The executive
committee needs to drive the process and ensure that all the member groups
give their input and agree on the main pillars of the business plan.

Take home message:
● A business plan should be SMART and show the details of the business center's
mid-term goals (aligned with its vision), what will be done to achieve the
goals, and how the business center will generate income, cover anticipated
expenditures and make profit/savings.

Topic 2: Structure of a Business Plan
...
●● Say: Now we know the elements, or parts, of a business plan and why it is

important to have a business plan. Let us practice making a business plan.

●● Ask the participants to form six groups. Give each group a copy of the business
plan template below.

...●● Say: Each group will fill in one section of this business template, EXCEPT for the
financial status/budget section, which we will work on later.

●● Give the groups enough time to fill in their part of the business plan template.
●● Allow each group time to present its work. As each group presents, write down
the key elements mentioned in the respective section of the business plan on a
flipchart.
●● After the presentations, ask the participants to remain in their groups.
●● Give each group a copy of an existing business plan from a business center (it will
be good to use the one from the business center of the participants themselves).
●● Ask each group to compare the existing business plan with the one written on the
flipchart.
●● Give them 10 to 15 minutes to complete this task.

?●● Ask: What do you think is missing in each of the business plans?
●● Allow some participants to respond and write their suggestions on the flipchart.

Business Plan Template
Summary/profile of the Business Center
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Vision and mission of the Business Center
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Goals (which should be SMART)
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Context and market analysis
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Strategy/activities (including how to source labour and which assets are
required)
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Risks and mitigation strategy
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Financial analysis/budget
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Take home message:
● The development of a business plan is a process where the leaders (who
represent the members) need to fully participate, agree on SMART goals, and
propose actions to meet the goals in the next few years.

Topic 3: Planning and Budgeting
...
●● Say: A key part of the business plan is the budget, but before we begin making a
budget, we need to understand what a budget is and why we need one.

●● Ask: What is a budget?
?
●● Allow some participants to respond before giving the answers below.
— A budget is about giving a cost to your business plan to be able to execute it.
— It details the expenses, the income, and the timing for both.
●● Ask: Why is it important to budget?
?
●● Allow some participants to respond before giving the answers below.
— It is essential to have a budget in order to validate your business plan because it
proves your business will work and make profit.
— It helps you make decisions and prioritize needs over wants.
— It helps you understand how much money is required to carry out your activities.
— It helps you keep track of incoming and outgoing money.
— It lets you know if you are on track with your goals.
— It lets you know how much you can spend and need to make in order to be
profitable.
— It helps you plan for investment to grow your business.
— It gets you in the habit of keeping good records.
— It helps you become more transparent and accountable.
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?●● Ask: What needs to be included in a budget?
●● Allow some participants to respond before giving the answers below.
— Planned activities
— Estimated expenses
— Estimated income
— Timing of expenses and income
●● Ask the participants to form two groups.
●● Give each group a copy of the budget template below.

...
●● Say:
— Group One will brainstorm all the different sources of income for the business
center and when that income will come in. For example, around harvest the
business center will make money by providing transport and storage or by
making commission on sales.
— Group Two will brainstorm as many expenses for the business center as they
can think of. For example, around harvest the business center has to consider
what it costs to provide transport. Is it fuel, labor or rent?
— Each group will only fill in their section. Do not fill in the actual column.
●● Give the groups 20 to 30 minutes to brainstorm and fill in their section of the
budget template.
INCOME
Date

Item

Expected Income

Actual Income

Item

Expected Cost

Actual Cost

EXPENSES
Date

PROJECTIONS
Total Expected
Income
Total Expected
Expenses
Projected Profit
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ACTUAL
Total Actual
Income
Total Actual
Expenses
Balance

●● Draw the budget template on a flipchart.
●● Give each group 5 to 10 minutes to present and fill in its section on the flipchart.
●● Together with the participants, fill in the projections section.

?●● Ask: Is the expected income more than the expected expenses? Why or why not?
●● Fill in the actual income and expense sections with made up numbers, increasing
the actual expense. For example, in fueling a truck or motorcycle for transport,
imagine fuel prices suddenly increase or imagine pest infestation ruins some of the
grain in the storage area.
●● Calculate the actual income and expense columns based on the scenarios that you
came up with.

?●● Ask: What can you see when you compare the projected profit with the actual
balance?
●● Allow some participants to respond before giving the answer below.
— It allows you to see if you met your target, and if not, to see what went wrong
and how to avoid it next time.

?●● Ask: How does accurate record-keeping help with budgeting?
●● Allow some participants to respond before giving the answers below.
— It allows the business center to estimate and budget more accurately in the next
season or year.
— It allows the business center to know if profit was made or not.

...
●● Say: Let’s use this sample budget to guide our decision making.
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●● Encourage the participants to think about and respond to the following questions by
imagining that they are running one business center together:
— Can your business center afford to implement its business plan?
— How would your business center cash flow be without taking a loan?
— What is the cost of a loan?
— Are there other ways to raise the funds needed?
— Should your business center use its savings to fill in the financial gaps?
— Do you see an expected profit by making investment with a bank loan?
Is it good and worth making the investment? Is this the right time to
make that investment?
— How can your business center increase profit?
— Where can your business center reduce costs?
— Can your business center get cheaper inputs or services without
compromising quality?
— Can income from other and side activities of the business center be used
to invest in the core activity(s) of the business center?
— During which month(s) does your business center have more money?
— What should your business center do with the extra cash flow available?
— During which month(s) will your business center have less money? How
can the business center avoid this or cover the gap?

...
●● Say: It is important to review your business plan and budget periodically. By

answering the questions above, you can decide what to change in the business plan
and budget during your review.

?●● Ask: When and with whom should the business center review its business plan
and budget?
●● Allow some participants to respond before giving the answers below.
— At the executive level, the Secretary and Treasurer, with input from the
technical committees, should be making reports on expenditures and incomes
frequently.
— The business center should make a report and review progress towards the
objectives and targets of its business plan and budget during the annual general
assembly (or on an ad-hoc basis if a major change or decision needs to be
discussed and made).
— It is important to review the business plan and budget during the general
assembly meeting for accountability, transparency and ownership of the
business center amongst the member farmers and groups.

?●● Ask: What is auditing?
●● Allow some participants to respond before giving the definition below.
— Auditing is an inspection of an entity's practices (e.g. the business center),
including financial accounts, records and assets, to make sure that all the
procedures are followed and everything adds up.
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?●● Ask: Why is it important to audit records, plans and budgets?
●● Allow some participants to respond before giving the answers below.
— Auditing helps detect any errors to make sure that no profit or loss goes
unrecorded.
— Auditing keeps the business center in check and avoids misconduct by those who
deal with the resources of the business center.
— Auditing keeps the leadership of the business center accountable and
transparent vis-a-vis its entire membership by having a statement of its
account(s).
— Auditing gives creditability to the business center vis-a-vis its banks and
investors, suppliers, buyers, development partners and the district local
government.
— It is a good practice to do an audit before reviewing the existing business plan
and budget (thus once a year) and also before an election is held to select new
leaders.

?●● Ask: Who should conduct an audit?
●● Allow some participants to respond before giving the answer below.
— It should be conducted by a professional independent person or entity.
— The business center may have a monitoring committee, which can be tasked to
keep a close eye on the activities and records of the business center. It will help
detect issues early and reduce the occurrence of problems.

Take home message:
● The business center needs both a business plan and budget to guide its future
activities and ensure that it will be able to sustain its activities. There should be
periodic reviews of both documents.
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Session 4:
Record Keeping at the
Business Center
Learning
goals

Materials
needed

Training participants will
●

Learn the importance of keeping records at
the business center

●

Learn which records should be kept at every
business center

●

Learn how to keep basic records at the
business center

●

Flipchart and markers

●

Record keeping templates

●

Sample records from a business center,
including a Goods Receipt Note (GRN) and
Delivery Note (DN)

Time
1.5 days

Introduction
...
●● Say: In this session, we will learn about the importance of keeping records and

practice using some of the records that are important for the business center. Are
you ready?
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Topic 1: Key Records at the Business
Center
?●● Ask: Why is it important to keep records?
●● Allow participants to respond before giving the answers below.
— No one can remember everything in their heads. They must write information

and numbers down.

— Records can help to solve disputes because they are proof of what happened and

what was discussed and agreed upon in the past.

— Records can help the business center look back to what happened in the past so

they can make good decisions for the future.

●● Ask the participants to get into pairs

?
●● Ask: Which records should every business center have?
●● Give them 5 minutes to brainstorm in pairs.
●● Ask some of the pairs to share their list before giving the answers below.
— Constitution
— Certificate of Registration
— Membership and group registers including the details of the groups’ profiles

such as:

› Contact of each farmer group
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› Farmer name, gender and age, in each group
› Areas under cultivation and main crops grown in each group
— Business plans
— Store records

› Stack cards
› Store ledger (or store book)
› Bulking records
› Delivery notes
› Goods receipt notes
—		Financial records

› Sales records
› Payment vouchers
› Cash book
› Invoices
› Receipts
› Purchase orders
› Bank documents: e.g. cheque book and statements
— Production records
— Reports: e.g. annual performance reports, audit reports, inspection reports
— Contracts with buyers, suppliers, banks, investors, etc.
— Contact list: buyers, suppliers, banks, district counterparts, etc.
— Assets register
— Market price history
— Meeting minutes
— Visitors’ book

Take home message:
● It is necessary to know key records and maintain them at the business center.
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Topic 2: Warehouse Records
...
●● Say:
— Now you have learnt which records are important to keep at the business

center.

— Let’s discuss more on the records that are important to manage produce

inside your warehouse (at the store of your business center).

?
●● Ask: What warehouse records did we list in the previous topic?
●● Allow some participants to respond and make sure that they mention the
following:
— Stack cards
— Store ledger (or store book)
— Bulking Records
— Delivery notes
— Goods receipt notes
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Date

DD/MM/Y

Client's name
(Depositor, buyer etc.)

Commodity
type

Location of warehouse

GRN/DN
No.

Unit of
Measure

Total
Unit of
Measure

Units
In KG

In MT

Units
In KG

Dispatch (out)

Village

Sub county

Received (In)

Parish

District

Name of Organization/Cooperative/Satellite Collection Point

Total

In MT

STORE LEDGER BOOK

Unit of
Measure

Units

Loss

In KG

Total

In MT

In KG

Total

In MT

Balance

Name/
Signature

Serial number

Remarks

●● Draw a template for the store ledger on the flipchart paper.

●● Distribute a photocopy of the template to each participant. If possible, pass around
a real store ledger booklet for them to look at.

...
●● Say:
— You are going to pretend that you are the Store Keeper at a business center.
— One of your responsibilities is to manage the store (warehouse) ledger book.
— The store ledger is the “master” record that documents all the produce that

comes in and out of the business center store. The store keeper should be able
to tell the total quantity inside the store at any point in time.

?●● Ask: What do you see in the store ledger? Let some participants respond and
make sure that the following answers are mentioned:
— Name and location of the store
— Date
— Client’s name
— Commodity description
— GRN/DN (Goods Receipt Note/Delivery Note)
— Received
— Dispatched
— Loss
— Balance
— Name and signature
— Units of measure
— Units
— KG
— MT

?
●● Ask: What do these words mean? Let some participants respond and make sure
that the following answers are mentioned:
— Date: You write the date of a transaction: e.g. receipt or dispatch. (You write

each transaction per client or buyer, per commodity and per unit of measure).

— Client’s name: You write the name of the organization/company or the name

of a person with whom you make a transaction.

— Commodity description: You write the name of a commodity: e.g. maize

or beans. You do not insert more than one commodity per line. If your client
comes with specific qualities of a commodity; for example, red sorghum and
white sorghum; you create separate lines.

— GRN (show an example): When you receive produce from your client,

you issue a document called the goods receipt note (GRN) to acknowledge
receipt. This is to record evidence that the transaction took place at the store
of the business center. You write the name of your business center, date,
name of commodity, unit of measure, units and total. You may write multiple
commodities if you receive them on the same day. The GRN should have a
serial number so that you can trace it easily.
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— DN (show an example): When your client takes produce from your store,

you issue a document called a delivery note to confirm the exit. This is to record
evidence that the transaction took place at the store of the business center.
You write the name of your business center, date, name of commodity, unit of
measure, units and total. You may write multiple commodities if they are taken
from the store on the same day. The DN should have a serial number so that
you can trace it easily.

— Received: When you receive produce, you write the information here.
— Dispatched: Dispatch means an exit. When produce is taken from the store,

you write the information here.

— Loss: It is possible that the produce inside the store gets spoiled, damaged or

stolen. When that happens, you insert the information here.

— Balance: The balance means the total quantity of produce in the store after

adding or deducting the amount that has just been transacted. You add (+) or
deduct (-) the quantity of the transaction from the total quantity in the previous
row/line. For example, if you had a total of 5 metric tons yesterday and a client
brings another 1 metric ton today, your balance becomes 6 metric tons.

— Name and signature: You insert your signature to confirm the transaction.
— Unit of measure: This means the weight of a bag/container/cup/basket of

produce that your client comes with or takes from the store. If a bag contains 90
kg of maize and your client comes with 5 bags of the same weight, you write 90
kg.

— Units: This means the number of bags/containers/cups/baskets of produce

that your client comes with or takes from the store. In the example above, you
write 5 because your client has 5 bags (units) of 90 kg maize (unit of measure).

— KG: Kilogram. (1,000 grams = 1 kg)
— MT: Metric ton. (1,000 kg = 1 MT)

...
●● Say: You now know what goes into the store ledger. Let’s practice how to use it.
Please form groups of 4.

— Listen carefully as I read the following information. Try to fill in the store ledger

correctly.

Read the information below slowly once. Then repeat the story again.

On October 11th 2015, Mugisha J from the Nkoma Farmer Group
brought ten 100 kg bags of maize to the business center. The
next day, Nakato G from Mabale Farmer Group brought six 50 kg
bags of maize and five 10 kg bags of mixed beans to the business
center. On October 15th 2015, eleven 75 kg bags of maize were
brought by Ogwal P from Nkoma Farmer Group. On October 30th,
George from Kadija Farmer Group brought fifty 100 kg bags of
mixed sorghum and ten 25 kg bags of mixed sorghum. The next
day, Cynthia from Kadija Farmer Group brought nine 75 kg bags
of red sorghum and eight 50 kg bags of mixed sorghum.
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●● Walk around while you are reading and see if the groups are filling in the store
ledger.
●● Give the groups 15 to 20 minutes to fill the store ledger.

?●● Ask: What was difficult about this task?
●● Allow some participants to comment before giving the answers below.
— The weights of the bags are not standardized so it is hard to record the

information. It will also be difficult to stack these unstandardized bags and
create a stack card for each commodity description inside a store.

— It is important for farmers to standardize the weights of their bags at home. If

they cannot do so, when they bring produce to the business center, the Store
Keeper needs to weigh each bag and should re-bag it in standard amounts.
Standardization enables better stacking, storage, monitoring and marketing.

?●● Ask: How many lines did you create?
— Answer: 8. Note that you need to write two lines for George from Kadija Farmer

Group. On October 30th, he brought mixed sorghum in two separate units of
measurement.

?●● Ask: How many commodities did you transact?
— Answer: 4 (maize, mixed beans, mixed sorghum and red sorghum)

...
●● Say: Let’s try filling in the store ledger when the weights of the bags are

standardized per commodity type. Try to fill in a new store ledger while I read this
story.

Read the information below slowly once. Then repeat the story again.

On October 11th 2015, Mugisha J from the Nkoma Farmer Group
brought ten 100 kg bags of maize to the business center. The
next day, Nakato G from Mabale Farmer Group brought six 100 kg
bags of maize and five 50 kg bags of mixed beans to the business
center. On October 15th,2015, eleven 100 kg bags of maize were
brought by Ogwal P from Nkoma Farmer Group. On October 30th,
George from Kadija Farmer Group brought fifty 50 kg bags of
mixed beans. The next day, Cynthia from Kadija Farmer Group
brought nine 100 kg bags of mixed sorghum.

●● Walk around while you are reading and see if the groups are filling in the store
ledger correctly.
●● Go through the store ledger together and make sure that the participants
understand how to insert information and track it correctly.
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●● Ask: How many lines did you enter?
?
— Answer: 6

?
●● Ask: What was the standard unit of measure for each commodity?
— Maize: 100 kg
— Mixed beans: 50 kg
— Mixed sorghum: 100 kg

?
●● Ask: What was the total quantity in MT that was accepted by the store keeper?
— Maize: 2.7
— Mixed beans: 2.75
— Mixed sorghum: 0.9
— Total: 6.35

...
●● Say: Let’s now talk about stack cards. The stack cards are documents that show

how much produce is available (piled up) in each stack inside a store. The stacks
are like islands inside your store so that you separate different commodities, units
of measure (bag size), different expiry dates of produce, as well as conditions
of produce. For instance, if there are a number of bags of maize that are heavily
damaged by insects, you do not want to mix the infested maize with good maize, so
you should create a separate stack for the bad grains.

?
●● Ask: For the total of 6.35MT, how many stacks should the store keeper create in the
store?
— Answer: 3 (one for each commodity)

?
●● Ask: Let’s look at a sample stack card (photocopy the one on the next page). What
do you see?
●● Allow some participants to respond before giving the answer below.

...
●● Say: The stack card contains almost the same information as the store ledger. The
sum of the information on all the stack cards (adding up all the balances) needs to
match the balance in the store ledger at all times.

Trainer Note:
If there is time, take the participants through a practical
exercise on how to fill stack cards and match the information
with the store ledger book.

...
●● Say: Using the store ledger you just created, create one
stack card for maize, one for mixed beans and one for
mixed sorghum.

●● Walk around and see if the participants are filling in the
stack cards correctly.
●● Go through the stack cards together and make sure that
the participants understand how to fill them out correctly.
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DD/
MM/Y

Date

Unit of
Measure

Commodity

Location

Units

In KG

Received (In)

Total

In MT

Name of Organization/Cooperative/Satellite
Collection Point

Unit of
Measure

Units
In KG

Dispatch (out)

Total

In MT

Unit of
Measure

Stack Card No.

Units

Loss

In KG

Total

STACK CARD

In MT

In KG

In MT

Balance
Name/Signature

Serial number

Remarks

●● Distribute a photocopy of the stack card template below for each participant.
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Take home message:
● The participants should become familiar with how to fill in some of the key
warehouse records by doing practice.

Topic 3: Financial Records
...
●● Say: We will now look at key financial records. What are the key records; do you
remember them from Topic 1?

●● Allow some participants to respond and make sure that they mention the following:
— Sales records
— Payment vouchers
— Cash book
— Invoices
— Receipts
— Purchase Orders
— Bank documents
— Proforma invoice

?●● Ask: What are these documents for?
— Sales records: It shows a history of the sales made to your clients. It could be

about the sales of produce and non-food items. For the purpose of this training,
we will focus on the sales of produce at the business center (or out of the
business center because the farmers' organization (FO) may bring produce to
the market to sell).

— Payment vouchers: It is an internal document to record payments. It is

written when an invoice is received by the business center. It will indicate to
whom, for what, in which amount and in what form (e.g. cash and cheque). It
is a way of authorizing your business center to make the payment. The voucher
will be marked (e.g. stamped) “paid,” when the payment is made. For example,
just because the business center receives an invoice from an input dealer, it
does not mean that the Chairperson signs a cheque to the dealer for the amount
automatically. It needs to go through a process of confirmation – internal
control – that the inputs are delivered, the invoice is accurate and money is
available to effect payment.

— Cash book: It is a ledger that records money in (receipts) and out (payments)

at the business center.

— Invoices: When you sell or buy goods (e.g. produce) or services (e.g. drying

grain), you issue an invoice (when selling) or receive an invoice (when buying).
It is to request payment for the goods and services provided.

— Receipts: When you make payment for an invoice received or receive payment
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for an invoice issued, you write a receipt or accept a receipt to confirm that
financial transaction.

— Purchase orders: It is a binding agreement between a buyer and a seller for

the sale of goods (e.g. produce) and services (e.g. drying grain). It contains the
names of buyer and seller, details of goods or services, price and delivery time.

— Bank documents: Documents that record transactions in or out and any

balances present in bank accounts (e.g. cheque book, statements).

●● Ask: There was the mention of “internal control.” What does it mean when
?
it comes to financial management, including record keeping, at the business
center?
— Answer: Internal control is a process (a series of procedures) that ensures the

financial (and other) resources of the business center are well managed in
the best interest of the business center. The process needs to be known to the
executives and members so that they all follow the agreed procedures and that
they can detect cases of non-compliance: e.g. “fraud” and “abuse” of resources.

...
●● Say: Let’s think about “principles” that the business center should keep in mind

and “procedures” that the business center can introduce in order to have and
tighten internal controls. Please break up into groups of 4 persons and use 20 to 30
minutes to discuss ideas.

●● Allow the participants to share their ideas before reading the examples below:
— Assigning roles and responsibilities to different people: For example,

when your business center needs to make a small expenditure for routine
machine maintenance, who “requests” that expenditure, who “endorses” that
idea (second opinion) and who “approves” that expenditure. For a big decision:
e.g. to buy a mechanical sheller, it should be discussed at the general assembly
and included as part of the business plan and re-discussed amongst the
executives before proceeding with the purchase.

— Exploring options: When the business center purchases an item from a shop,

it does not always mean that the shop is the only place where you can purchase
the item nor that the price at the shop is the cheapest. It is important that you
check with other shops to see whether or not they carry the same item and the
price is different. You can request a “pro-forma invoice” from each of the shops.
3 pr0-formas are recommended, which should be written to the name of your
business center. Your business center then decides on the shop to buy from.

— Being neutral: When you are involved in the purchase or sales of goods and

services on behalf of your business center, you must remain neutral and avoid a
“conflict of interest.” For instance, in the above example, you obtain two proforma invoices from the shops that you do not know and go to the third shop
where your family is the owner. You tell your family to cut the price by UGX 50
so that your family business gets selected. This must not happen; you cannot
serve your personal interest for the activities of your business center.

— Being open: When the business center makes payments and expenditures

or makes money, all of these transactions must be recorded and reported.
The Secretary and Treasurer must share the information, not only with the
Chairperson and other executive members, but also with the entire membership
of the business center. The executives should provide an update to the leaders
of the member farmer groups on a periodic basis (e.g. monthly). At least once
a year at the general assembly, the executives should report to all the member
farmers. There should also be an audit on all the transactions so that an
external person checks the records and confirms accuracy (refer to the auditing
discussion on page 249 in Session 3 Topic 3).
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...
●● Say: Now we have learned about what to look out for in managing financial

resources and keeping financial records, let us do a small exercise in sales records.

●● You are going to pretend that you are determining the profit that was generated
after selling all the stock in the business center store.
●● Provide a copy of a blank version of the sales record template shown on the next
page.

Read the information below slowly once. Then repeat the story again.
On February 10th, 2016, all of Maize Batch 1 was sold to the Maize
Brothers Company. Ten units were sold and each unit weighed 100
kg. The unit price of each 100 kg unit was UGX 100,000. What was
the total quantity of maize sold and what was the total amount of
money collected from the sale? Write it in the correct column.
The next day, all of Beans Batch 1 was sold to Trader Musoke. He
bought 50 units that each weighed 50 kg. The unit price of each 50
kg bag was UGX 100,000. What was the total quantity of beans sold
and what was the total amount of money collected from the sale?
Write it in the correct column.
On February 15th, 2016, all of Sorghum Batch 1 was sold on the
local market. There were 5 units of 100 kg each. Each bag sold for
UGX 80,000. What was the total quantity of sorghum sold and what
was the total amount of money collected from the sale? Write it in
the correct column.

●● Determine the total sales by adding up all the values earned from the three
commodities. Answer: UGX 6,400,000
?●● Ask: After selling off this produce and recording it in the sales record, how do you
change the store ledger (refer to page 256)?
●● Allow the participants to discuss and share their responses before giving the
information below.
— The store ledger must be kept up to date with all of the transactions that happen

within the store.

— When produce is sold off, the general store ledger and stack card(s) must be

updated so that they all show that the produce went out. This will ensure that
the exact number of bags listed in the store ledger and stack card(s) can be found
physically within the store at any time.
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Local Market

Sorghum Batch 1

15.02.16

Total Sales
Amount

Trader Musoke

Beans - Batch 1

11.02.16

5

50

10

Maize Brothers
Company

Maize - Batch 1

10.02.16

Number
of Units

Client/Buyer

Commodity
Type

Date

100 KG

50 KG

100 KG

Unit of
Measurement

500 KG

2,500 KG

1,000 KG

Total Qty

UGX 80,000

UGX 100,000

UGX 100,000

Unit Price

UGX 6,400,000

UGX 400,000

UGX 5,000,000

UGX 1,000,000

Total Value
(UGX)

Take home message:
● Financial records are important to effectively track incomes and expenditures.
The business center must have an internal control system in place and conduct
an audit periodically. When produce is sold at/from the business center, both
financial and warehouse records must be updated.

Topic 4: Membership Records
...
●● Say: The last topic on record keeping is that on membership. A business center

is managed by an apex farmers' organization (FO), which is a cluster of farmer
groups of around 30 people (reference: Topic 1 of Session 1 of Module 4). The
farmer groups may keep detailed information of their individual members. At the
business center level, there is a need to have basic information about the members
of the farmer groups.

?
●● Ask: Why do you think it is important that the business center has information
about its farmer groups and farmers?
●● Allow the participants to respond before sharing the following answers.
— The business center needs to know whom their members are.
— The membership records are required in certain business transactions.
— The business center needs to check if the activities of all members are meeting

the target set in the business plan of the business center.

— The business center can facilitate access to inputs, credit, insurance and

markets for their members by consolidating information.

?
●● Ask: What basic information of farmer groups and farmers should be collected at
the business center level?
●● Allow the participants to respond before sharing the following answers.
— Farmer group: name, location, details of executive members, registration

certificate, business plan, objectives of the group, services provided, assets
owned, activities of the season, bank account(s) and membership list

— Farmer: name, title in the farmer group, national indentification number,

village name, age/date of birth, gender, telephone number, year joined the
group, main commodity(s) grown and total area under cultivation
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Member

Title in FG:
e.g. Member, Chair

National/
Refugee*
ID No.

*e.g. refugee attestation number

Mujuni,
Paul

Surname,
First

Name

Kaggwa

Village

01 July
1951 (67)

Date of
Birth
(Age)

M

M/F

Gender

077846XXXX

Mobile No.

MEMBERSHIP LIST

2016

Year
Joined
Group

Y

Head of
Household
Y/N

Maize, beans,
sorghum

Three Main
Commodities
Grown

5

Total Acres
Under
Cultivation
per Season

?●● Ask: Who should collect the information?
●● Allow the participants to respond before sharing the following answers.
— Production Officer/Focal Person of farmer groups and the business center
— Secretary of farmer groups and the business center
— A hired person (e.g. village agent) or service provider (e.g. business

development agency)

?●● Ask: What is the current practice at your business center? Do you have
information of your groups and members? When was the information last
updated? What are the challenges? What are recommended actions?
●● Allow the participants to respond before sharing the following answers.
— Manual entries are difficult; consider having information typed on a computer.
— The submission of information by the farmer groups should be considered as a

requirement to remain part of the business center.

— The information needs to be updated. The business center should agree with the

membership how often the information should be updated.

— There is a need to clearly assign persons responsible for information

management.

— The records should be safely stored at the business center.

Take home message:
● A business center should establish and update membership records periodically
in order to understand how its membership is growing and whether or not its
business plan is on track; what is happening around its member groups (and
farmers); and how the business center can support its groups with services (e.g.
collective purchase of inputs, group sales, access to credit and insurance, etc).
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Session 5:
Store Management,
Quality Control and
Value Addition
Learning
goals

Materials
needed

Training participants will
● Learn how to manage a store of an
agricultural business center
●

Learn how to receive and store grain at the
business center store

●

Learn how to control grain quality

●

Discuss services that could be offered by the
business center to improve quality and add
value to produce

●

Flipchart and markers

●

Grain Delivery and Storage Chart Set

●

2 sets of paper with each of the quality chain
steps (explained in Topic 4) written on them

Time
2 days

Introduction
...
●● Say: In this session, we will learn about storage facilities, quality control and value
addition at the business center. Are you ready?T
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Topic 1: Store Basics
...
●● Say: The business center store (warehouse) is the place where produce is received
and stored. It is important that the business center store has the right equipment
and is kept clean at all times.
●● Ask: What equipment does a business center store need for receiving and storing
?
grain?
●● Allow some participants to brainstorm before giving the answers below.
— Pallets
— Moisture meter
— Weighing scale (platform or hanging scale)
— Sampling spear
— Sieve
— Stitching machine
— Tarpaulins, including fumigation sheets
— Notice board or wall poster to show farmers the right quantity and quality of
grain
— Padlock for safety
— Furniture
— Record books
— Cleaning tools (broom, dust pan, water bucket)
— Water source
— Ladder
— Fire extinguisher
Note: A business center may invest in small mechanical processing machines:
e.g. sheller, mill, dryer and cleaner for processing and value addition services.
Ventilation on the roof will also improve air circulation inside a store. Also
ensure that the equipments such as moisture meter, weighing scale are
calibrated by the competent authority
●● Ensure that the equipments such as moisture meter and weighing scale are
calibrated by competent authority.

?
●● Ask: Why is it important to have a store that is clean and well organized?
●● Allow some participants to respond before giving the answers below.
— Produce kept in a clean store is less likely to have problems with pests, diseases
and exposure to water.
— It is much easier to detect any problems when produce is stacked in an
organized way.
— A clean store gives confidence to the members and clients (buyers) about
bringing or buying produce.
— A clean store facilitates the stacking of produce and stock counts.
— A clean store does not have dirt or dust that can lower the quality of produce.
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— A clean store attracts more buyers than an unclean store.

●● Hand out two small sheets of paper to each participant.
●● Tell the participants to write a tick (
card.
●● Tell them that the tick (

 ) on one card and a cross ( x ) on the other

) means YES and the cross ( x ) means NO.

●● Ask them the following questions about their business center store.
●● After each question, request the participants to hold up one of their cards to answer
YES or NO.
●● If the majority of participants answered YES for the question, ask them why
they said yes and what they already have/do at their own business center store/
warehouse.
●● If the majority of participants answered NO for the question, ask them what they
need to do at their own business center store/warehouse.
Questions
— Do you have cleaning supplies such as brooms, mops and buckets?
— Do you have a cleaning schedule?
— Do you have a person(s) assigned to the cleaning and maintenance of the
store?
— Do you collect fees for storing produce?
— Do you have good ventilation within the store?
— Do you have a fire extinguisher(s) or sand in buckets in case of a fire?
— Do you have a good lighting system?
— Do you have needles and thread for repairing and stitching bags?
— Do you follow a fumigation schedule to ensure your store is pest-free?
— Do you have rodent traps?
— Does your store have any water leakages?
— Do you have a system of stacking commodity bags?
— Are the doors of your store lockable?

...
●● Say: Now that we have discussed key equipment and materials necessary to keep
your business center store clean, we are going to practice cleaning the storage area
properly.
●● Take the participants to the storage space.
...
●● Say:
— Walk around this store and see if it has all the key equipment and materials for
a clean and organized store that we have talked about.
— Take note if you notice anything that is broken, insufficient or missing.
●● Allow the participants to walk around and analyze the space.
●● After 5 to 10 minutes, call everyone back and ask them to share what they
observed.
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●● Choose one person and let him/her demonstrate one of the steps of cleaning or
inspecting the store. Do not give any clues.
●● Ask another volunteer to demonstrate another step, and so on.
●● As the participants are demonstrating, let other participants correct them where
needed, as per the correct procedures described below.
Cleaning and Maintenance Steps in the Store
— Sweep
› What?
� The walls
� The floor, from the back to the front of the building
� The roof
� Surface of the stacks
› When?
� Floor and stacks: every day
� Roof and walls: every week

— Check for weevils and other small insects
› When?
� In the late afternoon, around 4pm
› How?
� Check the ‘ears’ of bags and gaps between bags
� Listen for the sounds of insects eating grain
� Use a torch to inspect the dark areas of the store
� Use a sampling spear to check bags in a random
manner (close the holes carefully).

— Check for rats and other rodents
› What?
� Holes
� Hair, droppings
� Damaged bags and grain
› Where?
� On top of bags
� In between layers of the stacks
� On the store structure, especially in dark corners
� Under pallets
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— Check for water leakage
› Where?
� Roof, walls
� Bags
� Openings
� Water runoffs/drainage system

— Check for unwanted objects around the store
› What?
� Weeds, overgrown plants
� Waste, garbage
� Animal droppings
› Where?
� At the entrance of the store
� Around the perimeter of the store
� Within the compound of the business center
— Fumigation
› What?
� Prevention of infestation
� Containment of infestation
› When?
� Before bulking starts for the season (prevention)
� When pests are found during inspections
� When any signs of pests are found
› How / procedure?
� Cover the stacks with fumigation sheets
� Spray with authorized chemicals or place tablets
� Contact companies that are authorized to deal with
chemicals
� Have your Store Keeper trained in fumigation
procedures
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...
●● Say: Walk around the store and see if it has equipment or materials for safety of
the people who work in the store
●● Allow participants to walk around and analyse the store
●● After 5 to 10 minutes, call everyone back into a circle.

?●● Ask: What safety materials/equipment are supposed to be at the storage facility?
●● Allow participants to respond before sharing the following answers
— A fire extinguisher
— Protective wear (e.g gumboots, mouth mask, overcoat, head gear, gloves)

Take home message:
● Regular maintenance and proper equipment are needed to keep a store clean
and organized, which helps maintain the quality of grain inside the store.

Topic 2: How to Receive and Store
Grain
●● Take out the Grain Delivery and Storage Chart Set.

...
●● Say: We will talk about the 6 steps of receiving grain and storing it in the store.
●● Show them Chart 1.
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●● Ask the following questions. Allow participants to respond before the giving the
answers below.
— What is the first step for receiving and storing grain?
› The farmer (or farmer group) delivers grain to the business center.
› Or the business center (or farmer group) arranges transport to bring produce
to the store.

— Who is responsible for receiving the bags?
› The Store Keeper is responsible for receiving the bags.

●● Show them Chart 2.

●● Ask the following questions. Allow the participants to respond before the giving
the answers below.
— What is the second step?
› Each bag is checked for holes and general cleanliness.
› The first bag is checked for pests, chaffs, stones (obvious signs of foreign
matter), broken and damaged grains, as well as smell
› The first bag is checked for moisture content to make sure it conforms to the
current standard (maize).

— Who is responsible for quality checking?
› The Store Keeper (and Production and Marketing Committees)
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●● Ask the following questions. Allow participants to respond before the giving the
answers below.
— What is the third step?
› The quality of each bag is checked using a sampling spear to ensure it has the
same quality as the first bag.
› The bags are sampled at the top, bottom and middle of the bag.
› The moisture content (and aflatoxin level, where possible and applicable) of
the sampled grain is checked.

— Who is responsible for quality checking?
› The Store Keeper (and Production and Marketing Committees)

●● Show them Chart 3.

X


●● Ask the following questions. Allow the participants to respond before the giving
the answers below.
— What is the fourth step?
› Each bag is accepted or rejected.
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› The bags that do not meet quality standards can be improved and accepted
at the business center. For example, if the grain is not dry, it can be dried at
the business center for a fee. Or the farmer does the work him/herself at the
business center.
› Other bags are rejected if they have serious issues like insect infestation and
high level of mycotoxin contamination.e.g aflatoxin

— Who is responsible for accepting or rejecting bags?
› The Store Keeper (and Production and Marketing Committees)

●● Show them Chart 4.

●● Ask the following questions. Allow the participants to respond before the giving the
answers below.
— What is the fifth step?
› Each accepted bag is weighed.
› The bags are standardized with a balance (the last bag not filling to the top)
being either accepted by the business center or returned to the farmer. For
traceability, the date, weight and name of the farmer can be written on the
bags.
› A receipt (goods receipt note) is issued to the farmer.
› The bags are taken to an appropriate stack(s) and the receipts are written in
the stack card(s) and general store ledger.

— Who is responsible for recording and issuing a receipt?
› The Store Keeper
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Trainer Note:
●● Farmers are more used to volume than weight. That
means that many bags brought to a business center
by a farmer or farmer group are often not of equal
weight.
●● The standardization of weight of all bags is highly
recommended.
●● When the farmer organization (FO) is new and
working to improve the business center, weight
standardization may be a lot of work. In that case,
each bag should be weighed and its weight should be
written on the bag.
●● Keep in mind that a lack of standardization will make
stacking very difficult.

●● Show Chart 5.
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●● Show Chart 6.

●● Ask the following questions. Allow some participants to respond before giving the
answers below.
— What is the sixth step?
› The bags are stacked according to commodity and variety.
› The 3-way method of stacking is used to discourage pest infestation and
instability.

— Who is responsible?
› The Store Keeper

?●● Ask: Should farmers pay to store their grain at the business center store/
warehouse? Why or why not?
●● Allow some participants to respond before giving the answers below.
— Yes. The farmers should pay a fee for keeping their grain at the store in order to
meet the store’s operational costs.
— The store must be kept clean, organized and free of pests, and also requires
regular maintenance such as fixing leaks on the roof, patching up cracks on the
walls and resurfacing the floor.
— All of these cost money. The farmers should be expected to contribute since they
are benefiting from the storage "service".

...
●● Say: Now that we have discussed the process for receiving and storing grain in the
store, we are going to discuss how to properly organize a business center store.

?●● Ask:
— Imagine you are in a totally empty store that does not have any grain yet. How
would you organize it? Where would you put your stacks? How much space
would you leave between stacks for walking? How would you separate old
grains from newer grains? How would you separate commodities?
●● Allow the participants to brainstorm in pairs and respond before giving the
information below.
— There is no one correct way to organize a store.
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— However, it is important to organize in a way to leave space for walking
between the stacks.
— There should be a central corridor so that people can easily walk from the front
to the back of the store and not have to zig-zag through stacks.
— A store should be further divided into sections (stacks), with each having some
uniform quality of grain: e.g. commodity type, the date of arrival, size of bags,
etc.
— Stacks should be at least 1 metre (m) from the walls, 1m apart from each other
and 1m from the roof.
— Each stack must have a clearly labelled stack card to tell information about the
grains in its stack.

...
●● Say: Now that we have talked about organizing a store, we are going to practice
stacking bags.

?●● Ask: Why is it important to learn about a proper stacking method?
●● Allow some participants to respond before giving the answers below.
— Stacking in the 3-way or 5-way method discourages pest infestation because
pests like rats cannot move easily through the stacks. There is less space
between the bags so they cannot run easily.
— Stacking in the 3-way or 5-way method is more stable than just stacking
straight up. There is less likelihood of bags falling.
— Stacking in the 3-way or 5-way method helps the Store Keeper (or anyone else)
conduct stack counts.
Trainer Note:
If possible, take the participants to a business center
(satellite collection point) set up by WFP for an example of
how to organize a store very well.

?●● Ask: Why is it important to stack bags on pallets instead of placing them on the
ground?
— Pallets help keep the bags clean: e.g. from the dirt on the ground.
— Pallets keep the bags away from any possible water on the floor.
— Pallets help keep the bags aerated and avoid the build-up of moisture inside the
bags.
— It helps in proper fumigation.
●● Take the participants to a store.
●● Choose two people and let them demonstrate the correct 3-way or 5-way stacking.
Do not give any instructions.
●● As the participants demonstrate, let other participants correct them where needed,
according to the correct procedures described below:
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●● Show Chart 7.

First pile

Second pile

Correct method of stacking (5 way method)

Wrong method of stacking

Correct Method of Stacking
 Lay the pallets out and make sure that they are clean, even and
unbroken.
 Build the first complete layer of sacks on the pallets using units of
three or five.
 Then position sacks in the second layer in the opposite direction
from the first layer.
 The sacks should be positioned up to the edge of the pallets.
 Sacks placed in the same layer should not overlap.
 The content of the sacks should be flattened when putting them on
the layer.
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 The maximum height of the stack should be 6 layers of sacks, and 9
layers for small sacks. Where the roof is fitted with materials to avoid
heat, the stacks can even go as high as 1 to 1.5m from the roof.
 For proper inventory management and stack stability (as a safety
precaution), all bags on a given stack should be of the same weight and
size.

Take home message:
● The business center store needs to establish a procedure for receipts and
storage, handle grain with care and avoid losses.

Topic 3: Stock Count Practice
●● This topic should be covered in the form of a practical session. Ask the Store
Keeper at the selected store to show the general store ledger to the participants.

...
●● Say:

— We have learnt about the store ledger in the previous session on record keeping.
Do you remember?
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— What we are going to do now is to check the stock in this store to make sure it
matches what is written in the store ledger.
— In good store management, the physical stock (inventory) matches with the
information in the store ledger AT ALL TIMES.
— For example, if there are 50 bags of maize listed in the store ledger, there must
be 50 bags of maize physically in the store as well.
— If there are 100 bags of beans physically stacked in the store, there must also be
100 bags of beans listed in the store ledger.
— (Mention this when applicable) As you see here in the store, there is a central
corridor and different stacks on each side of the corridor. You will notice that
each island has something on it. Do you know what it is? Answer: a stack
card. Remember that the sum of all the balances in the stack cards must match
the total balance written in the store ledger.
— It is the responsibility of the Store Keeper to make sure that the records match
the physical inventory at all times.
●● Tell the participants to get into groups of 4.
●● Assign each group a commodity listed in the store ledger. Tell the groups how many
bags should be in the store (per commodity type) as per the store ledger.
●● Tell all groups to go find the commodity and count the number of bags in the store.
Remind them to look at the stack cards on each stack to tell what commodity it is.
●● Give groups 15 to 20 minutes to find their commodity and count the bags.
●● Bring everyone together again and ask the groups if their physical count matched
the number listed in the store ledger.
●● Ask the following questions. After each question, allow the participants to discuss
before sharing their answers.
— For the commodities that did not match up, why do you think they do not
match?
— How often should the bags be physically counted?
— Did the stack card(s) have the correct information when you counted the
number of the bags in the stack(s)?
— Who is responsible for making sure that the store ledger and the physical count
match?
— Who can they bring to help them count? (Explain to the participants that the
business center can do a periodic reconciliation exercise when the Store Keeper
and other people check the physical inventory and all the records.)
— Why is it important for the store ledger and the physical count to match at all
times?

Take home message:
● Physical stock and store records must match at all times.
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Topic 4: How to Control Quality
...
●● Say: We are going to talk about quality control to make sure that we get the best
possible produce for sale.

?●● Ask: Do you remember why quality is important?
●● Allow some participants to respond before giving the answers below.
— You can make more money. With the buyers who want quality, the business
center can negotiate for a higher price.
— You reduce risk of food poisoning and health hazards for consumers.
— You can store grain longer if it is of good quality and get a higher price by
delaying the timing of sale (as the price goes up in the lean season).
— Your business center can develop a reputation of having good grain quality and
attract more buyers.
— More and more buyers are taking interest in quality grain, which includes
processing companies, export companies and traders from the East African
region.

?●● Ask: Do you know (or remember) what the East African standards are?
●● Allow some participants to respond before giving the answers below.
— The East African standards are adapted by the countries in the region.
— The World Food Programme (WFP) uses the same standards in its food
purchase in Uganda.
› A farmers’ organization (FO) responsible for a business center may apply to
become a "potential" small-scale supplier to WFP.
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› Before expressing interest to WFP, the business center managers should
consult its members to determine whether they are ready to meet WFP’s
requirements for registration, quality and quantity and raise funds to bulk
grain.
› Doing business with WFP is a formal arrangement; the FO needs to compete
with others for quantity and price or directly negotiate with WFP.
› Upon agreement on the details (quantity, price, delivery period, etc.), WFP
and the FO sign a contract to formalize the business.

?●● Ask: What are the three stages of quality control?
●● Allow some participants to respond before showing and explaining the illustrations
below.

— Stage 1: On the farm, at the homestead, or
a village collection center

— Stage 2: Upon arrival at the business
center store

— Stage 3: During storage at the business
center store

●● Ask: What is FIFO?
?
●● Allow some participants to respond before giving the answers below.
— FIFO means First-In-First-Out. This method means that the bags that were
stored first, should be sold first.
— Put older bags in front or on top so that you sell them first in case all the
consignment is not sold at once
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Take out 2 sets of paper that you created of the quality chain steps. Give one paper
to each participant.

...
●● Say:

— I have made 2 sets of paper. Each set has all of the steps in the quality chain.
— Look at your paper. Think about if your paper has a step that is near the
beginning, middle or end of the quality chain.
— You will form two identical quality chains that show the quality assurance
process from the beginning to the end.
— If someone in one line already has your step, go to the other line.
— The first line to correctly organize its quality chain first will be the winner!
●● Give the participants exactly 2 minutes to form two quality chains.
●● Check each line and make sure that they organized themselves in the correct order:
— Selection of certified or improved seed
— Early and timely planting
— Early and consistent weeding
— Fertilizer application
— Pest and disease control
— Harvesting at the right time
— Harvesting without contact with soil - e.g. place the harvests inside bags
— Proper drying: e.g. the use of tarpaulin
— Proper threshing or shelling (use the tarpaulin)
— Proper cleaning or sorting
— Further drying to reduce the moisture for proper storage: e.g. use tarpaulins
and conduct a bottle and salt test
— Proper bagging and storage at home: consider the use of hermetic storage
equipment (silos and bags)
— Proper transportation to the business center
— Sampling and quality check at the business center
— Quantity standardization and re-bagging at the business center
— Additional drying, cleaning and sorting to meet the requirements of the
business center
— 3-way or 5-way stacking on pallets
— Pest control at the business center (consider the use of hermetic bags)
— Cleaning and maintenance of the business center store
— Fumigation at the business center store as required
— Label all bags of grain with the date when they were delivered to the store
— Use the First-In First-Out (FIFO) method when removing grain for sale.
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Trainer Note:
Upon receipt at a business center store, each bag should be
examined. However, when the bags are nicely stacked within
the store, individual bag checking will be difficult. In addition
to observation and listening methods for insects and rodents,
the Store Keeper should periodically check the bags for
quality by taking a random sample. There are different ways
to go about randomized sampling. Below is an example:
Procedures for sampling (Grain and Feed Trade
Association - GAFTA model)

— Less than 20 bags, sample all the bags
— More than 100 bags, sample 20 bags
— Up to 1,000 bags, sample 50 bags
A small amount of grain should be taken from the top, middle
and bottom of each bag by using a sampling spear. Do not
touch the grain with your hand. Mix the sampled grains nicely
before checking an average moisture content of the grains
and other quality parameters at the store.

Take home message:
● The business center should apply the East African grain standards and
establish and follow a procedure to maintain grain quality in order to keep the
grain longer, attract buyers, negotiate a higher price, and promote food safety
and the consumption of quality grain.
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Topic 5: Processing and Value Addition
●
?● Ask: What does processing mean? What does value addition mean?
●● Allow some participants to respond before giving the answers below.
Processing and value addition is the transformation of produce into food, feed
and other forms.
— Processing and value addition allow the business center to diversify its activites
by using raw materials grown by the farmers, making higher value products such
as flour, cake, bread and paste, finding marketing opportunities, and generating
employment and income.
— Getting into processing and value addition is not a must for all business centers.
It requires a lot of planning, money, as well as knowledge and skills to get into
processing and value addition. It may be part of the vision of a business center.
In this case, its business plan should clearly spell out how the business center
will make an investment in processing and value addition.
— In our training, we will not discuss complex processing or value addition.
Instead, we will talk about basic and simple processing activities and increasing
quality and value of the produce grown by the members of the business center.
●● Tell participants to stand in a circle.
...
●● Say:
— I am going to mention a processing and quality service that a business center can
offer.
— For example, at my business center we dry grain.
— The person to my right will say what I said and another service.
— For example, at my business center we dry grain and we teach farmers about the
quality pipeline.
— The next person adds a third service and so on.
— We will continue until someone cannot remember all the services mentioned or
cannot come up with a new service.
●● Start the game. Possible examples of processing and quality services are listed
below.
— Threshing, which can be offered at the center or through mobile services
— Cleaning grain
— Sorting grain
— Drying grain
— Milling maize, beans, sorghum and millet
— Grinding cassava
— Fortifying with micro-nutrient power or food (e.g. corn and soya blend)
— Packaging grain
— Branding produce
— Making sesame paste
— Making cassava or corn bread
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— Roasting and grinding coffee

Trainer Note:
Besides the ones mentioned above, other services that the
business center can offer as they grow and identify other
needs include:
— Offering credit services (SACCO)
— Linking farmers to financial institutions
— Linkage with other service providers such as village
agents, including collective purchase of certified inputs
and crop insurance
— Linkage with agricultural extension officers for inputs,
training and market information
— Organizing training for member farmers
— Leasing storage space during off-season (some of
the agribusiness centers may not be used for some
months. The business centers may decide to rent
space (for meetings, traders, etc.) so that the centers
generate income).

Take home message:
● Each business center needs to assess marketing opportunities, its own
capacities and financial requirements before it decides to get into processing
and value addition. It should be part of their vision and business plan. Start
small and think big for the future.
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Session 6:
Collective Marketing
Learning
goals

Materials
needed

Training participants will
●

Learn about the 4Ps of marketing

●

Learn about the benefits of collective
marketing

●

Explore possible marketing channels

●

Practice mapping buyers

●

Learn how to meet and attract buyers

●

Learn where to get market information

●

Learn how to negotiate on behalf of the
business center

●

Flipchart and markers

●

4Ps of Marketing Chart Set

●

Papers with different marketing chain actors
written on them (see Topic 4)

Time
3 days

Introduction
... Say: In this session, we will learn about the benefits and structure of collective

marketing at the business center. We will learn where and how to find buyers
and get to know what they want. We will discuss how to negotiate with buyers on
behalf of the business center. Are you ready?
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Topic 1: Basic Concepts of Marketing
...
●● Say: Let’s talk about marketing. What do you think marketing is?
●● Allow some participants to answer. All of the definitions below are correct.
— Marketing is selling your products.
— Marketing is knowing what your customers want.
— Marketing is selling at the market.
— Marketing is finding a market for your products.
— Marketing is looking for buyers.
— Marketing is convincing buyers to buy from you.
— Marketing is doing business.
— Marketing is making your products look attractive.
— Marketing is selling at a profit.
— Marketing is promoting your business center.
— Marketing is building relationships.

...
●● Say:
— There are four basic concepts, or parts, of marketing.
— These are called the 4Ps of marketing because they all start with the letter P.
— They are:
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●● Take out the 4Ps of Marketing Chart Set.
●● Show the participants Chart 1.

1.Product

?●● Ask: What do you see? Which of the 4Ps of marketing is this?
●● Allow some participants to answer before saying:
— Product

?●● Ask: Why is it important to think about the product when marketing?
●● Allow some participants to respond before giving the answers below.
— You need to know what product is needed by customers.
— You need to know what quality and quantity customers want.
— You need to know when or how often customers demand the product.
— You need to know how customers want the product to be packaged.
— You need to know what similar products your competitors are selling and what

their customers are looking for.

— You need to know if customers may want (and pay a higher price) if value is

added to the product.
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●● Show the participants Chart 2.

2.Promotion

?●● Ask: What do you see? Which of the 4Ps of marketing is this?
●● Allow some participants to respond before giving the answer below.
— Promotion

?●● Ask: Why is promotion important in marketing?
●● Allow some participants to respond before giving the answers below.
— You need to look and find new customers to make your business center grow.
— You need to get your regular and new/potential customers to buy more from

your business center.

— You need to know whom your regular and new/potential customers are and

think about how best to get their attention to your business center and sell
your produce (i.e. marketing strategy). This includes:
› When: best period, date and time

› Methods: media, sign boards, brochures, on-line market, word-of-mouth,
district production office
› Where: at the business center, go to your customers, contact the agents of
your customers, go to the market during events (e.g. trade fairs)
— You need to know how your competitors promote their products and how

your business center can do it better.
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●● Show the participants Chart 3.

3.Price

?●● Ask: What do you see? Which of the 4Ps of marketing is this?
●● Allow some participants to answer before saying:
— Price

?●● Ask: Why is it important to think about the price in marketing?
●● Allow some participants to respond before giving the answers below.
— You need to know how much the product is worth to your customers.
— You need to know the prevailing market price for the product in the area.
— You need to know the prevailing market price for the produce in other areas

and additional costs (e.g. transport) to bring your produce there.

— You need to know how to set a price range that you can negotiate with your

customers, especially the floor price (the lowest price from which you can still
make profit).

— You need to know if you can afford to offer a discount to your customers.
— You need to know how your price compares to your competitors.
— You need to know how to set a price for your product.
— You need to know a good (and best) price that you will get from your customer

by having a big volume and adding value to your produce.

— You need to know seasonal differences in price so that your business center

chooses when to sell and gets a good price.
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●● Show the participants Chart 4.

?
●● Ask: What do you see? Which of the 4Ps of marketing is this?
●● Allow some participants to respond before giving the answer below.
— Place

?
●● Ask: Why is it important to think about the place when selling produce?
●● Allow some participants to respond before giving the answers below.
— You need to know major places where the produce that your business center

wants to sell is brought and sold. For instance, where does the produce
normally end up (or to where do the traders bring the produce)?

— You need to know where customers usually go to buy the produce.
— You need to know if you should set up a booth/stand, shop or business center.

If so, where is the best place to set it up?

— You need to know where your competitors sell their products.
— You need to know where the price of produce is higher.

?
●● Ask: How can the 4Ps of marketing help you sell produce collectively at the
business center: e.g. SCP?
●● Allow some participants to respond before giving the answers below.
— It is wrong to assume that setting up a business center will automatically

bring customers to you. Your business center needs to think about how to
attract customers to your place and make your business center known to the
customers. The 4Ps of marketing help you think about your marketing and
sales strategy.
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— Having answers to the 4Ps helps your business center have the right produce,

set the right price for the produce, sell at the right time, be in the right place,
and find buyers. It helps your business center achieve focus and efficiency in its
operations and get into produce marketing at a profit.

Take home message:
● Understanding the 4p's helps the business center market produce on behalf of
its members by finding and attracting buyers and getting competitive prices.

Topic 2: Benefits of Collective
Marketing
●● Ask the participants to stand in a circle.
...
●● Say:
— We are going to play a game to think about the benefits of collective marketing.
— I will start by saying one benefit that farmers get from marketing collectively at

the business centers: e.g. SCPs.

— The person next to me will say another benefit. We will go around the circle

and everyone must say something different.

— If you cannot think of a benefit of collective marketing, you are out.
— We will continue until there is only one person left or until we run out of

answers.

— I will start. Farmers who market collectively can access financial services.

●● Go around the circle. Accept the answers below and any other ones that apply to
the local context.
●● Farmers who market collectively:
— Have higher bargaining power and get a better price than selling on the market

or at farm gate

— Have a large volume of produce to sell, which attracts buyers
— Have reliable markets, which helps them better plan (by knowing that they can

sell through the business center)

— Learn from each other and increase the volume of sales by sharing experiences

and discussing ideas

— Have value added to their produce at the business center and get a price

incentive (premium) for quality

— Have access to larger and more lucrative markets
— Have more marketing options including small, medium and large buyers
— Have their produce transported to the business center or markets
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— Get to know the market prices and make informed decisions about selling their

produce

— Save time and energy looking for markets: the business center will do it for you
— Have your business center control the quality of your produce and reduce losses
— Access credit from financial institutions through the business center
— Save money and borrow from the SACCO managed by the business center
— Have access to external support from the Government and other development

actors

Take home message:
● Collective marketing benefits individual farmers, farmer groups and the
business center by finding different markets, increasing sales, gaining
negotiation power, going into value addition and getting the confidence of
financial institutions to provide credit.

Topic 3: Fees for Collective Sales
...
●● Say:
— Farmers have many benefits when they are part of a business center, but

they need to understand that there is a cost to engage in collective sales. The
farmers’ organization managing a business center therefore needs to consider
setting fees, often called commission.

— A commission is money paid for a service provided.
— In the case of a business center, its member farmers/groups may pay a

percentage of the money that they receive from a collective sale through the
business center.

— This commission may be deducted from the payment that the business center

makes to their member farmers/groups.

— The commission can be used to run the business center, compensate and

motivate the marketing committee/officer, as well as make investment in the
business center.

— The commission rate is decided by all the members of the business center.
— The commission in this context is different from fees that the business center

charges for additional and complementary services in collective sales. For
instance, some of its member groups may request for transport of their produce
to the business center whereas other groups may have their maize deshelled
by a machine. If these services are provided by the business center, it needs to
receive payment to recover the costs and make a small profit.

?●● Ask: Is it a good thing for the business center to collect commission for a collective
sale? Why or why not?
●● Allow some participants to answer. Keep their answers in mind, but do not give
them a correct answer.
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...
●● Say: I am going to read a story about business centers that have different
approaches to commission.

Read Part 1 of the story below.
Part 1
There is a business center in Dada town. The executive committee
of this business center did not discuss commission fees for collective
sales because they do not have a business plan. This means that
when there is a collective sale, all the money goes to the farmers,
and none remains with the business center.
There is another business center in Cha Cha town. The executive
committee of this business center decided on a commission rate
of 3% of the sales price when they started and wrote their first
business plan. This means that when a farmer makes UGX 300,000
in a collective sale, s/he pays a commission fee of UGX 9,000 to the
business center.
There is another business center in Wawa town. The executive
committee of this business center had originally decided on a
commission rate of 5% in their business plan. But they realized
that this percentage was not enough to cover the operating costs
of the center or to invest in mobile maize shellers. Therefore, the
executives decided to bring this issue up in the next annual general
assembly to increase the commission rate to 7% of the sales price.
This means that when a farmer makes UGX 300,000 in a collective
sale, s/he pays UGX 21,000 to the business center in commission.

...●● Say: Raise your hand if you would prefer to sell collectively through the business
center in Dada town where there is no commission on collective sales.
●● Ask a participant who raised his/her hand to explain reasons.

...
●● Say: Raise your hand if you would prefer to sell collectively through the business
center in Cha Cha town where there is a 3% commission on collective sales.
●● Ask a participant who raised his/her hand to explain reasons.
...●● Say: Raise your hand if you would prefer to sell collectively through the business
center in Wawa town where there is a 7% commission on collective sales.
●● Ask a participant who raised his/her hand to explain reasons.
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Read Part 2 of the story below.
Part 2
After 5 years, the business center in Dada town is lacking money.
The executive committee, including the Marketing Officer, is not
proactively looking for marketing opportunities. It has become
hard for them to market produce together. Because of low volumes
collected from the member groups, they do not get a good price in
collective sales. The farmers are disappointed and not interested
in the business center. The store at the business center is hardly
utilized.
The business center in Cha Cha town is also struggling to cover
their costs. They discovered that the 3% commission rate and fees
from other services were not enough to pay the Center Manager
and other staff of the business center for their hard work. The
staff have become frustrated and spend most of their time doing
their own personal business. The executive committee thinks that
increasing the rate of commission is only going to make the matter
worse by frustrating the entire membership. Some staff are now
threatening to quit.
The business center in Wawa town is doing really well. The staff
at the business center receives salary and/or incentives. The
Center Manager ensures that each staff puts effort in his or her
job and contributes to increasing the volume of produce sales. The
member farmers and groups have grown to rely on the business
center to find markets and get good prices. Most of them were
initially concerned when the sales commission rate went up from
5% to 7%. However, the commission that they pay is less than the
extra price per kg/unit received from selling through the business
center. The business center has also been able to buy a couple
of mobile maize millers with some of the money saved by the
business center. Each member farmer pays UGX 2,500 to mill each
bag of maize whilst non-member farmers pay UGX 3,000. Other
community members also see the benefit of joining the center.
Therefore, the membership of the business center is going up.

?●● Ask: Is it a good thing for the business center to collect commission for a collective
sale? Why or why not?
●● Allow some participants to answer.

?●● Ask: Has anyone changed their mind about commission from the beginning of this
activity? Why did you change your mind?
●● Allow some participants to answer.
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?●● Ask: How can the executive committee of a business center decide on an adequate
commission rate?
●● Allow some participants to respond before giving the answers below.
— The commission rate needs to be determined based on the costs that are

normally incurred in the collective sales as well as on the analysis of financial
needs of the business center.

— The financial needs may be analyzed by looking at how much is required to

keep the business center running and save for future investment.

— The executive committee needs to clarify that there may be different fees for

sales. For instance, the member groups that bring their produce to the business
center by themselves pay 5% commission. The member groups that need to
organize transport from their villages may need to pay the 5% commission plus
a transport service fee.

— The members will not be comfortable with the idea of commission if the fee is

more than the price difference between 1) selling at home to a petty trader or
selling on the local market and 2) selling through the business center.

Take home message:
● Over time, a business center must earn through commission fees and service
charges in order for the center to keep running and providing quality services.

Topic 4: Market Mapping and
Different Marketing Channels
...
●● Say:
— We are going to explore different markets around and beyond the business

center.

— It is good to visualize where sales are done, who is involved and how pricing and

costs change as we move away from the farmer and the business center.

●● Ask the participants to divide into two groups.
●● You can use maize as an example for the market map or any other major staple
crop relevant to the participants.
...
●● Say:
— We are going to start making a marketing map by drawing a diagram with your

business center drawn at the middle of paper.

— Your diagram will not be able to have all the information in your area, but you

can insert locations and actors involved and the price of maize at each location.
Let’s use the current price of maize (or the major staple) in your area. You will
have 30 minutes.
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beans, maize and sorghum
●● Below are examples of what can go into a marketing map. The participants can add
more based on their own local context.
— Where maize is grown and harvested (e.g. farm gate):

› price UGX/KG
› actors: e.g. farmers, petty traders, local consumers
— Where maize is collected by your farmer groups e.g. a

village collection center:
› price

› actors: e.g. farmer group marketing officer, petty
traders, agents of bigger traders and processors, local
consumers
— Where maize is sold near the collection center e.g.

markets and shops:
› price

› actors: e.g. farmer group marketing officer, petty
traders, agents of bigger traders and processors,
traders from other regions and countries, local
consumers
— At the business center (maize is taken from the villages

and collection centers and sold at the business center):
› price

› actors: e.g. business center manager, local
trader,local shop, petty traders, agents of bigger
traders and small scale processors, traders from other
regions and countries, local consumers
— At the business center (maize is further cleaned and

dried to meet the East African quality standards and
sold at the center):
› price
› actors: e.g. business center manager/marketing
officer, local traders, agents of bigger traders and
processors, traders from other regions and countries,
local consumers, WFP, supermarket

— At the business center (maize grain is milled and sold at

the center):
› price

› actors: e.g. business center manager/marketing officer, petty traders, agents
of bigger traders, regional traders, local consumers (e.g. schools)
— Main market in the district (maize grain is taken from the business center to the

market by the trader or business center):
› price

› actors: e.g. business center marketing officer, agents of bigger traders and
processors, regional traders, distributors, local consumers
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— Main market in the region (maize grain is taken from the business center to the

market by the trader or business center):
› price

› actors: e.g. business center marketing officer, agents of bigger traders and
processors, traders from other regions and countries, local consumers
— At a processing company (grain is sold by a trader or business center to a

processor):
› price

› actors: e.g. marketing/procurement officer of the processing company,
business center marketing officer, petty and medium-size traders, agents of
the processing company, distributors of processed foods

?●● Ask: What did you think about the exercise? What are the important things we
need to know to do market mapping?
●● Allow some participants to respond before sharing the answers below.
— We need to know the people involved (actors).
— We need to know the product and its various forms (e.g. raw grain, milled)

available.

— We need to promote produce and the business center; there are many actors

and competitors.

— We need to know price and additional cost such as transport and agent fees.
— We need to know place.
— Price becomes higher as it gets farther away from the farmers.
— Price becomes higher as the quality of grain improves and value is added.

Trainer Note:
Consider organizing a visit to some places with the
Production and Marketing Officers from various business
centers. The participants can observe what happens in
markets and at companies, interact with traders and
company representatives, and find out what their potential
customers want.

...
●● Say:
—

From the exercise that we just had, you can see that marketing is a channel or
chain that starts with the farmer and extends all the way to the consumer. It
can be short or long and involve many different actors along the whole journey.

—

Let us now think about the advantages and disadvantages of different channels.

●● On separate pieces of paper, write each of the following marketing chain actors
and show them to the participants.
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—

Farmer

—

Rural informal collector

—

Agent

—

Processing company

—

Farmer group

—

Distributor

—

Cooperative

—

Trader

—

Shop

—

Consumer

●● Ask one participant to use a combination of cards that shows one of the marketing
channel possibilities. Remind him/her that the channel must begin with the
farmer and end with the consumer. Explain that the consumer is the person who
eats the produce.
●● Write the channel laid out by the participant on a flipchart.
●● Ask other participants to make more marketing channels.

?●● Ask: What are the advantages and disadvantages of different marketing channels?
●● Allow the participants to respond before giving the answers below.
●● Make sure the following channels are mentioned and discussed:
— From Farmer to Consumer

› Advantages
� Short and convenient channel
� Cash-based transaction
� The farmer may cut costs of middle people such as traders and
transporters
� The farmer knows what the consumer wants
› Disadvantages
� Low volume
� Low and unattractive price
� No or little price incentive to improve the quality of grain
� The farmer may not know or find many consumers
— From Farmer to Rural Informal Collector to Consumer

› Advantages
� Available, easy to contact and find because middle people stay in the
community
� Cash-based transaction
› Disadvantages
� Low volume
� Low and unattractive prices
� No or little price incentive to improve the quality of grain
� Risk of inadequate marketing equipment: e.g. broken or incorrect
weighing scale
— From Farmer to Agent to Processing Company to Consumer

› Advantages
� Opportunity to sell a higher volume
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� Cash-based transaction
� Possibility to sell slightly improved quality grain and get a better price than
the market
� Possibility to go into contract farming (where inputs may be provided on
loans)
› Disadvantages
� Sometimes unreliable since they do not stay in the community
� The farmer may not have a sufficient quantity to bargain for a better price
� The agent or company may not request for improved quality (as the
company has a machine to improve quality)
� Risk of inadequate marketing equipment: e.g. broken or incorrect weighing
scales
— From Farmer to Farmer Group to Cooperative to Trader to Shop to

Consumer

› Advantages
� Larger volume
� Cash or non-cash based payment
� Room for negotiation to get a better price than the market
� Cleaning, drying and sorting services provided by the cooperative to
improve the quality of grain
� Price incentive for the quality of grain sold at the cooperative level
� Informed, collective decision on the timing of sales to get a good price
� The cooperative may provide inputs on credit to farmer groups (thus
farmers) to increase production
� Opportunity for a long-term business relationship including contract
farming between the cooperative and the trader
› Disadvantages
� The cooperative (or farmer groups) may not be well established to offer
services and get good deals from the trader
� It may take some time to establish business between the cooperative and
the trader
� The trader (or its agents) may not be willing to pay a higher price for the
quality of grain
� The trader may buy up grain in the harvest period (when the market price
drops) and store in its warehouses and silos.
� Payment may take some time unless the cooperative (or farmer groups)
has an internal credit mechanism (e.g. SACCO) or obtains a loan from a
financial institution to advance payment to contributing farmers
— From Farmer to Farmer Group to Cooperative to Processing

Company to Shop to Consumer
› Advantages
� Large volume
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� Cash or non-cash based payment

� Room for negotiation to get a better price than the market
� Possibility to sell slightly improved quality grain to get a better price than
the market
� Informed, collective decision to sell later in the year to get a good price
� Opportunity for a long-term business relationship including contract
farming between the cooperative and the processor
� The processing company may provide credit in the form of inputs or cash
› Disadvantages
� The cooperative (or farmer groups) may not be well established to offer
services and get good deals from the processor (or its agents)
� It may take some time to establish business between the cooperative and
the processor
� The processing company may not be willing to pay a higher price for the
quality of grain (as it does value addition at its factory)
� The processor may buy up grain in the harvest period (when the market
price drops) and store in its warehouses and silos
� Payment may take some time unless the cooperative (or producer groups)
has an internal credit mechanism or obtains a loan from a financial
institution to advance payment to contributing farmers
●● At the end of the activity, ask the following questions.
— Which channel would you adopt and why?
— Which channel is the most beneficial to the farmer?
— Which channel is the most beneficial to the business center?
— Would you consider adopting different channels to "diversify" income sources?

If so, how would you go about it?

Trainer Note:
A cooperative: e.g. business center needs to identify more
than one chain model in order to diversify its sources of
revenue. For instance, an agriculture business center may
have a contract for supplying quality grain to a brewery,
while also selling quality grain to WFP. The same business
center may also sell to pass-by traders at the center. What
is important is that the business center is aware of different
options and their pros and cons.
The examples used in the exercise are not the only possible
marketing channels. There exist many other combinations
(or business centers can forge new arrangements) to move
produce from the farmer to the consumer.

Take home message:
● It is important to identify existing and potential market channels that the
business center can tap into on behalf of its farmers.
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Topic 5: Promoting the Business
Center
●● Ask the participants to sit in groups of 5 or 6.
...
●● Say:
— You are going to practice profiling potential buyers in the market.
— Name some buyers to whom your business center (or your farmer group) has sold

produce to before.

●● Write their answers on a flipchart. Try to have a variety of different buyers. Make
sure to list WFP.
●● Tell each group to choose a different buyer from the flipchart.
●● Write the following words on another flipchart:
— Commodity
— Variety
— Quality
— Quantity
— Price
— Timing
— Place and Transport (pick-up or delivery to buyer)
— Packaging

...
●● Say:
— You will create a buyer profile within your group.
— You will include information about what your buyer prefers or expects, using the 8

factors on the flipchart as a guide.

●● Give the groups 15 minutes to create their buyer profile.
●● Let each group present its buyer profile in 5 minutes.
●● After the presentations, discuss the following questions.
— Where can you find more information about the

buyers?

— How can you transfer this information to your

fellow farmers?

— How can you improve the image of your business

center to appeal to the different buyers profiled?

...
●● Say: Now that we have considered the preferences of
buyers, we are going to create strategies for promoting
your business center and attracting more buyers.
●● Create the following table on the flipchart.
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Media

Networks

?
●● Ask: What media strategies can a business center use to promote the center and
attract more buyers?
●● Allow some participants to answer and write their responses into the table on the
flipchart. Examples are listed below.
— Paper advertisements and posters
— Community notice boards
— Radio announcements
— TV advertisements
— SMS and phone calls
— Social media and online platforms
— Internet posts

?
●● Ask: What contacts and connections can your business center use to promote the
business center and attract more buyers?
●● Allow some participants to answer and write their ideas into the table on the
flipchart. Example answers are listed below.
— Personal knowledge and sales experience of business center committee

members

— Attending meetings and conferences
— Participating in and visiting agricultural and trade shows
— Linkage made by supporting organizations of the business center: e.g. the

district production and commercial offices, non-governmental organizations,
WFP, etc.

— Trader network established by village agents
— Visiting buyers: e.g. factories, offices, shops, markets
— Joining national or regional farmer networks: e.g. federations, area cooperative

societies, etc.)

...
●● Say: As part of promotion, it is important to think about branding.
?
●● Ask: What is branding?
●● Allow some participants to respond before sharing the definition below:
Branding is promoting products (and or services) that you are marketing so
that your potential customers can identify them easily. Branding can be done
with a product or company name, image, design, logo, slogan, etc. It could be
about your business center or about a particular produce marketed by your
business center. It should reflect the "values" of the business center.
●● Ask the participants to form groups of 5 or 6.
●● One half of the groups will work on making a logo for their business center. The
other half of the groups will work on a slogan or “catchy phrase” for their maize:
e.g. Busoga Maize “Eat Healthy and Get Stronger.”
●● They can use markers and flipcharts for this exercise.
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●● Give the groups 20 minutes to make logos and slogans.
●● Give each group a chance to present its logo or slogan. Invite the presenter to
explain how the group came up with the ideas.
●● Have the other participants provide feedback to each group.

Take home message:
● The business center must have a marketing strategy in order to reach more
buyers and other markets. Branding and connections are all part of such a
strategy.

Topic 6: Sources of Market
Information
...
●● Say:
— There are two types of market information.
— Spot price: Farmers need to know the price of today and recent days on

the local market and other places. Such short-term (on the spot) market
information helps the farmers with information about when, where and how to
sell their produce.

— Price trend: Farmers need to know a price trend on the local market and other

places. Such long-term market information shows seasonal patterns and allows
the farmers to compare prices from the past years, which helps them decide on
marketing strategies.

...
●● Say: I am going to read a short story. You will guess whether the story is an
example of a spot price or price trend.
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●● Read the following short stories and make sure that the participants
guess the type of market information required correctly.
An agricultural company wants to engage a business center
in contract farming of beans in the coming season.

 Price trend
Musa hears on the radio that the price of maize is currently
high because there is low supply and high demand for maize.

	 Spot price
Joseph learned during a business center training that farmers
could get the highest prices for their produce in the month
before harvest.

	 Price trend
Jane saw on a notice board that a company was willing to
pay UGX 1,000 per kg for good quality maize.

 Spot price
A business center is thinking of adding another enterprise
besides maize in its collective marketing. It needs to decide
which enterprise will bring profit.

	 Price trend
A professor wants to explain the impact of climate change on
agricultural production in Uganda.

	 Price trend
A business center wants to buy improved seeds from an
input dealer to sell and distribute within its member groups.

	 Spot price

...
●● Say: We now know why market information is important for us and how it helps
us make decisions on production as well as marketing.
●● Let us think about where we get market information and how effectively we can
share the information within the membership of a business center.
●● Hand out two small sheets of paper to each participant.
●● Tell the participants to write a tick (
card.
●● Tell them that the tick (

 ) on one card and a cross ( x ) on the other

 ) means YES and the cross ( x ) means NO.

●● Ask the participants the following questions to find out whether they receive (or
look for) market information from different sources.
●● After each question, tell them to hold up one of their cards to answer YES or NO.
●● If most participants answer YES to the question, ask them if they find this market
information source useful and how they can share the information with the
members of the business center.
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●● If most participants answer NO to the question, ask them why they do not have
access to that source of market information and what could be done about it.

Questions
— Do you get information from farmer magazines?
— Do you get information from the newspapers?
— Do you get information on the telephone (e.g. SMS)?
— Do you get information from the internet?
— Do you get information from community notice boards?
— Do you get information from the radio?
— Do you get information from the television?
— Do you get information from agricultural stakeholder platforms?
— Do you get information from government extension officers?
— Do you get information from village agents?
— Do you get information from your own farmer group or farmers’

organization?

— Do you get information from buyers?
— Do you get information from a nearby market?

x

...
●● Say:
— It is important to have different sources of market information to compare

prices.

— Having access to market information helps your business center set a price

negotiation range with potential buyers at any given time. The business center
can advise its member groups and farmers whether or not it is the right time or
price to sell.

— One of the responsibilities of the business center is to make an arrangement with

a market information service provider(s) - e.g. village agents, traders, online
platforms, etc. so that the information can be circulated to the member groups.

— Districts and sub-counties (e.g. commercial officers and agricultural extension

workers) support farmers with market information. It is therefore important to
have your business center registered and maintain contact with them.
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— There are free market information services. But, in many cases, market

information systems come with a fee. Therefore, the business center may
subscribe to a system for a fee and the Marketing Officer can share the
information with the member group representatives. The costs of telephone calls
and text messages by the Marketing Officer should be covered by the business
center.

Take home message:
● A business center needs various sources of market information that indicate
price trends and spot prices to know when, where and to whom it is best to sell
to for a good price.

Topic 7: Negotiating with Buyers
...
●● Say:
— During the previous topic, we talked about the importance of having market

information and how that helps the business center establish a price range when
it goes into negotiation with potential buyers.

?
●● Ask: What does it mean to negotiate?
●● Allow some participants to respond before giving the answers below.
— Negotiation is a conversation between two (or more) parties to reach an

agreement that is satisfactory for everyone.

— Negotiation can happen in one day or over several days or weeks.
— Usually one person or party makes an offer and the other person or party makes

a counter offer. This continues until they reach a position that is mutually
agreeable to both parties.

— Negotiation usually requires both people or parties to compromise.
— Not all negotiations reach a successful conclusion.

...
●● Say:

— In order to negotiate well and get a good price for your produce, knowing the

prevailing market price is not enough. You must have information on all costs
incurred on your produce to know the price needed to break even and make a
profit. You can then set a price for your produce.

— When negotiating, you should have a price “range” that has the minimum

acceptable price and highest price that you hope to get on behalf of your business
center.
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●● Draw the following faces on a flipchart. Write “seller” on top of the left column, and
“buyer” on the top of the right column:

Seller

Buyer

...
●● Say: Each row is a possible outcome of a negotiation.
?●● Ask: What can you say about the first possible outcome?
●● Allow some participants to respond before giving the answers below.
— The seller is happy with the result of the negotiation and the buyer is not.
— There is a possibility that the buyer may not come back to the seller again.
— There is a chance that the buyer comes back but negotiates harder to get what

s/he wants.

— This is a win-lose situation.

?●● Ask: What can you say about the second possible outcome?
●● Allow some participants to respond before giving the answers below.
— The seller is unhappy with the result of the negotiation and the buyer is happy.
— There is a need for the seller to do a better job next time.
— This is also a win-lose situation.

?●● Ask: What can you say about the third possible outcome?
●● Allow some participants to respond before giving the answers below.
— Both the seller and buyer are unhappy with the result of the negotiation.
— There is a possibility that the seller and the buyer will not meet again.
— This is a lose-lose situation.

?●● Ask: What can you say about the fourth possible outcome?
●● Allow some participants to respond before giving the answers below.
— Both the seller and buyer are happy with the result of the negotiation.
— This is a win-win situation.

?●● Ask: Which situation is preferred at the end of a negotiation?
●● Allow some participants to respond before giving the answers below.
— A win-win situation is preferred. This is where both parties are happy

because they both got what they wanted from the negotiation. This is the best
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situation, which also helps create a good business relationship between the two
negotiating parties.

?● Ask: Do you have any ideas of how to negotiate for a win-win situation?
●
●● Allow some participants to respond and write their answers on a flipchart. Make
sure that they mention the following good negotiation tips.
— Be patient, remain calm and take time to negotiate
— Understand the other party’s point of view
— Know what you want from the negotiation and what you are not willing to

compromise (make sure that a price range is pre-discussed with the executives
of your business center and member groups and that the minimum price should
be more than the break-even point)

— Have knowledge of the prevailing market price in the community and beyond
— Have the right person(s) at the negotiation table (for instance: the Marketing

Officer, Chairperson, Vice Chairperson, etc. who can represent the interests of
the membership of the business center)

— Listen to the other party
— Keep eye contact
— Be confident and explain your position with facts: e.g. market prices,

production costs, quality added to produce, price offers received from other
potential buyers, etc.

— Build a good relationship with the other party
— Suggest to stop negotiation if it becomes too heated and come back to the

negotiation table on another day

?●● Ask: Do you know of any behaviours that you should avoid when trying to
negotiate a win-win situation?
●● Allow some participants to respond and write their answers on a flipchart. Make
sure that they mention the following behaviours to avoid.
— Get angry or insult the other party
— Raise your voice
— Get side-tracked
— Come to an agreement which you are unhappy with
— Reject the other party’s idea too fast

...
●● Say: We are going to do a role play of a win-win situation.
●● Ask three participants to come to the front and play the parts of Mary, Anna and
Raymond.

Read the following story.
Mary and Anna Negotiate for the Business Center
Mary and Anna are on the marketing committee of their business
center. One of their responsibilities is to find buyers and negotiate
price on behalf of the member farmers (and farmer groups).
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Before they started negotiation, they had met with the executives of
the business center and agreed that they would not accept less than
UGX 1,000 per kg for maize and not less than UGX 700 per kg for
sorghum. Mary and Anna think that they can get UGX 1,200 per kg
for maize and UGX 800 for sorghum. They know that this is slightly
above the going market price, but their produce is of excellent quality.
Mary and Anna feel confident as they go to meet their first potential
buyer, an agent from a processing company named Raymond. They
start off the negotiation, but Raymond only wants to pay UGX 800 per
kg for maize and UGX 600 per kg for sorghum.
Mary and Anna start to negotiate…

●● Ask your volunteers to do the role play of the negotiation amongst Anna, Mary and
Raymond for about 2 minutes. They should try to come to a win-win agreement.
●● After the role play, ask:
— What did Mary and Anna do well while negotiating?
— What went wrong (if anything)?
— Did they come to a win-win situation?

...
●● Say: We are going to do another role play.
●● Ask five participants to come to the front and play the parts of John, Martha and
three other executive members of a business center.
Read the following story.
John and Martha Negotiate to Get a Contract Farming Deal
John and Martha are on the marketing committee at their business
center. One of their responsibilities is to find buyers and negotiate
prices on behalf of the farmers in their farmers' organization that
manages the business center. They have heard about an opportunity
to do contract farming for a large bean processing company.
Before they went to meet Betty, a representative of the processing
company, John and Martha did some research. They checked their
records at the business center to see the prices of beans in the last
season (which did not have price spikes from high demand or supply
shortages), and found that the highest market price was UGX 2,000
per kg and that the lowest price was UGX 1,200 at harvest. John and
Martha spoke with the chairpersons of all member farmer groups
that wanted to sell through the business center. Everyone agreed
that they would be willing to accept UGX 1,500 per kg since it is a
sure deal. John and Martha think that they can get higher than this
from the processing company.
Both John and Martha go to meet Betty, and negotiation begins.
Betty is willing to pay UGX 1,500 per kg, but John and Martha push
her to offer UGX 1,800. Betty refuses and sticks to UGX 1,500. John
and Martha are upset and decide not to take the deal because they
think they should get more.
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John and Martha go back to the business center and have to inform
the executives about the outcome of the negotiation. The executives
speak to the chairpersons of various farmer groups, all of who are
not sure if they will find another contract farming opportunity since
the season is about to start.

●● Ask your volunteers to do a role play of a conversation amongst John, Martha
and three other executive members of the business center after the two marketing
officers get back from the negotiation for about 2 minutes.
●● After the role play, ask:
— What did John and Martha do wrong during the negotiation?
— Should they have taken the deal from Betty?
— Do the other farmers have the right to be upset? Why?
— What would be the next steps for the business center?

...
●● Say: We are going to do one more role play.
●● Ask three participants to come to the front and play the parts of Susan, Grace and
Benson.

Read the following story.
Susan and Grace Turn Down A Bad Deal
Susan and Grace are on the marketing committee at their business
center. One of their responsibilities is to find buyers and negotiate
prices on behalf of the farmers in their farmers’ organization.
They have already lined up a potential buyer who is willing to pay
UGX 1,000 per kg for most of their maize stored at the business
center store because of its excellent quality.
Then one morning, Grace gets a call from a trader named Benson
who says he is interested in buying all their maize. Grace agrees to
meet him in case he is willing to offer more than the other buyer.
Grace and Susan go to meet Benson, who is only willing to offer
UGX 900 per kg. Grace and Susan try to explain that their maize
is of very good quality; therefore, it should be sold at least UGX
1,000 per kg or more. He disagrees and tries to convince them to
take his deal. Susan and Grace politely decline and leave. They go
back to the business center and call the original buyer to come and
purchase the maize.

●● Ask your volunteers to role play the negotiation between Susan, Grace and Benson
for about 2 minutes.
●● After the role play, ask:
— Why did Grace and Susan turn down the deal?
— What gave Grace and Susan the bargaining power to turn down a bad deal and

get a better deal?
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— Should Grace and Susan be so sure of being able to sell to the other buyer (as no

deal is finalized until a contract is signed)?

— What is missing in this story (e.g. the local market price and supplementary costs

incurred to improve the quality of produce)?

Trainer Note:
For more information and practice on Group Marketing, go to
page 321 in the Annex: Extra Activities Under Module
4.

Take home message:
● The business center does not have to accept the first price from a potential
buyer. It is important to learn how to negotiate for prices that are profitable
and that cover the costs of value-added services and collective marketing.

Topic 8: Contract Signing
...
●● Say:
— In the last topic, we talked about not being sure of selling to a potential buyer

(the role play with Grace and Susan). Grace and Susan were confident that they
could go back to the buyer with whom they had discussed the possibility of
selling.

?● Ask: Is this always the case? What if this other buyer already bought grain from
●
other business centers and s/he no longer needs your produce?
●● Allow some participants to respond before sharing the information below.
— Unless it is about a spot purchase where a buyer comes to your business center

(a deal is made; payment is received; and the produce is taken away), you do not
know if your potential buyer, with whom you are in contact about sales, will buy
your produce.

— What is important, especially for a sizable volume, is to sign a contract with your

buyer. When negotiation is done, finalize the deal by signing an agreement.

— For instance, WFP signs contracts with all of its food suppliers: however small or

big.

?
●● Ask: Has your business center or group signed a contract before?
●● Allow some participants to share their experience before continuing.
●● Ask the participants to break up into groups of 5 to 6 and discuss what needs to go
into a contract. Each group can come up with a scenario of selling maize, supplying
seeds, etc.
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●● After 20 minutes, let each group present. Supplement their answers with the
examples below.
› Date
› Names of the buyer and the seller
› Address and contact of the signing parties
› Commodity name (can be specific about the commodity: e.g. red sorghum)
› Quality details
› Quantity
› Price per unit
› Total value of the contract
› Payment terms
› Delivery details: where to pick up from or deliver to
› Timeframe: when to deliver the commodity
› Signatures of the representatives of each party and witnesses
› Additional details
� Penalty in case of contract default
� Performance bonds
� Settlement of disputes
� Phytosanitary requirements
●
?● Ask: There is a phrase “contract default.” What does this mean?
●● Allow some participants to respond before giving the answer below.
— It means non-performance by a party to an agreement. For instance, if your

business center fails to have all the produce in the business center store by an
agreed date, it is in default of a contract. Another example is when the buyer
wants quality and your business center does not meet the requirements, it is in
default of a contract.

— Contract default does not mean that the agreement must be ended. The

termination of a contact could be avoided by renegotiating the terms of a
contract. For instance, in the first case, your business center may discuss with
the buyer to extend the delivery period. In the second case, your business center
may agree with the buyer on how to improve the quality of grain.

?● Ask: What happens when there is contract default by your business center?
●
●● Allow some participants to respond before giving the answers below.
› Your business center loses the confidence of your buyer, who may terminate
the contract.
› The members of your business center become frustrated.
› The executive members lose motivation.
› The reputation of your business center with other buyers may change.
› Your business center may incur substantial financial losses.
› Some of your members may not bulk at the business center again.
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?●● Ask: What are key factors to avoid contract default?
●● Allow some participants to respond before giving the answers below.
› Your business center should sign an agreement, for which you have a
strategy to meet the target within the contract.
› Your business center consults with member farmer groups before signing.
› Your business center negotiates for favourable terms; for instance, ask the
buyer to accept grain in consignments (tranches) and receive payment per
consignment.
› Your business center has a strong marketing (production) committee to
monitor bulking and quality control.
› Your business center has security to protect grain stored at the center.
› Your business center does not accept grain that is of poor quality; otherwise,
it will cause infestation at the center store.
› Your business center provides “advanced payment” to contributing farmers
and or groups (so that they do not come to reclaim their grain). You recover
the money when the buyer pays the business center after delivery and the
center pays the farmers and groups.
› Your business center “buys up” grain from contributing farmers and groups
and makes a payment upon the delivery of produce to the center store.
› Your business center must read the terms and conditions of a contract before
signing.
› It is also important to check with reliable sources (for instance, the district
production and commerical office) to know that the buyer with whom your
business center is in negotiation with is a reputable company and does not
have a history of disrespecting contractual terms.

...
●● Say: Remember, it is important that your business center explains the details
of a contract to contributing farmers and groups. In particular, payment terms
need to be explained thoroughly. When will the buyer make payment? How will
the business center pay the farmers and groups? When the business center signs
for a large volume, the payment will also be significant. Consider using new
technologies to avoid handling cash.

Take home message:
● The business center should sign contracts with buyers to ensure that the
buyers will honour the agreed terms and conditions. Contract default could
be damaging to the reputation and future operations of the business center.
Therefore, the business center must sign a contract which both the executives
and members are sure of, have a strategy and commit to meeting the terms and
conditions of the contract.
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Annex: Extra Activities
Under Module 4
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Activity 1: The Conflict Game
Topic: Leadership Qualities
Level: Intermediate
●● Make two sheets of paper with the words ‘raise conflict’ written on them.
●● Make two sheets of paper with the words ‘solve conflict’ written on them.
●● Make sheets for the rest of the participants with ‘participate in any way you want’
written on them.
●● Hand out one paper to each participant.
...
●● Say:
— We are going to play a game called the Conflict Game.
— I am going to read to you a problem situation that might happen at your

business center.

— Read your paper so you know what you are supposed to do in this game.
— Do not show your paper to anyone. It is a secret.

●● Read the following situation.
●● The executive committee of a business center has a special meeting on a
troublesome case. Money has been missing from collective sales and they have to
work out a way of solving this problem.
●● Walk around the room and encourage the participants to engage with each other
about this situation.
●● Some participants will try to raise conflict while others will try to solve conflict.
●● Allow the participants to continue for about 5 minutes.
●● After 5 minutes, stop the activity and ask:
— Who tried to raise conflict?
— What strategies (how and in what way) did they use to raise conflict?
— Who tried to solve conflict?
— What strategies did they use to solve conflict?

●● If there is time, collect all papers and hand them out again so there are different
conflict raisers and solvers. Repeat the activity with the following situation.
●● A farmer group which stored its produce at the business center is doing contract
farming. They bring their produce to the buyer. The buyer does not want to buy
the produce, allegedly because the quality is not good enough. The business
center executive committee has to mediate between the buyer and farmer group
representatives.
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Activity 2: Successful Collective Sales
Topic: Collective Marketing
Level: Easy
●● Tell the participants to form groups of 4 people.
...
●● Say:
— We have discussed collective bulking and marketing through a business center

such as an SCP.

— I am going to read you a story and ask you to make some decisions that will

help the characters in the story be successful.

Read the title and story below.
Selling Together is Winning Together
Peace is the Chairperson of an apex farmers’ organization that
brings together 10 farmer groups. The total number of farmers in
the apex farmers’ organization is 400. Most of them produce maize
and other crops on less than 3 acres of land.
Peace has been approached by an agent from a very reputable
company called Buganda Maize Grain, Ltd. The company would like
to sign a pre-planting contract for 300 metric tons of maize grain.
They are offering UGX 900 per kg. In the last season, the price of
maize at the time of harvest was around UGX 750 and went up to
as high as UGX 1,200.

...
●● Say: In your groups you will decide if Peace should agree to this contract on behalf
of her apex farmer’s organization.
?●● Ask: Before deciding, what factors should you consider before signing a contract?
●● Allow the participants to discuss in their groups before sharing their answers.
Make sure that they mention the following factors to consider before signing:
— What is the total production capacity of all 10 groups?
— How should the decision to sign a contract be made? Should a general assembly

or executive meeting be held?

— Taking into consideration the price in the last season, is UGX 900 reasonable?
— What is the production cost per kg?
— Is the company asking for quality maize at the time of delivery?
— Does everyone have enough seeds to meet the 400 metric ton target?
— Is the company giving quality inputs on loans?
— Does the business center have to take up a loan to provide seeds to its farmer

groups and members?
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— Is there a long-term business opportunity with this company?
— Should the business center sign up for crop insurance?
— Are there other elements that the contract should specify? This may include:

› Delivery period
› Mode of payment
› Penalty clause
› Quality specifications
› Termination clause: e.g. notice period
› Monitoring requirements

?●● Ask: Do you think Peace should agree? Why or why not?
●● Allow the participants to discuss before sharing their answer.
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